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Col. Horatio B. Haskett, assistant
PWA administrator, yesterday wrote
to Raymond C. Small, secretary of
the Deer Isle-Sedgwick Bridge Dis
trict, that unless the project could
be built with the present available
funds, started by Oct. 15 of this year
and finished by April 1, 1939, the
FWA allocations of loan and grant
would be rescinded.
We are very much what others
think of us -Hazlttt.
The Bridge District is given until
Aug 9 to make up its mind.
A copy of the letter was forwarded
to Representative Brewster of Maine,
FOR TREE SURGEONS
in which it was pointed out that if
A special examination Aug. 16 in'the bridge district wants the grant
the State House for tree surgeons de on the original basis and can guar
siring to become licensed in Maine is
planned by Dr. H. B. Pierson, in antee completion by the specified
charge of the tests given by the Maine time, the PWA money is still avail
Forest Service. "Due to the unusual able.
abundance of shade tree insect pests
Original allocation was $315,000
and the fact that certain sections of
grant
and $385,000 loan. Several ex
the State have no licensed tree sur
geons." Dr. Pierson said, "it has been tensions of time have been grant
decided to have a special examination, ed. The Bridge District asks in
which will cover pruning, spraying
crease of the grant from $315,000 to
and cavity work."
$460,000. Original estimated cost was
$700,000.
Present
estimate
is
$1,020,000.
Representative Brewster, immedi
ately upon receipt of the letter from
Hackett, took up the matter with
The Rockport Carnival
the White House, inasmuch as he
had discussed the project with the
Regatta Amateur Contest President personally a fortnight ago.
Register with Russell Thurston, The President at that time pointed
I out that projects for which state ref
Rorkpoit. Tel. Camden 2069. Up
erenda had been favorable would
to 14 years, Wednesday, Aug. 4, at have preference in PWA approvals
8 p.m.; 15 years and older, Satur
Marvin McIntyre, secretary to the
President, said that the Deer Isle de
day, Aug. 7, at 8 p. m.
cision was based on the disapproval
CASH PRIZES
by the President.
91-92
Asked by Brewster if this were lim
ited to the Deer Isle project, McIn
tyre left the telephone, consulted the
resident, came back and told Brews
AU methods of per
ter that it was a general policy of the
manent waving. Only
Administration to refuse any addi
the best in workman
tional allocations of PWA money.
ship. materials.
He also added a message of personal
regret from the President to Brewster
Even on the effect of the policy on the
our inexpen Maine project.
sive waves are
Copies of miscellaneous publication
first class work.
227. listing sires proved in dairy herd
All prices.
improvement associations in Maine
VOGUE BEAUTY SHOP and other states from 1935 to 1937,
84 PARK ST.
TEL. 11M-W is available from the U S. Depart
53-tf
ment of Agriculture, at 15 cents.
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PRESENTING A NEW WARDEN

St. George Sitting In Driver’s Seat—Who Will Where a Summer Hotel Furnishes 70 Degree John Henry Welch Comes Down Out 01 Potato
Win Tomorrow’s Championship Game?
Temperature When It’s 90 Elsewhere
County With Record 01 Courage and Valor

He stands 6*4 feet, straight as one posse waited until the hottest part
.,
of the pines which typifies the State of the day, when it was figured he
/
___
_ _____ >=/,
River over innumerable bridges,
modern.” We Jln whlch he was boJn Keen-eyed would be taking his leisure.
some wooden and some
And sure enough they found Bou
and alert, with evidence of latent
ran into much pine growth, and saw I
| power in his every movement, the lier and one of the Indian basketseveral gardens where the corn had
new executive head of the Maine makers lying in the shade of a tree
evidently been spindled out for some
'State Prison looks the part. There several rods from the camp. When
time, but the ride brought no Joy for
is a glint in his eyes which com the officers approached, Bouller
the trip through the woodlands was
mands instant liking, but experience leaped to his feet and started for
exceedingly hot, and the foliage and
has shown that it can become very camp. Sheriff Wblch ordered him to
the fields were dry and dusty.
dangerous if the situation demands stop and the command was immedi
Neither would we ride that way
ately heeded. The sheriff held a
again without having our compass it.
The warden admits there's nothing gun on the fugitive while Deputy
adjusted, for the rambling roads take
romantic about hls name. There are Peters rolled up the sleeves of his
a new turn about every 50 feet. Oc
right forearm, and revealed there ln
Fifteen miles over a dirt road | casionally we caught sight of water, thousands of John Henrys in the
world, yet they get into song and letters of India ink was the fatal
from which the dust rose in clouds, presumably the Arrowsic river, but
identification the word "Nina.”
Into story.
and on which the sun was beating It brought no relief. The dusty reeds j John Henry Welch was born in
The man was promptly handcuffed.
pitilessly during the hottest Sunday on the river bank occasionally gave j Brownville, May 22, 1886, son of Bouller had boasted that he would
furnished by the month of July. a half-hearted flop, and a gull tried Frank Welch, who was born and never be taken alive, but, taken dead
was no '
Not a pleasant prospect for a sum to look at home, .but there
j
.
i raised in Bradley, and became a to rights he yielded.
life
in
the
atmosphere,
and
we
both
“You've got me,” he said to Sheriff
mer outing, you will say, but as this
prosperous millman.
very short story progresses you will lamented that we ,had not gone to
John Henry attended the Brown - Welch, "but I have had one year of
see that there was a bright spot ln the seashore instead.
. ville public schools, and fired by an freedom if nothing more."
And then suddenly we came to »
t0 make hls own way in
Hie convict was turned over to
the day—and a very cool spot de
wpnt
c]othlng Sheriff C. Earle Ludwick of Knox
spite the fact that thermometers in large sign which read “Seguin Lodge |the
the cities were recording a tempera and had scarcely turned off the main business at the age of 19. Three County who turned him over to the
[highway before we saw a large sumyears later he was a traveling sales prison authorities.
ture close to 90.
And strangely enough it is Convict
Following our usual custom Ed. I mer hotel, and noted with some sur- man for B. C. Dinsmore & Son of
Gonia and I made mental note of a prise that the patrons were sitting on Be]fast assigned tQ tf)e terrltory Boulier, more than anybody else who
few things as we headed down the ; the lee side of the verandah.. Not from Bangor t0 VancebOro. with all is responsible for John Henry Welch
coast Sunday morning July 25 with a until we had walked around to the i Qf Aroostook county thrown ln. being warden of the Maine State
to giving me my first view of , seaward sign did we understand the the f,ve years that he was Prison today, for It was his recent
....
Jon the road he gained a very wide escapades, given such wide publicity,
Five Islands.
iI0811®6'
You don’t know where Five Islands I An inshore w’ind began to fan our acquaintance and absorbed lots of that led to the change of administra
is?
fevered brows, wind which may have
storles “ aU knl«hts of the tion at Thomaston.
The Case of Sleeves
Truth to tell I had onl> a ha^' had its origin far at sea, because it grip do.
idea. Ed. knew, a
een
ere
was coming directly from the ocean,
Another interesting story which
Drafted for Sheriff
fore but the knowledge thus gained
......
■
.
...
'scarcely less refreshing to the senses
Then he went back into the cloth- this new warden tells concerns a
didn't
prevent him from getting lost than the odors of a freshly cooked
man by the name of Steeves who
uiuu
p*
several times
I
.ing business for a while, at Mars
5 We wondered what sort of a cele- turke* dlnn"
Hill, selling out to his brother in hailed from Millinocket and who was
generally believed to be running al
bration was going on as we drove wafted from the kitchen' 11,6 pro; 1918
through the outskirts of Warren and Prietor scanned the thermometer and
Responding to the call of the wide cohol from Rockland to Caribou in
brought to us the reassuring informa- open spaces he went into business an open plane .
Leasing of the street floor of the the Masonic Building, which can be saw a flag lined estate on which a
The real problem was to catch him
tion that the temperature was down for himself, this time cutting pulpMasonic building at 456 Main street used for additional office space.
busy young woman with a bare and
for a man can move swiftly with an
to
70
above.
Seventy
at
Five
Islands;
wood
and
railroad
ties
in
Mars
Hill
was announced today by H. P.
Mr. Blodgett said the company had sun-tanned back was rushing about.
nearly 90 Jn (Rockland, and nobody and the Maritime Provinces of New airplane under him.
Blodgett, Eastern Division Manager been interested for some time in
Sheriff Welch went to Augusta and
of Central Maine Power Company. modernizing its local store and offices As we drew alongside we found that knows how high on that dusty and Brunswick and Nova Scotia. In a
Although no definite plans have as and this new location will give the preparations were being made for a crooked highway by which we had single season he cut 30.000 cords of laid the situation before Gen. Han
yet been made for the transfer of opportunity to develop one of the blueberry sale. The flags didn’t have
entered.
pulpwood and 50,000 railroad ties. son of the State Police. He told
the local store and offices now locat finest stores in the system.
any particular relevance to blueber
that official of his intention to plant
ed just across the street in the
Rockland has /one of the Com ries. but they certainly did attract Seguin Lodge has been managed The wood sought was spruce and fir.
two under-cover men in Bangor
the past eight or nine years by H. E.
Glover Block at 447 Main street. Mr. pany s four largest stores which has
Came
the
year
1929
and
with
it
a
Blodgett said his company had in shown one of the finest increases in the attention of passers-by.
Beane, who may be found at other sudden change in the affairs of the where the rum ring was supposed to
mind the future revamping of the business of any in the Company’5
seasons
of the year at Faneull Hall young lumberman. Havelock Knox have its headquarters. The under
Crimson ramblers were In all thelr
new location to house its present I territory. Store modernization lnMarket,
Boston. Ed. became ac retired from the office of sheriff In cover men worked a fortnight before
glory
on
that
Sunday
beautifying
the
offices, including a thodern appliance eluding up-to-date lighting new
quainted
with him through the fact Aroostook County and up sprang 20 they got the required dope.
store, electric demonstration kitchen, store front, proper ventilation, has premises of the rich and the poor
Finally the tip reached Sheriff
latest lighting and ventilating effects, not only beneficial effects upon any alike. Why does not everybody raise that Mr. Bean and George Gonia , aspirants who figured the job to
Welch
that Steeves was about to
and an up-to-the-minute display of store's business, but also has a dewintered
together
at
St.
Petersburg,
their liking.
John Henry Welch
modfirn home appliances.
cided tendency upon other local busi- crimson ramblers? They are inex Fla. Hence the most cordial greet
make a flight with rum cargo. The
watched
the
contest
with
the
amount
The lease includes the back por- ness in establishing the community pensive. grow like a schoolboy, and
Frequently occasion dtoastrous looses for which you may be
of interest usually exhibited by an sheriff and his deputies had been
bloom for the pure joy of it. By the ing we (received.
tion of the next store, also part of i as a live trading center.
reimbursed by payment of small burglary insurance pre
The
hotel
is
built
on
a
granite
cliff,
outsider,
and was entirely unpre stopping a fweek in a hotel at Presque
roadside has come the omnipresent
mium.
100
feet
or
more
above
salt
water
and
pared for a visit which he one day Isle, keeping ln close touch with the
golden rod, foretelling, unfortunately
has
a
spacious
and
well
lighted
ma!
received from a group of Republican airport. Their plans were disrupt
the approach of fall, and giving sus
CONSIDER THAT:
ed for the moment however, because
rine
dining
room
with
deep
water
voters.
ceptible persons an opportunity for
bootleggers had tipped Steeves off
atmosphere,
a
large
living
room
with
Burglary, theft and robbery losses in the United States an
"John,"
said
the
spokesman,
a good hearty sneeze. On my own
as to their presence ln Presque Isle.
nually amount to 85 percent of the losses by lire.
premises I have golden glows in the a huge field stone fireplace, and 25 “your'e the man we want for this
Becoming wise to this fact the Aroos
The long expected shake-up in the with the store since Its establishment bud, and that’s another crack at a sleeping rooms The turkey dinner sheriff Job."
56 percent of all Burglary. Theft and Robbery losses are
took sheriff called the proprietor of
Burglary losses.
management of the State liquor is a son of George W. Phillips and was summer which is already on the was as good as the odors indicated,
“You're kidding," said John.
stores was announced from Augusta formerly head bellman at The wane.
and
we
left
Mr.
Beane's
hospitality
50 percent of all Burglary losses are Residence Burglary
But they were not kidding, and it the hotel and laid his cards on the
Thorndike Hotel. He has shown ex
table.
losses.
last night.
ceptional ability and ls highly pop
That new piece of black road in with real regret. Left it to again was a matter of only a few days when
"We want this fellow," said he.
Fred W. Wight, who has acted as ular. The appointment is one which Waldoboro is a delight to motorists, become victims of the excessive heat his appointment as high sheriff of
NOW—
manager of the local store since it will give general satisfaction.
which
we
later
found
on
the
Waldo

A Sheriff's Strategy
the
big
potato
county
was
hung
up
and was built in jig time.
We offer Burglary Protection As Low As $500 at popular
was opened, and who lias faith
The new clerks at this store will be
So with the apparent intention of
We stopped at Stahl's Tavern to boro baseball field. Meantime how on the bulletin board at Augusta.
rates.
fully attended to its exacting duties Merton Anthony of Rockland and
ever we had gone on to Five Islands,
despite a severe handicap, is sue- I William Stone of Thomaston. They admire the new dining hall which he checked up on the number, and He was twice re-elected and held the leaving town Sheriff Welch went to
Let Us Discuss Resident Burglary Insurance With You.
office nearly six years, becoming one the railroad station with his travel
ceeded as manager by George N : succeed Charles Smith and Nelson C. built last spring, and which appears
Phillips, but is retained as a mem- i Carr. The clerks who remained to be exceedingly popular. The looked with interest upon a rambling of the outstanding sheriffs in the equipment, walked up and down the
ber of the staff, with othei duties.. are Nelson Crockett and Everett geniaJ Clint was in a sort of doleful coast town whose chief asset is the State. He did not become a candi station platform several times, and
Mr. Phillips, who has also been [ Philbrook.
when the train arrived promptly
mood this day, strapped up because w(harf, where everybody seems to date for a fourth term.
boarded it. Bootleggers who had
of an attack of pleurisy, which seems wander on a Sunday. The town has
Arrested Nine For Murder
watched the incident from a distance
to be having quite a popular run in a place of amusement known as Lib
A crime wave swept the northern gleefully dispersed.
the town on the Medomak. He must erty Theatre and a dead hotel, mean
part of the State during this period
But Welch did not leave town. He
get well before fall comes, for with ing one which has not been in opera
and the new sheriff found himself the
entered a baggage car, and as the
It will come his old cribbage foe tion for some years.
Ever watch a ball game at Waldo center of many exciting events. He train was drawing out of the station
from across the border.
OaklandPark LLOYD RAFNELL and his
boro? No, then don’t delay the ex personally arrested nine men for he dropped off on the other side. He
Wooden
chickens
do
their
slow
mo

—ON—
murder, and so complete was the
made his way carefully back to the
tion stunt on many lawns. And al perience. You will be Interested ln
J)ancing !
GEORGIANS
case against them that all were con
seeing
what
the
W.P.A.
did
in
fur

hotel and once more in his room
ways you see the wooden maiden
nishing a ball field, and what it failed victed. All but two are now serving learned that Steeves had left Rock
with the sprinkler.
TUESDAY NIGHT
life terms in the prison over which
land and would fly to Caribou via
The many lakes and ponds one sees to do. You will be interested in see
he presides, those two being deceased.
BOB PERCIVAL and hi* SWING MASTERS
ing
the
Waldoboro
team
in
action,
Millinocket. The hour of arrival ln
on these trips are reminders of what
Merchants' Campaign Votes Given
the man from Omaha told Gene for it is a good, smart team, when At the close of one term of court Caribou was expected to be about
DANCING 9 TO I ADMISSION 40 CENTS
91’lt
O'Neil, the well known landlord of carbon doesn't get Into the engine or Sheriff Welch brought 16 criminals 4 p. m.
to the State Prison.
some other affliction befall.
Sheriff Welch went to the airport
The Thorndike Hotel.
Newspaper men In Northern Maine and commandeered a cabin plane,
More than all else you will be in
“Out in our country,” said he, “we
fattened upon the thrillers which the the owner of which became greatly
call it a lake if it is large enough terested In the crowd, which is uni
Aroostook sheriff's department fur disturbed.
for two persons to bathe in. Anff formly good natured and which has
nished, but for the purpose of this
some
native
wits
who
should
not
be
He will cut one of my struts or
what you call hills we call mountains.
brief biography only two cases will
crash me ln the air,” he said implor
Me, I am coming back here, again, underestimated. Woe be to the luck
less victim who falls under the lash be mentioned.
ingly to the sheriff.
for I am sold on Maine.”
First there was the recapture of
of Waldoborean satire,
The sheriff and his aids flew to a
Alden Boulier, who had escaped from
(The End)
Lake View cottage at Nobleboro,
(Continued on Page Two,
an insane hospital, while under sen
sometimes called "The Painters’
tence
for
murder.
Boulier
was
also
NEVER
MENTION
KAISER
Camp” was snoozing in the warm
wanted for the murder of Mrs. Fred YOUR FAVORITE POEM
sunlight, but quite deserted for the
Wellman
in Rockport, whose body
moment. Will the Perrys or Ivan
SIX MONTHS’ GUARANTEE
If I had my life to live again I would
In Belfast Mrs. William Veazic
Trueworthy kindly tell me why those Pratt, just back from Euiope, re was found in a dense thicket in that have made a rule to read some poetry
and
listen to aome music at least once
4.50x21. New low price ................................ $4.85
two wooden crows are looking down ports Germany busy, its youth town some weeks after her sudden a week. The losa of these tastes la a
loss
of
happiness. —Charles Darwin.
and
mysterious
disappearance.
the chimneys and if they have ever keen, and people religiously inclin
4.75x19. New low price ................................
4.95
Because
of
Boulier
’
s
former
resi

seen anything?
ed, with much National patriotism.
JEWELS
5.25x18. New low price ............ ...................
5.95
Dead skunks in the highway. There were no restrictions on food dence in Aroostook County that re I know a way of catching summer sun
gion
was
flooded
with
pictures
of
him
beams as they play
s
There's one thing about a dead The Kaiser's name never is men
5,50x17. New low price ................................
6.95
and the placards announcing the re And. like a crafty alchemist of old.
skunk. Nobody ever has to ask tioned.
In
traveling,
four
marks
Of
turning them to gems and molten
5,50x19. New low price................................
7.50
ward of $1000 for hls capture.
gold
"wlTat that is.”
are allowed to the dollar, but if
Por
winter when the skies are dull and
The Capture of Boulier
6.00x16. New low price ................................
7.99
That elongated apple orchard near one has to draw on one’s letter of
gray
Woolwich had been recently sprayed credit, only two and one-half marks One hot July day Sheriff Welch In crystal Jars upon my shelf they stand;
6.00x20. New low price ................................
12.95
and the young trees looked as if are allowed for a dollar.
Mrs. was summoned back to his office by The ruby red Juice of currants, and
bland.
30.x5.8. New low price................................... 16.98
they might furnish lots of apple pies Pratt's son took special courses at one of hls deputies, Victor Peters, a Cool amber
of the peach, the sapphire
blue
this winter.
former customs official, who told
32x6.8. New low price ................................... 21.95
the University of Tubingen.
Of wild grapes, and of damsons wet
him that a resident of Bridgewater
We stopped for a brief call upon
with dew.
TO VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN,
of the quince, the pearly
Mrs. William Gilmore in Woolwich.
had seen the missing convict in that The coral
sheen
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND
WELL BABY CLINIC
region. The sheriff lost no time in Of silvery pears, the mint leaf’s emer
She is an old friend of the Gonia
___ /
ald green.
assembling all of his available depu
family, and will be recalled by local
The Well Baby clinic will be
STEAMERS NORTH HAVEN and W. S. WHITE
chain of golden summer
readers as “Mame” Rankin, a former held Monday afternoon from 2 to ties and they started for the Indian Strung on
hours.
camp where Boulier was said to be Clasped with the drone of bees and
Rockland girl.
4
at
the
Red
Cross
rooms.
Par

AUTOMOTIVE STORE
Leave Tillson Wharf at 9 o’clock. Daylight Time, every Sunday
scent of flowers.
In Woolwich, near the entrance to ents whose children did not at living with some basket makers.
row my captured sunbeam*
Morning, returning in the late afternoon. A beautiful sail through
tend the pre-school clinics may Wisely sensing the difficulty which Row upon
473
MAIN
STREET
ROCKLAND
TEL.
946-W
th
Carlton
Bridge
we
shifted
to
stand
the Penobscot Bay Islands. APPLY FOR FARES AT WHARF.
take their children there at 3.30 would follow an attempt to take Bou Like Jewels of Ind or gems from Sa
Route 127 and sped on toward
markand.
P. m.
88S103
lier in the camp tlie sheriff and hls
—Emily Buz by,
Georgetown, crossing the Arrowsic

TO ENTER

Coming Games
i 'em across with his old-time speed the
This afternoon, 4 o’clock, Waldoboro
George batters will have to keep
their eyes on the ball every second.
at Camden.
Seems like St. George is saving Col
Sunday afternoon. 2.30 o'clock, bath, and pinning its faith on him.
championship game. Thomaston vs. Whatever angle you figure it from
St. George at Community Park.
it’s going to be a real ball game, and
Monday—Camden at Thomaston. the Sports Editor doesn't even dare
Tuesday—Waldoboro at Rockland. guess how it's coming out.
• • • •
Thursday—Thomaston at Rockport.
This afternoon Waldoboro is playFriday—St. George at Rockport.
I ing in Camden at 4 o’clock, and is
The League Standing
I fully determined to erase the memOn all sides has been heard regret or>' of its poor showing at St George
that there was so little baseball this Wednesday night. On the other hand
nice, sunny, summer week. The Camden has become very dangerous
standing of the second half season ln this half. • • • »
consequently shows but little action.
But it’s going to be a right smart • Delay ln starting the games is not
struggle and the fan who can pick pleasing to the spectators and the
the winner is either lucky or a wizard.. disconent will increase
, , as
.. the
_ days. be.
Just now St. George is out front. Kin to decrease in length. TTie delay
is
sometimes
very
necessary
but
more
with Camden the runner-up. Here
often it is inexcusable.
are the figures.
• • • •
W.
L.
PC.
Schedule Too Short
St. George ......... 3
1
.750
Camden ............. 2
1
666 To the Sports Editor:—
It is the general opinion of many
Waldoboro ........ 1
1
-500
Thomaston ........ 1
1
-500 baseball fans on the street that the
Rockland ........... 1
2
.333 schedule maker has done a poor Job
Rockport .......... 0
2
.000 for this second half. One home
• • • •
game a week is not sufficient to hold
All paths lead tomorrow afternoon the interest or in fact to keep the
to Community Park where the cham players in practice.
pionship for the first half of the sea
Soon the days will shorten and fog
son will be settled by the outcome of may be expected most any afternoon
the St. George-Thomaston game. meaning 5 or 7 innings only.
Walker will probably be on the mound
Why not work in more games now.
for the Jealous team, and if he burns
Impatient Fan

TO MOVE ACROSS STREET

Division Manager Blodgett Announces Lease Of
Stores In Masonic Building

BURGLARIES

STATE STORE CHANGES

E. C. MORAN CO., INC.

AMAZING VALUES

GUARANTEED

TAKE A BOAT TRIP TOMORROW

TIRES
See This Splendid List of Unbelievable Tire
Bargains—Limited Supply—Come
Early—While They Last

CARR’S

(By The Roving Reporter)

The Courier-Gazette

THE HOME FOlHtltDTOMEN

THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Seek ye the Lord while he may be
found, call ye upon him while he is
near.—Isa. 55:6.

GIVE
The Rockland Community
Chest Fund is calling. Open
tour hearts and purses today in
the divine t ause oi charity.
Upon the response front the
public depends the we' are oi the
local agencies devoted to the re
lief of poverty, sickness and the
kindred ills which blight the
lives of the unfortunate. All
good citizens will think of this
campaign as a privilege, certain
ly not as a burden. Therefore,
give freely what tou can. And
be glad and proud of the chance
to help the greatest of all causes.
We express on behalf of the
community a sense of sincere ap
preciation to the group of splen
did workers who have volun
teered their services to the cause,
under the enthusiastic leadership
of General Chairman Edward
R. Veazie, and to the Campaign
Manager for devoting his time
while on “vacation" without re
muneration, to organizing and
perfecting the campaign plans.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 31, 1937
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PRESENTING A NEW WARDEN
(Continued from Page One)
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Knox County Country Club

District 12, O. E. S., Holds
Official Function At Tenpeared to be a badly scared man
| Ralph Sullivan, a State trooper took
ant’s Harbor

• • •

height of 6000 feet. It was nearly charge of the automatic and at last
Mrs. Lyle Woodard of Greenville,
'dark on the ground, but the com- 'accounts was still in charge of lt.
worthy grand matron of the Grand
mandeered plane was still in the
Life in the border county is fre- Chapter of Maine OES, was honor
Isunlight. The temperature up there it>uentl>' llke that and Sheriff Wclch guest at the School of Instruction for
' could retail other events which were District 12 held Thursday on Tenant's
was 10 degrees below zero.
,
Harbor under the direction of Mrs.
6
of equal interest.
,
i Leah Davis of Thomaston, district
Authority Out of the Sky
V. arden Welch has always been deputy grand matron, with Naomi
i Finally, while cruising over Cari- a Republican from the ground up. \ Chapter of Tenant’s Harbor as
. bou. the officers spotted a plane on - and, as had already been indicated, j hostess.
j the Ice, and they descended to check ! that is some distance He belongs to 1 ctber distinguished guests present
pon the number. As they did so a al! of the Masonic bodies except the
deputy grand maZn.

SALADS

SANDWICHES

and
LUNCHES
Served At All Times
• • •

man started to run tliiougli the Scottish Rite, and is a member of xirs. Isabelle Montgomery of East
:heavy snow, but decided not to at- St. Aldemar Commandery. K. T. of Boothbay and Mrs. Eunice Larrabee
I tempt a getaway.
|
Houlton.
of Searsport, past grand matrons.
He was taken at the point of a
The only political office which he I Ninety-four members representing 18 J
; gun. making no attempt to reach the held before coming to Thomaston ^‘""’se^on ThU™ 22 Chapters
automatic which was strapped out- was sheriff, and he did not seek that, were represented in the 137 members l
jside of his flying suit. Steeves inHe was married in 1907 to Miss present at night.
I j stead of carrying out his reported Della Bell of Blaine. They have one
The Chapters in the district were
Golden Rad of Rockland, Grace of
[Intention of "shooting it out” ap-,daughter. Alta.
Thomaston, Naomi of Tenant's Har
bor Forget-me-not of South Thom
aston. Ivy of Warren, Orient of
Union. Beach of Lincolnville, HarGrace
Fuller,
second
vice
president.
_____
Here is a real home for aged
, bor Light of Rockport. Seaside of
Mrs
Hattie
Keating,
secretary.
Mrs.
I
.....
al
1
..-T
L.
....
women and one that the citizens of
I Camden, and Marguerite of VinalRockland may well be proud of. Vis Frances Norton, treasurer. Miss A Matinicus Writer Abusive Senator White Tells Why It i haven with Mowidausls of Greenville.
itors to the home are mightily im Alena Young. Miss Edith Bicknell,
and Critical Over Recent1 Should Be Endorsed Aug. Anchor of Searsport. Mt. Pisgah of
pressed with the atmosphere of com Mrs. Cora Snow. Mrs. Elizabeth Bur
Boothbay Harbor, Crescent of East
fort. neat appearance of the members pee. Mrs. Nettie Wotton. Mrs. An
Tragedy There
Boothbay Sunrise of Canaan. Harbor
the
16th
and well kept rooms. At present the nabelle Berry. Mrs. Eva Wisner,
View of Deer Isle. Crystal of Damarihome is a haven of rest to eight dear Mrs. Agnes Brown. Mrs. Ruth Elling
Matinicus. July 28
of scotta. Woodbine of Yonkers. N Y„
Senator
Wallace
H
White
old ladies, ranging in age from 82 to wood. Mrs. Suelia Sheldon, Mrs. Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
oenatnr Somer'’>l!e of Somerville, Mass..
Maine,, queried
by Qtito
„
„
.
senator Evangeline of Brighton Mass. Lynn
93 years and it is a matter for con Harrison Hicks. Mrs. Angelica Glovgratulation that during the past two er. Mrs Etta Stoddard. Mrs George ' when >'<*11 s«hd reporters out to Roy L. Fernald of Maine, as to Of Lynn, Mass, and Temple of Leoyears there have been no deaths in Smith. Mrs. David Talbot. Mrs. j get details of an accident like the his stand on the sales tax referen- minster Mass , also being representClair. Mrs. Clara [ drowning which occurred here last dum cn Aug 16. has replied that he '
this very happy family and but slight Katherine St
illnesses.
Two
are.
however,
totally
Smith.
Mrs.
Arthur
Priday. why don't you send a man is strongly in favor of an afflrma- : At the aftem<x>n meeting, the offiRepresentative Clyde H. Smith,
Maud Pratt and Mrs. Kathleen Ful
blind
..
..
, cers of Naomi Chapter opened the
who can at least get a correct state- tive
Congressman from the Second
vote on the issue- The text of schoo, and
work
The income from invested funds is ler.
the
[
ment
The
garbled,
jumbled,
carelesshls letter to Fernald follows:
A
ion
h w
h
Maine District, is confined to his j tow and it is to the Community
Since the announcement of
Washington home for a week or Chest Campaign that the main sup- j Community Chest Campaign a visi- ly written article which appeared in ,
£.7 u distrlct
^and matron con
( port ot this beautiful home must j tor to the Home, on the grounds of your paper Saturday was disgusting vocation restinTon me o make! duf^ *1
tn 1^
>eeing &nd believlng has ordered for
two, VK-t.ni of the strenuous duties ,
to
everyone
here.
The
cruel
state

m
,Mu
officers
exemplified
the
ritualistic
any
public
statement
of
my
position
u
which have marked a seven months I
following women of the com- Sunday a complete chicken dinner
ment, that the accident was caused
ex
,,
.
work, which was followed bv a auessession during which six Congress- ! munity constitute the officers and di- from "soup to nuts" for the ladles, by "frolicking which was in progress on a State
problem concerning
.__ 7 “ M .
t
tion b°x an« a_ i demonstration
of i
v.
men have died and 39 are seriously ; rectors of the Home and it is a A very gracious act and worthy of in the boat.” They were a happy 3^*iicn I can nave no ofrivid. lesponsibilltv
but
in
this
instance
I
have
afflicted dur to extreme heat and : noteworthy fact that all have pledged emulating. We can do our part by laughing, crowd of young people.
grand matron. Following recess, the
‘ 1 , their utmost support to ’he present subscribing liberally to th? Commu- Ja(.kSDn ' and isnbeiie Ames nun I r'° obJectlon t0 stating to anyone |officers again filled the chairs and'
opportunity to eat properly, community Chest Campaign Mrs. nity Chest and maintaining the tra- _ .
A Ired Tee- and
' Ames iinterested what m>' attitude is.
Baker Alfred Teel and Dorian Ames.
“I think the State Tax Bill passed tclcsed the school.
Representative Smith has been serv- j n southard, president. Mrs Mabel dition of this splendid nraiseworthy Teel in changing his seat so that an
Both the worthy grand matron and
ing on the Labor committee, one of Sherman, first vice president. Mrs. effort,
other might take the oars, acci- 1 proved by the people of Maine. There ‘h d‘stnct deputy were presented
the busiest and most important, |
dentally slipped, causing the boat to arc
1
definite legislative ob’iffatinns in ^un corsages by the Hostess Chapduring the session, necessitating [ CAMPAIPN Pl AQUPQ mer.. women and children over five tip enough to throw lt out of balance
f f.ducatior ,nd’of those ter aud the wor'hy grand matron
ng old age assis^nce I
8lso recelved 8 Bift P^ented by the
manv strenuous hours in addition LAIYlrAlblN rLAOntd mUnon nights' lodgings ar.d over nine throwing the occupants into the
million meals.
|’^5r'
,
the people of the State should meet
matron of Naomi Chapter,
to his regular duties. Many other
have b,;„ ,1,1, tol
Team
\ Then you say. all but Ames man- ; these obligations. I cannot regard it Mrs Evel>'n Hunnewell, to which she

DIDN’T SIGN IT

COCKTAIL LOUNGE
• • •

For Dinner Reservations, Call
Rockland 8002

SALES TAX BILL

BANGOR DAILY NEWS

KNOX COUNTY AMATEUR

BOXING
TOURNAMENT
SPANISH VILLA, ROCKLAND
THURSDAY, AUGUST 5
RESERVED SEAT TICKETS
(Individual Seats)
On Sale At

CORNER DRUG STORE, ROCKLAND

keen fit by
hv playing
nlavins golf,
irolf. fishing
fishinir or i much or how
Commercial Division are urged to themselves afloat until rescued.
rescued” ..
.................. u..
imi n«rtaHn»
keep
assistance
by law and ..
to fail 7.
to held
^)e!d with shout
about 150
partaking. The
little to _________
Rockiand s
campaign office, receive their sup
engaging in other recreations, but I Community Chest Fund, during the n .
• 'assignments
Campaign How do you make that coincide with provide the money necessary to make d^n*ng hall was attractively decorat- i

your statement in the headlines that effective the legislative assurance.
ed and fbe ^bles had appointments [
"Alfred Teel was saved by inhala"I do not feel that we should aPPropriate for the Chapter for
tors'' Alfred Teel and Jackson Ames i reject this proposal because some *'bich it was reserved. At the table
were bo.h on the bottom and Teel people think that the money problem leserved for the grand officers and ;
would have died had it not been for j involved should have been met in distinguished guests the centerpiece
the quick action of Wilmer Ames in I some other way. The immediate and was a birch bar>< wigwam with a j
recovering both bodies, and the un- J real issue is whether we shall pay similated fire. Indians and canoes, j
the medium of his secretaries, not
tiring efforts of friends in bringing , our old age assistance debts and barge bouquets of yellow and white I
The chairman of the Women's Di
forgetting his devoted and talented
-a
First contribution received to■ the him back to life Modem facilities provide in some measure for our marguerites
forget-me-nots, and ;
vision.
Mrs
J.
N.
Southard,
is
doing
wife. Regardless of politics there fine piece of work lining up her cap- campaign comes from the Benev
had nothing whatever to do with hls educational requirements. It seems to Bolden rod graced the tables reserved
is the earnest wish that “Clyde” ta;ns in the respective wards of the Protective Order of Elks, and might) necoverj-. The inhalator was not me that there can be but one answer E°r those Chapters while a large ivy
used on him. We realize the value to this. I shall vote to approve the P*ant in a reed basket was the cen- I
will soon he able to resume his city. Captain Mrs. Willis R. Ander welcome.
of all these things which science has legislative action. If at some later terpiece for Ivy chapter.
son. Ward 2; Captain Mrs Susie F.
" ’ ’ '.
duties.
Lamb. Ward 3; Captain Mrs Basil H
Team Captains of the Commerce brought about, but by the time they time the Legislature proposes some
Orient Chapter had Japanese and 1
m anu
------------------Stinson. Ward 4; Captain Mr- Eliza- Division
and -associate
mCTtioe^^ are got here it would have been too late. different way of providing necessary Chinese dolls and parasols as its 1
enlisted
in
grand
|
Wh
y
give
all
the
credit
to
the
Cam

funds, lt will then be appropriate to centerpiece; Harbor Light, a light- ■
beth Barton. Ward 5; Captain Mtss being
Virginia Snow. Ward 6. ar.d Captain be listed in the columns of The Co
den Fire Department and airplane consider that method. To reject the hcuse; Orace chapter an open Bible;
pilot? He owes his recovery to the,.pending_ .proposal
.
___________
Mrs. A H. Huntley in Ward 7. Ward rier-Gazette's next issue.
would result in Naomi a sheaf of wheat
and a sickle;
men and boys on this island. It is i hardship to thousands of our aged Seaside, sail boats on mirror lakes
~
M. B. Mank Confirmed Tues 1 is expected to be filled any moment.
believed that Ames' life was extinct people and would be a blow to ed- Fon-du-lac. a mirror lake with woods
Thanks a thousand'times.
CAMUt-Ix
before he reached the bottom
day — Warden Johnson
ucational activities. It would create surrounding it. and a deer drinking
Your last statement about taking chaos and would be nothing short at the edge of the lake; while a
Support
your
local
Boy
Scouts.
This
.
Mlss
Ihelma
Her.
.
.
Gets Extra Month’s Pay
Ames to Thomaston on the 8unbeam of a calamity.
miniature beach scene complete with I
youth agency is helping to build i ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hena
The Sunbeam was not here and it
“It does not look to me as though rocks and gay parasols occupied the i
f the Cobb
road, was saved from was the most absurd idea to write I could be in Maine in time to take center of the Beach table,
Miles B. Mank of Portland was rugged health, alert minds and sturdy
. .O.........
_
confirmed Tuesday as the new chairIdeals of good craftmar.- drowning Thursday night by Cecil that his body had been carried there. any active part in this contest, but
At each place were notebooks of |
r sv
i
a
« i
ship, good sportsmanship, good neigh, »Nash after she
No one ever gave your reporters I am entirely willing that anyone birch bark inscribed with the names ’
man of the Maine State Racing borliness; ideals of patriotism, civic Youn* anci
N . . I
any such item as that. His parents should know that I ver.' definitely of the worthy grand matron, dtstrict
Commission as the result of Gov. responsibility and community leader- had gone down for the third t.me live here and he was buried from and
strongly favor an affirmative deputy grand matron and hostess I
Barrows voting for hls appointee to ship. That is the program of the she was swimming at Hosmer Pond his home Tuesday afternoon.
vote on this issue."
Chapter. These contained sheets of I
break a tie vote of the Councillors Boy Scouts. What are these worth? iwhen the accident occurred. The
Dorian Ames a member of the
------------------paper in the emblematic colors and ,
present.
What are informed citizens and inw uuck of the pjre Department I part)- who was not mentioned at al.
HALE FAVORS BILL
pencils for taking notes Also at
Voting for confirmation were
!r r
isurx-s-.
J.
------each place was a butterfly salad carCouncillors Harold f. Schnurle of
Senator Frederick Hale announces
ou'
f*ve c<*l°rs. and nap- :
Cape Elizabeth. Andrew J. Beck of
’ ' ’ '
American Red Cross first aid in
shp m.ght hgve
that he will vote in favor of the k:ns at each Place were arranged as
At the "kick-off" dinner. Mondav | structor, assisted by Keue) Manning. [ drowned
the rescue
Washburn and Percy Clark of Ells
Maine Sales Tax law in the refer- huttoTlies.
worth. Councillors O. B Fernandez night. Scouts William Bicknell. Doug- responded. Miss Hendrick was quick-j reached them.
The coast guard endum Aug. 16.
Mrs Harriet Rawley, Mrs. Mabel
cf Old Town, chairman of the Coun
las Cooper. Edwin Jones and Dougla • 1 iv revived and no serious results foi- , men were faithful and untiring in
"I ccubt." he wrote Staie Senator Hose and Mrs. Nina Leach were ln
cil. and Fred D. Eaton of Rumford Harvey of Troop 2. Maynard Green
their efforts to revive Jackson Ames Roy L. Fernald "if there is much charge of the table decorations while j
and Benjamin Blanchard of Wilton and Roger Newhall cf Troop 2C3. will lowed.
a
w r.
of iand every one appreciated what they prospect of my getting to Maine be- Mrs Alfred Hocking supervised the l
voted against confirmation.
Mr
and
Mrs.
W.
°He
^®
“
to do but credit should be given fore the 16th of August, but I am saIads The supper was served by
act as guard of honor to Hls Excel Bridgeport. Conn, have been visiting , tried
where credjt
due
Governor Barrows' reappointment lency the Governor.
sending an absentee ballot so that the m-n w><h Mrs. Bella Anderson. 1
cf Associate Justice Guy H Sturgis
Mrs. Sophie Delaney.
I may register my vote m favor of Mrs Elizabeth Underwood and Mrs. .
of Portland was confirmed, and he
At the meeting of Camden Lodge.
In publishing the above The Cou the tax law as passed by the Legis Elizabeth Imlach in charge. Mrs
Will you volunteer financial assist
was immediately administered the
K P. Aug. 9 there will be work in the rier-Gazette has departed from its
Wheeler was ticket chair
oath of office by the Chief Executive ance; will you volunteer some time to rank of Knight. Supper at 6 o'clock. usual custom of not using unsigned lature. I hope and beli“ve that the Charles
people of Maine will approve the ac man.
in the presence of the councillors. the campaign?
Auxiliary to Canton Mollneaux. | letters. A writer who does not have tion of the Legislature. '
The reappointment of Paul W
the courage to sign a hypercritical
The
Salvation
Army
—
Salvages
humeets
Monday night.
Scott of Deer Isle as recorder of the
_________
______________
Comique Theatre attractions: Mon- | letter like the above is open to the
manity,
provides
for
neglected
childWestern Hancock Municipal Court hood. ’ serves disadvantaged ~ youth, day. Clarx Gable and Myrna Loy in ; charge of cowardice or malice. We
was confirmed.
makes good citizens out of bad one-: Parnell;” Tuesday. George Brent in refrain from using either word on
Harrv A
A. B. Crocker
.
relieves distress among unemploved "The Go-Getter,' also Oet-Rich-Nite the ground that the letter was prob- ....
,
?hi? lamination and Reg^trarion admmister.s to the sick, care, lor un- $120 given away; Wednesday and ably written in the heat of the mo- And Many Others Feel the
thic Examination and Registration wed mothers, curtails pevertv and pre- Thursday, "The Hit Parade;" com- ment. and that the writer was justiwas confirmed
Tlie Oath
Same Way Mrs. A. I.
vents crime, plants the spirit of love ing Aug. 6 and 7, “Captains Courage- I fled in his or her indignation if the
The Governor and Councillors at a for one's fellow being where none ex- : cus."
(Plymouth
Notch,
Vt.. Aug. 3. 1923 )
inaccuracies were as claimed.
Perry Does
night session ordered that Edward P Wed and renders a social sendee ’o
Mrs. M G. Phinney has returned
Tbe story which appeared in this
"Well, Cal!"—the lamplight nickered
Johnson, former state prison warden a community which money alone ' to Dorchester. Mass., after a visit j paper—or rather the first story—was
oft the wall.
who was requested to resign be con could not buy. Now. the time ha? with her mother. Mrs Evelyn Heal j furnished by a substitute reporter. Edit or of Th" Courier-Gazette^—0
"Shall we begin?" and Calvin nodded 1
'Yes.
tinued on the prison payroll for one
'who takes sharp Issue with some of j Skunks are doing much‘damage to ; Johns voice, then ci's, m even rise
month from the effective date of hi come when the Army must have Willow street.
some material assistance from th?
What promises to be one of the big |the statements contained in the Ma- . the gardens this summer Ai Willow
and fal1'
resignation, July 20.
people of thecommunity it serves.
events ot the summer will be the tinlcus letter but who in any event ; Brock thev have nearlv ruined a va'-' lTh* ^Thi portralu s«medto smile
• •• •
Firemens Carnival and Field Day was doing his best to get at the de- uable gladioli garden and now they Tlie homely scene) "that I win to the
CARTER IS UNFETTERED
Gentlemen of the press, thank you Aug. 16-21. inclusive. The Field Day
[tans.
gre digging out corn and clher
best for your wide open publicity. What will be held Saturday. At 10 a m.
The Matinicus letter was written five } etables
I am almost in riesnair
i| PreserIGod."
e_'J Protect' d'fend-So help me
despair
Absolute freedom of opinion and would a campaign be without the . baseball, followed by a parade days after the drowning, when it is over their depredations.
| And then these gentle folk went up to
freedom of expression always has , press? It just can’t be done.
Colored Giants vs. Camden Shells; fair to assume that everybody on the
At the property below me. that of j
rest’
been accorded Boake Carter, famous,
....
1.30 p. m. Firemen's dry and wet island knew the exact details. The E. Donald Perry, those de’ested ani- [
room re-ecb°«i "Help me.
Philco radio news commentator.
Important notice! Directors and coupling contests followed by ladder, Courier-Gazette's- _____
__ gath- mals have ruined much of the home I
article was
'
according to Sayre M. Ramsdell officers of the participating agencies, contest; 5 to 7. supper at Megunti- ered by the substitute reporter within garden and from other residents re- 80 w|th the simple virtues of the sou
vice president of Philco Radio and I team captains and workers of all Di- [ccok Grange hall; 7.30 band concert: a few hours and from the best ports are much the same. Does, 5C met hl? <*e»D»y. and went to bed;
Television Corporation.
visions of the Community Chest Cam- 8 grand ball
in the Opera House. I«ources obtainable at that time.
anvone know of a rempdv’
1 Tomorrow had Its share of anxious toll,
Know oi a remedy?
1 Meanwhile some sleep would serve to
Mr Ramsdell s flat-footed denial, paign are invited, and expected to be i Contest cups will be awarded at the • 11 Is one thing to be on the spot, an)one
Of course I know that thc skunks ,
clear hi» head.
of any Interference with Carter s present at the "kick-off dinner. Mor.- ball. New England amusement shows Iand become acquainted with the de- are seeking the grubs in ihe dress- Pr°u<>i’ the maples stood to guard the
editorial views and expressions
in j daj evening, at 6.15 at Temple hall, i and midwayattraction will be fea- t ^ads Hve days later; and quite an- ing used, and in the case of the glad
door hills trembled to thelr granite
his broadcasts was made to
an | Presiding officer. General Chairman tures.
, other thing to get the information at ioli I shall in future use mostly fer And grten
core.
amusement publication wr‘ich had j Edward R. Veazie.
J Henry Gould has returned to East cnce from a seagirt island 20 miles tilizer. But the other crops need
—Charles O. Wilson.
intimated that his sponsor had or....
] orange, N. J., after a visit with hts , d>stant in the night time. Just for manure and so dees the land. There
dered him to cease his attacks upon
Lucius E. Jones, Chairman of the mother. Mrs W. P Gould.
example how would the Matinicus must be some way of ge-ting rid of 1
At the Botanic Gardens at Harvard
th5_Pr<'sldent anri ”P°n ab<*
Jndustrial Division, announces a
Irving Johnson Jr., arrives from Iwriter like to have reported—the these odiferous pests. They are now
University the varieties now showing
JarMr.
,Ler Ramsdell.
p “bA° Hte'
1endid ieam <*I worker?, including Melrose. Mass., today to spend a same night—an event which took a menace to all crops.
said Mr. Ran .de
1
2 stone- Donald L Kelsey, week with his parents. Mr. and Mrs place on one of the remote lakes of
are: Gladioli, White Butterfly. Sou
Mrs. A. I. Perry.
has had absolute freedom of William F. Wood. Lawrence K. Bar- Irving Johnson who are at Lake Me- lthe mainland?
venir. Mrs. Hanelough. Fluff Ruffles,
opinion and expression.
His copy bour, Murray T. Whalen. Osmond ’gunticook for the season.
I
--------------- —
Los Angeles, Silverado,
Adonis
never is seen by anyone.
It rep Palmer. Captain Carl Bowness. Lieut.
ing to State Club Leader Kenneth
FIRST AID STRESSED
R?cently elected officers of the
resents hls viewpoint and we make Commander R C. Jewell. Mi Addie
Peace, W. H Phipps, Minton Rose,
C.
Lovejoy.
Camden-Rockport Lions Club are:
a point never to interfere.
B Young. Earle R. Cowell, Ralph P
Lovejoy said that members of the Edda Mussolini, Dr. R. T. Jackson,
“This complete freedom to ex Fcwler. Donald Karl. Elmer E Joyce^ President. Alton Crockett; first vice American Red Cross To Give In extension and college staffs at the Annabelle, Miss T. Rose, Priscilla
president.
Roland
Crockett;
second
struction
At
State
4-H
Club
Camp
press his personal viewpoint has Freeman S. Young, Ml.ss Katherine
university would give instruction in Alden. Opalescent, Mrs. Avis Man
vice president, Dr. James Carswell;
built up the largest listening audi McDonald and Jesse E. Bradstreet.
poultry, crops, livestock, cooking,
third
vice
president.
Clement
SmithCommodore
W.
E.
Longfellow
of
ence possessed by any news commen
dairy, gardening, foods, clothing, and ning. Golden Frills, Dainty Orange,
secretary.
William
Williams;
assist

the
American
Red
Cross.
Washingtator, as Indicated by all reliable
Gloriana. Great
Nymph, Carmen
Employers are not asked to apply ant secretary. Joseph
Sylvester; ton' D. C„ will give instruction in room improvement.
polls of disinterested organizations. | pressure upon their employes to conRecreation activities will include Sylva, John Alden, Fernkyle, Sunnytreasurer,
William
Kelley;
Lion
first
aid
for
farm
and
home
as
a
We think so much of Carter's abili- ; tribute. Only bona fide, free-will gifts
organized field and track events, mu
ty and hls capacity for making are desired. ’ If the employer will. In tamer. David Crockett; tail twistei’ part of the educational program sical training campfire program, an meade. Orange Queen, Ethelyn
Magic. Alice Tiplady, Longfellow,
planned for the annual State 4-H
friends and listeners that we have ! addition to making his own contribu- Norman Fuller.
Rev. G. __
R Guedi of ,--Fall —
River. Club camp to be held at the Univer amateur program, and a final Mary Capen, Gold Eagle and Arling
added 36 new stations to ills list of tion. aid the Community Chest in
candlclighting ceremony the closing
radio outlets, taking him clear to the making his employes aware of the
Puip 1 Sunday sity of Maine. Aug. 18-22. Commo evening.
ton.
N. C. C. 2
dore Longfellow gave similar instruc
Pacific Coast and into parts of the [ need, and provide them with the op- morning at the Baptist Church.
Somerville, Mass., July 22.
a Kennedy is coufinet
tion to adults at Farm and Home
South, Southwest and Northwest, portunity for giving, he will have done '
where he never was heard. And [ hts part. We believe the response < lls nome on Mountain street by ill- Week at the University last spring.
Those who complete the 15-hour
Awnings, hammock covers, chair
that the public likes Carter's dy-lfrom this source will be a very gen- ness'
Mrs. Helen Perry and Mr. and Mrs. course will receive certificates recog
covers, canvas work of all kind.
namic personality and courageous, erous one.
Water proof truck covers. Rockland
Seymour Cameron and childreii of nizing their wolk. Almost 200 se
speech is proved by the fact that
....
Awning Co.. Inc., Tel. 1262-W. 16
Philco s business is the best in its 1 The Salvation Army in the United Rcckland aie occupying the Perry lected club members from Maine 4-H
Clubs will attend the camp, accordWillow St.—adv,
States has supplied in one year to w-tLige at Lake Megunticook,
history and steadily growing."

-Mr. Smith has been kept steadily coming campaign days, is making life
on the job, being off duty onlv two 1 a little eas>er for someone in this comJ
munity who is finding life hard. Will
Sundavs and five nights since arriv you shirk the responsibility or pass it
ing on the job. He is continuing off indifferently. We believe you will
his duties at Washington through not.

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.

'number 720. and efflee 447
M j street.
-------Campaign slogan: "Be a Good
Neighbor Intensive dates: Tuesday.
Aug. 3, to Saturday. Aug. 7. Quota.
$7500.

SERVICE TO: VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN. STONINGTON.
ISLE AU HAUT. SWAN’S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO
(Subject To Change Without Notice)
I Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN’S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
r.rteetive june 21st to September 15th Inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sundav Only
cept Sunday Onlv
A M. P.M. AJL
A M. P.M. P.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7.00 5.35
5.40 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN.
Ar. 10j5 6.00 4.35
6.50 4.40 10.20 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 5.00 3.25
7-50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
1.15
Read Up
VINAIJIAVEN LINE—STEAMER IV S. W HITE
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
A M. P.M. P.M.
A M. P.M. A M.
5.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
S.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAIJIAVEN'.
88-T-S-tf
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H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investment Bankers
93 Exchange Street
Portland,

Maine
Established 1854

Representative, E. T. RUNDLETT, The Thorndike Hotel
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WARREN ALUMNI
Hears
By

THE SAUNTERER

Instructive
Noted

Address

Educator —

Officers Elected

cipal of Warren High School, and
Walter A. Gay of Rockland, newly
elected principal each spoke briefly.
Frank D. Rowe was elected pres
ident; Willis R Vinal. vice president
Chester O. Wyllie. secretary; W. H.
Robinson, treasurer; Sidney W. Vi
nal. Miss M. Grace Walker, Mrs.
Alena Starrett. Miss Bertha Starrett
and Miss Frances Spear, executive
committee. On the following nomi
nating committee were Mrs. Ella
Cunnlnghim. Mrs. Avis Norwood.
Mrs. Flora Peabody, Miss Bertha
Starrett and Sidney Vinal. Mr. and
Mrs. George Eaton of Reading, Mass.,
were made honorary members be
cause of Mr. Eaton being a direct
descendant of Cyrus Eaton, who for
so many years was preceptor of the
Warren Academy.
It was . voted that the officers and
executive committee look into ways to
raise money to buy new. adjustable
seats for some of the eiementary
schools of Warren.
The banquet served by Mr. and
Mrs. B. L. Davis and staff, was en
livened by the singing of several
selections by a male quartet, Roger
Teague, Chester Wyllie. Charles
Wilson and John Robinson; their
accompanist, Mrs. Grace Wyllie. The
tables were decorated with summer
flowers, and there were dainty favors
at each place.
Miss Hale recited a poem, en
titled “Friends" written by Marion
Walker of Warren, and in conclu
sion recited "Maine, My Slate.”
An Informal reception for Mr. and
Mrs. Maxey, who go to Strong the
latter part of August, and for Mr.
Gay. principal, was held at the High
School building preceding the ban
quet. In line with them stood. Mrs.
Frank D. Rowe. A pair of hammered
brass- candlesticks were presented to
Mr. and Mrs. Maxey following the
reception.
—By Alena Starrett.

Dr. Florence M Hale, editor of
"The Grade Teacher," speaker on the
radio program “American Schools
of the Air,” and formerly president
of the National Education Associa
tion, spoke at the 12th annual meet
ing of the Warren High School Alum
ni Association, held Thursday night
at the Life Saver Tea Room. In ini
mitably humorous manner she held
her audience of 80. for an hour, and
interspersed that sparkling wit, with
much philosophy.
She said in part, "We should not
make thing too easy for children.
If children have difficulties. It pre
pares them for life so that they will
take it on the chin. They must be
impressed with the fact that it is
what they can do rather that what
or who thelr parents are, that
counts "
She spoke of her visit in 1932 at
the White House, as guest of Mrs.
Roosevelt who was interested in
rural school education, of the de
lightful time she had, and of the
charm and gracious manner of her
hosts. She stressed the fact that
the President had not used his phy
sical handicap as an excuse to de
pend on hts wealth. Dr. Hale noted
that the President was adept in
quotation in bits of poems and clas
sics, and asked him about his ease
in that respect. He replied it was
taught him ln hls youth and that
his family read aloud much in those
days. He asked Dr. Hale to tell her
teachers to inculcate important
thing when the children are at their
most receptive age.
Miss Hale included briefly some of
her experiences with her radio talks,
DENTAL NOTICE!
of the necessity of keeping within
During Spring and Summer will
the time limit, and of the voice re make appointments for Tuesdays and
quirements. Accustomed to speak in Fridays.
Notify in advance if possible.
halls, it was somewhat difficult to
DR. J. H. DAMON, Dentist
keep her voice within bounds to avoid
Over Newberry's 5c and 10c Store
the harshness which a microphone
Tel. 415-W,
Rockland, Me.
would pick up.
,
44-45&TU
Horace P. Maxey, resigned prin
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Every-Other-Day
Jerry Vaflades has bought a cottag"
fin Ginn's Point from Mrs. Mary H.
Wardwell of Oamden.
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J. A. Gilmore, a trainman with 32
years and one month of service to hls
credit, has tendered hls resignation
effective tomorrow.
SERMONETTE

Oscar W. Delheim of the Strand
Theatre staff is spending his vacation
in Revere, Mass , incidentally giving
a few words of advice to the managers
of the Red Sox and Bees.

KEYSTONE

mind, live in peace; and the God of
love and peace shall be with you."
The citations from the Bible include
the following passages; "And we have
known and believed the love that
God hath to us. God is love; and he
that dwelleth in love dwelleth in
God, and God in him."

The Great Four
It is interesting to note the
manner in which different writ
ers lay the background for his
torical narratives. It is especially
E. 8. MacAllister, who was severely
“A Constant Reminder" will be the
so when several iiersons are
injured by a fall en the sidewalk at
sermon topic by Rev. Charles A.
writing
about
one
individual.
the
corner
of
Main
and
Limerock
//
The writers of the four Gos Marstaller at the Littlefield Memo
streets, some days ago, has recovered
/
pels
began the life of Jesus Christ rial Church Sunday morning at
sufficiently to leave Knox Hospital.
from settings that seemed impor 10.30. There will be a selection by a
tant and vital to them. They mixed quartet and a children's story
Boyce Thomas, general agent for
little
realized how. throughout the will precede the sermon. Church
Aetna Insurance Co., was elected
ages
to
come, students, ministers, School meets 11.45; Loyal Temper
president of the Maine Life Under
priests,
teachers
and readers were ance Legion at 5 o'clock; junior C.
writers’ Association at the annual
E. at 6 o'clock; praise and preaching J
to
weigh
each
word.
OM1NG NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS meeting and sales congress held
The very commencement of each service at 7.15, the topic being “An I
Aug 1—Stonington—Dedication
of Tnursday at Lucerne-in-Maine.
ew American Legion home.
Gospel prepares the mind for Unprecedented Invitation." Ti(>re
Aug 1—12.30 p m l Thomaston vs. St.
that
which is to follow. Matthew will be special music. The Commun
Jean
Harlow
will
be
seen
in
her
la
t
eorge ln play-off for Twilight Chamis concerned with the genealogy ion will be observed at the close of
onshlp at Community Park
picture "Saratoga." with Clark Gable
Aug 1—Rockport—Concert by Curtis Sunday. Monday, Tuesday; Wednes
of his Lord. He quickly sketches the service. Prayer meeting Tues
trlng Quartet at Capt. Eell’s Boat Barn day and Thursday, ‘‘‘Slim." with Pat
the 42 generations from Abraham day evening at 7.30 after which the
Aug. 3—Lawn party of St. Bernard's
to Christ. "For he was of the quarterly business meeting of the
O
’
Brien
and
Henry
Fonda;
Friday
arlsh. corner Broadway and
Park
house and lineage of David"—and church will be held.
and Saturday, "Easy Living." with
reet.
Aug. 3-7—Community Chest Drive
then at once plunges into Jesus'
Jean Arthur and Edward Arnold.
Aug 4—Port Clyde—Summer fair of
life, commencing with the seaptlst Circle.
pousal of Mary and Joseph.
In Vacationland's most ex-lusive
AUg. 4-7—Rockport—Carnival Regatta.
Mark packs the most vivid
Aug 5—Bangor News’ Amateur boxing 6uuuner resort, Northeast Harbor,
urnament In Rockland.
world picture of John’s ministry Catholics Have Annual Event
neighbor to Bar Harbor, a group of |
Aug. 8—Townsend Club clam bake at
in 165 words and launches his
Rockland musicians will give a Music By Members of Me
akland Park.
Next Tuesday — Many
story with Jesus' own ministry.
Aug 10—Rockport—Open meeting of musicale Thursday at 8.15 in Rock 1
ard"n-Club at Miss Marlon Weidman's. End Hotel.
Luke in concise form admonishes
On the program are
FAMILY
domak
Camp
Staff
—
The
Attractions
Aug
10- Waldoboro—Womans Club Bertha M. Luce, violinist; Lydia T.
Theophilus of the importance of
,wn party on Oay’s lawn.
an orderly statement of the great
Camp Itself Next
Aug. 10—Glen Cove—Field Day of fjtorer. contralto; and Ruth E. SanREUNIONS
Through sun and storm the yearly
events as told by the eye wit
Aug. IO- Reunion of Rockland High bor, pianist.
chool Class of 1912 at Crescent Beach
nesses themselves. In inspired (progress of St. Bernard's lawn party j
The Rockland Rotary Club enjoyed
in.
words, he describes the hoiy events has been maintained and next Tues- j
Services for William J. Tait were yesterday a musical treat as seldom is
Aug. 11—Owls Head—Church fair.
preceding Jesus' birth. Why not? day from 2 till 10. or after, the par
Aug. 11—Martinsville—Fair of Ladles held yesterday at 2 o’clock from tlie heard outside of the Metropolitan dis- i
No other physician ever was called
lrcle at Grange hall.
residence, 38 Holmes street Dr. John
Aug 12—Vinalhaven—Fair of Union Smith Lowe officiated with Aurora tricts. Frank E. Poland of Medomak
to record a miraculous concep ishioners and public will contribute i
hurch Circle at vestry,
tion and the Impress of its marvel to its latest success, Tlie afternoon
1 Lodge conducting the Masonic ritual Boys' Camp brought down three no
ilstrlct 12. OES at Orange hall.
was in the very soul of Luke.
will be dedicated to children's amuse
Aug. 12—Annual
meeting
Three- j Bearers were Albert Peterson, Arnold table artists in the person of John
John, however, was not inter ment with booths of all kinds cater
uarter Century Club In Elaworth.
I
Lloyd Lawrence. Thomas Worley, saxophone, who played Valse
ested in any earthly background
Aug. l^ckVand’camin^CTub Flow- Fleming and Benjamin Perry
In- Erica and Saxcphobia, by Wiedoeff.
He went back to the beginning of ing to their fancies; be it a sweet
terment in Sea View cemetery
■ show
to the intense delight of his audience
things with God. I have always tcoth or urge to try a game of skill
Aug. 18-19—Thomaston—Annual . fair
SHIBLES FAMILY
Wllllams-Brazler A L. on The Mall.
been thankful for that. How much ar yet again Just a merry playtime
The Rockport Farm Bureau will who called him back again and again
Aug 19—State Field Meeting of Knox
we owe to these early writers.
he youngsters will have every chance
.cademy of Arts and Sciences. if stormy j meet for an all day session Tuesday, with rapturous applause. Rolland
The 40th annual reunion of the
William A. Holman.
lrst pleasant day
at the Chase farm Mrs. L. F. Chase Tapley of the Boston Symphony Or Shibles Family will be held Aug. 11
to be "cocks of the walk" on the
Aug._ 21—Camden—Fire Department | |^,g(egs wjn
assisted by the fol- chestra. violin, played Concerto in
leld Day.
widespread lawn of the rectory at the
at the home of Harvey Shibles in Knox.
Millard Hart will be the speaker
__
w_ 22
_ —Open
______ Amateur handicap [lowing housekeepers. Mrs. Lizzie I E Minor, by Mendeilsohn and as en
Aug.
iif tournament at Knox County Golf Sffilth. Mrs. Hattie Davies. Mrs. core Melody in A Major, by Davis, and if stormy, the next fair day. Picnic Sunday at 3 oclock at Ingraham Hll! ;orner of Broadway and Park street.
hub.
„ . Elizabeth Gregory, and Mrs. Lizzie j Iota de Pablo, by Sarasate. Mr. Tap- dinner, dishes furnished. Cats meet chapel.
A rush for the first tables at supAug
26—Waldoboro—Garden
Club French. Members are asked to take ! ley is an accomplished artist who '
ier will start at 5 30 and to carry on
at (Hoboken school. Highland Square
lower show.
I deeply moves his audience. Bob Ger- ln Rcckport at 9 30 a. m.
Aug 26—Waldoboro—Flower exhibit of dishes, and sweets if not solicited,
St Peter's Church i Episcopal I Rev. n the style which won them glories
____
1 son furnished the orchestral accomlarden Club at High School auditorium. l A
E. C. Kenyon, rector, services for to- is high grade cooks, the meal comMrs. A. H. Bohndell, Sec.
Aug 27 Warren Annual n.lu-summer
An Illinois car Thursday night paniment supposed to support the
I morrow will be; Matins at 7.10; Holy nlttee has exerted an extra dash of
Rockport.
oneert at Baptist Church _________ crashed into a car which was pulling Concerto, out of the old club piano.
Communion at 730; Holy Eucharist ■nergy which augurs well for hearty
Aug. 30—Annual ball of Rockland
Community
|
out
front
the
bus
terminal
on
Camden
piano.ogue
In
the
Usual
W
>
’ollce
Department at
and sermon at 10.30; Vespers at 7.30 ippetltes. Bazaar ware of all types,
TELEVISION PROBLEMS
lulldlng.
street, doing much damage to both i provided the spice of humor to a
• • * •
x-ano, grabs and what-not will fosAug. 31—Annual auto tour by Farm
machines.
Mrs.
Dora
E.
Heath
of
^reat
program.
.
.
.
I
.
.
....
,
„
_
—
.
„
At
the
Pratt
Memorial Methodist
tureau
Oamden street was taken to Knox
This entertainment was tarnished Andthe th.ef One Seems Io Be Will Church tomorrow morning worship er a carnival spirit, with a capital|
Sept 6—Labor Day.
irize to serve as banner draw card. *
Hospital suffering from bruises, a through the kindness of Frank Pothe Public SUnd thf Cost?
will be held at 10.30 a. m. Rev. Jesse
Committees are: Grabs. Ethel
laceration over the right eye which land, who on previous w£asions as .
-------FAMILY REUNIONS
Kenderdine of Bath a former pas layes. Louise McConnell; ground required •SVll-VAALO
stitches and at* .Jiulll
sprain X-4of4 the 1 rprovided tne‘Rockland ciuds . p , gr„L.I*. I| T^e National Resources Committee tor, will occupy the pulpit. Mrs
Aug. 1—French family at M Alton itrtlUilcU
■ench camp at Coleman't Pond. Lln- right leg. Dr. C. D. North report; He invited the dub and guests to visit , says the most significant trend in Lydia Storer will be the soloist and teepers. Edward Allen. Aime Beauloin , Thomas Chisholm, Donald
at the Washington camp next Friday.
lolnvllle
II stormy, postponed one her condition satisfactory.
k.
_____
1 Members are requested to meet there communication developments is the Miss Carol Gardner will play the Coughlin. Richard Foley, Jr., Edward
Aug. 5—57th annual reunion of Inmeeting on Tuesday Ingraham, John Mclnnes, Raymond
Esten W. Porter of New York is at 4 p. m. or shortly after to inspect "relative imminence of television." °r«an
aham famlly. Penobscot View Orange
evening.
Moulaison;
electricians,
Edward
spending the weekend with hts the camp. Supper will be seryed at B.
The committee reported to Presi
all. Olen Cove.
• • • 9
Chisholm, Thomas Moulaison; Ice
Aug 11—Shibles family at Harvey daughter in Camden. Hc is much in Visiting Rotarians yesterday were:
dent
Roosevelt
that
the
basic
engi

Weekend
services
cf
the
Salvation
hlbles' home ln Knox.
Chailes Holden. Hanover. N. H.;
cream. Misses Marie Dorgan and Mil
Aug 11 (Wednesday! - 32nd annual re- terested in the approaching mayor Frank Poland. Bcston; Percy Schenck. neering work of television develop Army include: Saturday, 7.15. open dred Sweeney.
nlon of Hall family. Penobscot View alty campaign in New York liking
air
meeting;
8,
praise
Service,
“
It
the evident honesty which has marked 1 Jersey City. N. J7 Arthur W mslow, ment already had _bem accom
Beano, Aime Beaudoin, Thomas |
.range hall. Olen Cove
Aug 15—Light family ,at Light’s Pa Mayer LaGuardia's first time, but dis Waterville. Me.; Staffem H. winey plished and the next major problem Pays." by Lieut. Hollings. Sunday, Chisholm.
Lawrence
Dandeneau,
nics — Washington.
I
10,
Sunday
school;
11.
holiness
meetJr.. Providence; Wilmer Groff. Ber
Aug. 25—Payson-Fogler family at L. liking some of his affiliations. It bids wyn Pa. The visitors were. Wallace was to find a method of presenting | ing, "The Blessed Man," by Capt. Thomas Fleming. Raymond Moulai
John Ranlett; games. Judson
fair to be a three-cornered contest,
True's home in Hope.
television broadcasting at a rea Bowness; 6.30. Young People's meet son.
Flanagan, William Glendenning, Al- J
with Senator Copeland representing Spear, Nobleboro; Gordon Groff, Ber
sonable cost.
ing. led by Barbara Parsons and Bar- jert McCarty, Robert McCarty; chil- '
Mrs. Blanche Morton underwent a the anti-New Deal element. The New wyn. Pa.; and F. K. Gifford.
Tlie study of television, prepared bara Simmons; 7 30. open air meeting, Iren's party. Rose Flanagan; food
onsil operation this morning at | York Herald-Tribune is supporting
by the Engineering Department of and 8 salvation meeting. "The Ocod iclicltors. Mesdames Emma Carr
MRS. ANNIE MARSTON
LaGuardia.
Cnox Hospital.
Shepherd," by Capt. Bowness.
Kathleen Duff, Jane Foley, Mildred
the Federal Communications Com
Annie M.. widow of Capt Melvin
O'Donnell. Caroline Thompson, Anna
Sunshine Society will meet Monday, Since Rev. Cornelius Greenway came
mission,
conceded
that
many
tech1
At
the
First
Baptist
Church
to
Webster.
tug. 9. with Mrs. Jennie Wilson. 91 to Long Cove on his annual vacation J. Marston, died yesterday, follow nical problems remained to
be
morrow
at
10.30
the
guest
preacher
.
,
Women's table, Mrs. Willis Ander
Tillson avenue. Members take box he has received through the mails ing an illness of several months.
Mrs. Marston was born in Deer solved, but pointed out that since “ev- W- J Da>' wl" spea< on The son, Mrs. Celia Beaudoin. Miss Ma
three ipackages which have brought
lunch.
visual
broadcasting had Sl?,i,k®n,®rl. PI?gra”ee' Communion rion Brazier, Mrs. Leonice Delano;
joy to his heart. One was an elabo Isle, Aug. 22. 1860. daughter of Avery 1 1929
rate autographed signature of the de- | F and Cordelia iBrayi Sweetser. reached such perfection as a scien will follow. Church school will con hot dogs. Miss Mary Johnson, Mrs.
The old hand-tub Gen Berry is at posed
vene at noon and Christian Endeavor
Emperor Haile Selasse. who used j che had jived in Rockland for many
lh« Hallowell muster today with
tlfic tool that It was possible "toat 6. led by Ansel Young. Mr. Day's Mildred O'Donnell; ticket committee,
to.be
the
big
boss
in
Ethiopia.
It
was
years.
Jhief Engineer Van Russell directing taken in 1935 and represents the luck- Isurvivors are a son, Maynard L. \ trasmlt over a local area of 10 to subject at 7.30 will be "A Man who Misses Winifred Coughlin and Mar
garet Adams, special prize, ,**fred
|he play
less ruler ln full regalia, astride hls MarstOn; a daughter. Mrs Raphael 20 miles radius fairly good pictures Braced Up Others.
The Tuesday Flourde.
evening prayer, service is at 7.30.
Rcckland City Band will provide favorite charger at Addis Ababa. An- ssherman; two granddaughters J having the clarity and details of the
LUMBERMEN INTERESTED
Inusic Tuesday night. 7 to 10. at the cither autographed photo was from Miss puth H. Marston and Miss average home moving picture."
“Love" Is the subject of the les
Dorothy M. Sherman of Rockland;
Innual lawn party of St. Bernard's Charles Mercier of Monts who
“The next corner to be turned. son-sermon which will be read in all
ried
(the
Duke
of
Windsor
to
Wallis
1
and
a
brother,
Joshua
H
Sweetser
of
church.
*
however. Is an economic rather than churches of Christ. Scientist, on Sun Bill To Eliminate Excise Tax On
Warfield, and the third was Major E , Portland
day. The Golden Text is, "Be per W'iiife and Norway Pine Not
D. Metcalf who was best man on that
Servlces will be held Sunday at 3 an engineering one," the report said, fect. be of good comfort, be of one
There will be no reunion of the
Eliminated
occasion.
p.
m.
at
the
late
residence
on
Grove
"and
it
can
be
briefly
stated
ln
one
|lass of 1911. R.H.S.. the date having
street.
en set forward to Aug. 4. 1938. acshort question—"Who is to pay for
Tlie miniature display at the com
Through Representative Clyde H.
lording to a vote of the executive
television?" Will the public accept a
ing
Flower
Show,
with
Miss
Charlotte
BORN
Smith of Skowhegan, came the re
Tommittee.
Buffum as chairman, has the follow- PfETROSKI—At Dorches er.
Mass . television service based upon a con
port Thursday that a bill to eliminate
The Misses- Henrietta and Agnes' ing committee: Mrs. Harold
Julv 25. to Mr and Mrn Frank PIf- tinuance cf the present system of
exe se tax on white pine and Norway
trosky.
formerly
of
Rockiand,
a
son.
commercial aural broadcasting and
Sonntag, sisters of Carl H. Sonn- .
Vitrici Carini.
y*a,‘
FYank M.
pinr, would not be reporte-' out of
(age, have returned to their home Blethen. Miss Ethel Payson. The t. •>
its
extension
into
television?
Will
a
and flnwpA I BLAISDELL--At Sydney. July 19. to Mr.
and Mrg joseph E uiaisdcii, a daughihe committee, thus practlcall yasCleveland. Ohio, after spending part bouquets. containers and flowers
'looker-in' be willing to sit in a dark
should not measure more than four i ter Leatrice Elaine.
Id the summer in Rockland.
suring lumber dealers of this part of
ened
living
room
at
home
intently
and one-half inches. They may be MO3HER- At Rockland. July 27. to Mr
thc country the continuance of the
and Mrs Karl Mosher, a daughter
peering into the screen of his televiHave you seen the Flower Show smaller if desired. Two exactly alike
exc?e tax. W. H. Dalton of the ‘ube shown. Silver boxes will be Gilchrist—At vinalhaven. July 29. to ', Reiver?
sters? They are being distributed may
1 *
-------- ----Mr and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist, a son slon recrnerr
gusia Lumber Company, vie? presi
Jhroughout Knox. Waldo and Lincoln supplied by the committee, and these
In trying to measure the social in
dent of the Northeastern Lumber
ounties through the courtesy of the miniature bouquets will stand in the
MARRIED
fluence
of
television
when
it
reaches
?oca-Cola Bottling Co. of Rockland. open side, therefore having an extra
Manufacturers' Association, Inc., who
setting. Section B of this display will LELAND-ANDREWS-At
_23. _by Rev.
„
„ SMndent«.July the commonplace stage of present
William E. Berger. Chester
stated Thursday that Mr Smith had
Col. William P. Hurley, one of have models—dish gardens, replica
day
redo
receivers,
the
committee
E. Leland of Camden and Mlsa KHzdone splendid work ln combating the
dockland's three, surviving Grand fif gardens, and other kinds. Entries abeth M Andrews of Rockport.
said "it is likely that the main im
trmy comrades, is a patient at Knox j should be made with the chairman,
passage of the bill, that the removal
pact of television will be to intensify
lospital, where his condition is the
DIED
of the excise tax would work a hard
A very welcome caller at Tlie Cou
the social effects which broadcasting
ccasion of much concern.
—At Rockland, lulv 30. Annie
ship on lumber dealers of the northern
rier-Gazette office this morning was MARSTON
is
already
producing."
M. widow of Capt Melvin J Mars
and eastern states, including the New
Gilbert
Fatten,
the
well
known
Cam

ton
la
native
of
Deer
tele
I.
aged
76
Ernest Edwards, Edwin Edwards
In discussing the future use of
years, 11 months, 8 days Funeral serv
England States, New York and
hnd Percy McPhee have bought the den novelist, who has been detained
visual
broadcasting,
the
committee
ices
Sunday
at
3
p
m.,
from
late
building near the head of Tillson in New York later than usual this
Pennsylvania.
home on Grove street.
kve formerly occupied by Simmons' summer on account of business. A COLLAMORE—At Portland, July 23. said "it seems reasonable to expect
There now exists an excise tax on
baseball
fan
from
boyhood
he
finds
that
the
most
popular
type
of
enter

Virgie E Collamore, aged 49 years
parriage shop and R. W. Davis. The
imported
white pine and Norway
his
chief
recreation
in
watching
the
purchase Ls said to presage a business
SAVAGE—At Warren, July 30. Ezra I. tainment by television will be the
Savage. Sr., aged 75 years. 7 months, drama."
pine, at the rate of $1.50 per thou
local games during his vacation. He
undertaking.
26 days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock
had scarcely set foot in Rockland
sand feet. The mid-western states,
from Warren Baptist Church. Inter
The committee also pointed out
There is important Dusiness to before he was camping on the trail
ment In Razorville.
which do not engage ln turning out
that thc advent of the home theatre
(■ome before the Rockland Townsend of the Knox Twilight League sched
of this grade of lumber as extensively
FULL
with
television,
exhibiting
programs
31ub at its meeting Tuesday night ule maker. Assured that there would
IN MEMORIAM
as do the eastern states, had pro
and all members are urged to at be a game in Camden this afternoon,
In loving memory of our little boy. prepared and transmitted by motionposed the bill to rescind the tax,
tend. Tills is the last meeting be weather permitting, he was immedi Albert E Grover. Jr., who drowned picture producers, would bring on a
fore the big clambake which takes ately re-assured. Mrs. Patten and July 30. 1935.
making importing of Canadian lum
censorship more drastic than in pres
her sister, Mrs. Pardee, will arrive Just two years ago God called him,
place Aug. 8 at Oakland Park.
ber a less expensive matter.—Kenne
To that peaceful happy land.
ent radio broadcasting, since fewer
next week, joining Mr. Patten at his Leaving
us to bear deep sorrow,
bec Journal.
FLAVOR
summer home in Camden.
broadcasting bands would be avail
Why? we do not understand
The huge stock of men's and boys'
In our heart hls memory lingers.
able for television.
furnishings and shoes and women's
Sweetly tender, fond and true,—
A broadcast of unusual interest will
WAS NOT REC KLESS
footwear of the Levi Seavey store, now
There Is not a dav. dear Junior.
fr
That we do ndt think al you
uindsey's. Watts Block. Thomaston. be given in ,the midsummer series nf
Awnings,
hammock
covers,
chair
Teachers’ Association Spent Only $98
Hls father and Mother. Mr and Mra. covers, canvas work of all
|ls being sold at true bargain prices, DA.R. programs, Aug. 5. at 1.30 p. m..
kind.
•
In Campaign For Sales Tax
few high grade merchandise is being over (WLBZ. Those who are familiar Albert Grover.
Awning
Co.,
Inc.,
Tel.
1262-W.
16
The Sweet Juicy Meat of Fresh
added daily and sold at amazing low with the old time lumbering opera
Water
proof
truck
covers.
Rockland
tions on the Kennebec, will be taken
CARD OF THANKS
The Maine Teachers' Association
prices.—adv.
Green Corn with the Chewy
Mr. and Mrs Lavon Ames of Matinicus Willow St.—adv.
back 'by thia broadcast to those days
report to the Secretary of State's De
wish
to
express
thelr
deep
appreciation
Indigestible
Kernel
Skins
re

when Maine timber was at its best
partment it had expended $98 94 ln
sympathy and help
I have definitely withdrawn from and the big trees of the Pine Tree of the Immeasurable
moved.
its efforts to "induce" persons to vote
extended to them lu thelr tragic
Ithe contest and thank my friends for State were famous all over the coun fulness
bereavement.
for the 1 percent sales tax proposal
Itheir support. Edna M. Payson,—adv. try. The broadcast will be conducted
in the Aug. 16 referendum
For sauce or for cooling Corn
CARD OF THANKS
by the State Historian and the State
The association's report of its ex
I wish to epress my sincere thanks
Hearts are superior to corn in any
Radio Chairman of the Maine Daugh
penditures was signed by Joseph E.
my neighbors and friends for thelr ]
other style. Because they are the
ters of the American Revolution, to
k*r»d expressions of sympathy, and for
Blaisdell of Rockland, treasurer.
heart of the corn you get the full
Miss Delia Hunnewell, Colonel Asa the beautiful floral tributes, sent during !
The legislature last April enacted
rich corn flavor. Corn Hearts are
Ambulance Service
Whitcomb Chapter; and Miss Clara my recent bereavement
inexpensive, only 13c two cans for
the sales tax law which would be
Mrs. Lena Simmons.
Fogg, Colonel iDummer Sewall Chap
25c. Ask your grocer for the new
come operative for two years if ap
•
ter. Miss Ida Fowle, Press Rela South Thomaston.
Corn Hearts Recipe Folder.
proved by the electorate.
tions writer, Bowdoinham, will inter
AN APPRECIATION
pret a number of characters.
Save Baxter’s Fin

f

BANK STOCKS
INSURANCE STOCKS

CENTRAL MAINE POWER PREFERREDS
MASSACHUSETTS INVESTORS TRUST
GENERAL INVESTORS TRUST

SUPERVISED

BURPEE’S
Morticians

TO MY FRIENDS!

May
manv
rieeplv
ln the

I take this wav to thank m,T
friends for thelr generous and
anoreciated efforts In rav behalf
Select Merchandise Canwalgn
Eva F. Newton.

Investments

Rockland,
Maine
Tel.
500

THE LAWN PARTY

I would appreciate your eupport in
the Merchandise Contest
Conservative estimates indicate
Thank you!
I
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
that 4.775.113 rural families were
361-365 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND I
CARLTON H. RIPLEY definitely influenced by some phase
of the 1936 agricultural extension
119-tf,
("RIP")
program in the United States.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

est Labels for Val

uable Premiums.

Russell Funeral Home
TEL, 662
9 CLAREMONT ST. ROCKLAND
98tr

Buy From Your
H. C. Baxter 6- B’o.
Bruntw'ek, Me.

INDEPENDENT
GROCER

NOTICE!
I am getting good re ults with my
Crosley Xervac Hair Growing Ma
chine! Come in and have an exami
nation free of charge!
RIPS BARBER SHOP
75 Park St.
Under Foss House

SHARES

Uittroln E ffldRap

ALK OF THE TOWN

THE ROTARY CLUB

FUNDS

INCORPORATED INVESTORS

CHISHOLM’S

SPA

ROCKLANI) SHOPPERS’ RENDEZVOUS

SALADS, TASTY LUNCHEONS

SANDWICHES

ICECREAM
Strictly Home Made
FOUNTAIN
SERVICE
MAIN ST. AND LINDSEY ST.
ROCKLAND, ME.

SHOP AROUND!
WHEN YOU FIND

IA MACHINE WITHi ( ' A WRINGER ikai hat two safety release hart that push er pull to release,
will step hath relit, release the tension,
ditengete the power, swing end lech
in
positions—

I

A TUB that is bawl-shaped te increase
'>5' water action—

<3)

A TUB that hae a «eater sed.wenl

(A TUB that hae DOUBLE WALLS
le heap water hot—

'S'

A

DRAIN SPOUT that alUchet te
the chassis and not the tub—

/Is A FRAME that is one solid chassis
with rigid legs up end down the full
length of the machine—

fy A

nt

MECHANISM »llk
gears throughout —

THEN BUY Thai WASHER
The Speed Queen is (he oaly
washer that gives you all these
features. Come in and see.

1

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-325 Main Street

Tel. 980

Rockland

Uku

ROTO CROS-TICS
Mcmi
tmuRfiBiu
SOLVING
SOLVING A HEALTH,

DDIIkan TAD HACPINiSS MID ECMOMV
nuunu I Ur PftOBLEM. IT'S FUN T»
JAR MS
SOLVE IROS-TICS.AE
____ arrange the

letters

*NOI EACH UNE 10 FOAM A
SEVEN WORD SENTENCE.
FLY I NR ED
RINCEES
GNINE LITTLE
ERIEfVS
SI
RUO
YAW

Winner of last weeks Cros-Tlc
MRS. I.. WILSON
40 Rankin Street
Rockland. Me.

TRY OUR FAMED ?
COTTAGE CHEESE !

14c
in paper boxes
ANSWER

TO

CROS TICS

NO

8

Carried by our drivers

Many will highly recommend our benrflclal buttermilk.

75 PARK STREET

TEL. 6S2

ROCKLAND

SCULPTURED IN THE
MODERN MANNER
Our monuments repre ent the
most advanced ideas in modern
memorial sculpture. They are
hewn from carefully selected
granite or marble that will en
dure through all the years. Ap
propriate designs are offered to
suit every Individual preference
for monuments of impressive dig
nity and distinction.

WILLIAM E DORNANISON
I N C.

CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION and THOMASTON

Page Fouf

It Occurs
To Me....

Every-Other-Da;

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, July 31, 1937

UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE

THE OLD WINDJAMMERS

| j AT STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY j
Another old Maine windjammer is
coming out of a ship graveyard for [ J—------------ —__------------- i
service. Dr. William Plummer. Bath,

HOLLYWOOD
STAR-LITES
♦♦♦♦

Every State Now Has An Approved
Law—Illinois Last To Sign

Every State and territory in the
said Tuesday he was preparing to
When you are in a rush to get
^e four masted schooner Helen
United States now has an unemploy
somewhere, does lt ever fall, when
Gring t0 Port Gravllle, N. s„
By Chuck Cochard
ment insurance law that conforms
you stop and tie your shoe, that the ■
overhauled preparatory to takwith the Social Security Act. This
shoe string breaks? Next time this J
a cargo of deals to Liveipool.
Hollywood—London ls at last go
became
a fact when the Social Se
happens drop me a letter and tell Gn]y jast week a Canadian skipper
ing Hollywood. That is to say. for
curity
Board
approved the last State
the flrst time Hollywood ls going
me how many times you cursed; I bought the barkentine Reine Marie
want to see if it’s more times than Stewart, last square-rigger on the
to London to show the British how law, that of Illinois.
I did.
to make good pictures and still
Maine coast, which had been idle at
The Board estimates that nearly
make money.
Thomaston for eight years.
21,000.000 workers are in employments
Nice hot weather. But if you wish
Louis B. Mayer, brilliant leader
water that is hotter, try South Pond
of the M-G-M studios, is on his way covered by the 51 approved unem
NORTH HAVEN
one of these days. It ls so warm
to London to start the wheels going ployment insurance laws which pro
that you find it necessary to stay in Mrs. Rose Dyer has employment at
in the new M-G-M plant there. It vide compensation to employees who
because when you come out the air the confectionery shop of Mrs. Eleawill be Hollywood's first attempt to lose their Jobs through no fault of
chills you to your very bones, even nor Thornton,
produce on a large scale ln the
their own. the amount of compensaBritish capital.
on the hottest days. But, of course, | Mr. and Mrs. Fred Howard of Portticn
and least*) of time for which
providing you can take lt, ocean land are spending a few days with
British film companies are at
lt
is
given varying ln different
their lowest ebb since starting mak
water's the real thing. Peppy. And Mrs. Howard's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
when you emerge from your plunge Harry Whitmore,
ing modern talking pictures, ac States.
Commenting on this fact, Arthur J.
cording to all word we have re
you feel as though you have really j Trena Howard is assisting Mrs.
been somewhere—it ls not unlike J Clara Thornton in her duties at the
ceived. The chief reason is that the Aitmeyer, Chairman of the Board,
feeling youself a new person.
Inn.
majority of English pictures have said: 'Greater progress has been
• • • ■
| Mrs. Leslie Ladd is receiving treatbeen horrible failures both finan made in the enactment of unemploy
How much nerve have you? Here ment at KnOX Hospital.
ment Insurance laws in the past two
cially and artistically.
are some tests: The next time you
Clark Gable and Jean Harlow in "Saratoga," her last picture.—adv.
Your correspondent is of the years than has been made in work
Mrs. Milton Perry and children of
go the theater and the woman in Boston are vacationing here.
opinion that Mr. Mayer is the right men's compensation for accidental in
front of you is wearing one of those
| man for the Job. He will snap Brit- jury) ln the past quarter century. The
Delmont Judkins returned Sunday
wide, flimsy, swooping hats, that bars to Blue Hill.
J ish production back on its feet, but rapid extension of unemployment in
Dr. Horace Pettit and Capt. Neal j
your vision from the screen tell
it will only be with American ideas, surance has been due largely to the
her to remove lt When you see Burgess sailed Thursday for New- j Re-employment Service Get*
American producers, and lastly elimination, under the Social Se
John Jones, the man you owe that port, R. I. to attend the yacht races.
| the American technique cf making curity Act, of the fear of unfair com
Request For Two—Other ifive dollar bill which you borrowed Mrs. Burgess and son. Fletcher, are
Scene: Early summer morning at pictures. It ls this technique, which petition as between employers in a
last Christmas time, coming toward at W. Sampson's during their abAgencies ____ .the steamboat wharf at the Harbor makes Hollywood stand alone for
State with no such law and those in
you stay on the same side of Main sence.
National Youth Administration: As The boat has Just arrived form Rock- leadership ln this field, because
street without as much as clinching
Perley Prentiss spent the weekend of Julv 1 there were but 441 youths land and when the captain cut loose through a generation of pioneering
your teeth or biting your lip off. at his home in Blue Hill.
of July 1 there e
whlstle
rQunded there has developed fhu
this lim
little. a State having such a law.
When your neighbor borrows your
"While even the most ardent pro
Ira Whitmore is employed by Mr. employed on projects of this agency.
^thing which can't be rivaled
lawn mower again and breaks or dulls Porter of Augusta at the Cooper cot according to Charles O. Hewett. scurrj.lng over Harts Neck, Barter s by anyone.
ponents of the Social Security pro
lt and offers to pay for repairs or to tage at Little Thoroughfare
gram hardly expected that every
Mrs. Eda Leadbetter visited Sun State Director. Private industry is Point and the Harbor, the residents
Despite the fact that rumors have State and territory would enact an
get lt sharpened for you. don't say, day
at Mrs. Anthony's.
continuing to make inroads into the got a move on to greet at arrival.
been circulating to the effect that unemployment Insurance law which
"Oh, that’s all right." Instead, try
Mrs. Clifford Gray and daughter,
“The glory that was Maine” has Lew Ayres and Ginger Rogers might
saying, “Sure, go to it, pal
Pauline, returned Thursday to their number of youths employed, and it
conformed to all the requirements of
It's the little things that get us ®J®worth home.
has been necessary to close a consid departed. The schooners are now in make up, one of the newest two the Social Security Act within the
the graveyard. A couple of sloops somes at the Trocadero these days
Mr. and Mrs. Davison who occu
but it’s only because we let them.
first two years of the life of that
pied the Lamont cottage for a time erable number of projects throughout and Johnny Walls' motor boat are is Pat de Clcco and Ginger. Gold• • • •
Act, many problems are yet to be
have returned to New York owing the State. One of the most active moored off the steamboat wharf.
wyn's star-find of the year, Jon solved in the field of unemployment
Overheard in public places;
to the illness of their child
project groups in the summer set-up The harbor is as calm as a mill pond, Hall of "Hurricane," has been din
•’Oh, so you’re married?'
insurance before rwe can be satis
is that of the First Aid Project work- but in the afternoon a stiff ing at the Brown Derby lately with
•Twice."
fied that the workers of this country
thorndikeville
ers established at the East End Beach sou'wester will be blowing. I have the Andrea Leeds although lt is re-I have adequate protection. For ex
“Look, don’t think me curious, but
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Etter and in Portland. During the past week picture 15x17, hanging on the living ported he U very much interested ]
most
exempt small em.
how old are you?”
daughters of Paterson. N. J., are this group has treated 97 cases, rang- I room wall. It is 15 years since my in Wendy Barrie.
“Twenty-six."
ployers
from
their
unemployment
lnguests of Mr. Etters aunt. Mrs. Jack ing from minor scratches and bruises last visit to the Harbor.
“Also twice?”
Pushaw.
surance
provisions,
and
also
exclude
Of course Dad is there to greet us
Charlie Chaplin tells me that he
W. S. Lothrop is building an addi to lacerated scalps. Besides this val
the occupations, such as domestic
“Another advantage of this ma tion to his turkey house, his 243 birds uable service which the boys are ren and grasps my Gladstone bag. We plans to start production by Octoservice
and agricultural labor, not
chine. madam, is that it's fool proof." requiring more room.
dering. they are also doing an excel wend our way to the ancestral cha- ber. which means he'll be lucky if
teau
adjoining
the
Masonic
Temple
he
starts
filming
by
the
flrst
of
the
covered
by the present Federal act.
Mrs.
Albert
Brow-n
of
Morse's
Cor“No doubt, to the ordinary kind,
lent job in keeping the beach cleaned
No one questions the need for protec
ner; Thomaston, visited at Lester Mer
but you don’t know my husband."
After
breakfast
we
start
out
to
get
year.
up.
Last
year
a
similar
project
suc

rill's a few days this week.
tion among these excluded groups, but
our bearings. There's good old Me..„.****, _
Mrs. Hazel Brown and Mrs Lester cessfully treated 250 cases.
.....
. .
,,
With L B. Mayers departure for there are serious administrative dif
“I ran across a friend of yours last
tinic in the distance and I recall one
.
,
.
Merrill were guests recently of
week."
this Europe, those plans of many ficulties which would be encountered
Miss Lucretia Pushaw at C. E. Well
National Re-employment Service: day when I was 12. standing on
months ago of co-starring Norma if we attempted to provide all-in
“No! Hurt him much?"
man's, Head-of-the-Lake. Hope.
"The current trend of orders being same spot and seeing a ship under
. ch ,
t .-.ghton in
Mrs. Mary Watson who was in received
at all offices throughout the full sail come by it from the west'ard.
rer and charIes Laughton to clusive coverage at the outset of this
“Hey, there, you! Don’t you know Massachusetts the past few months, received at au on ices tnrougnoui ine
.>
"Marie Antoinette" may te carried new program. No country in the
yet you cant turn around on this has returned to the home of her State is toward the more highly then come about and return to the
i through at last. Since Laughton is j world has tried to establish all-in
daughter. Mrs. Raymond Crabtree
street?"
skilled and professional classifica- w^tar^ ^"day to stand on the iopposed t0 ever returnlng t0 Amer- j elusive coverage; wider coverage has
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Haines of Port
T think I can make it this time, land and Edith Graves of Beverly, tions." Lettie Ware Meader. State Di
quarter of my own ship and issue or- IIica,
ica' Miss shearer
g0 t0 L00’ | in every case grown slowly over a
officer.”
Mass., were callers last Saturday at rector stated today. Labor of all
don, because M-G-M will be mak- period of years. The problems in
ders.
When
I
was
15
the
dream
* • • »
W. B Lothrop's.
types continues to be at a premium
■ ing pictures there.
volved in ithis country are even
Melvin Etter of Portland is at the j although recent publicity has direct came partially true. I stood on the
It was my good fortune the other
«
... i home of his aunt, Mrs. Winnifred
The next Astaire-Rogers vehicle greater than in other countries. It is
ed large numbers of able Jobseekers quarter of a ship as she was launched
,da5 to receive a letter from Vina i pushaw for a time.
at
Thomaston,
but
it
was
not
my
j
wU
i
fiimed entirely in color, unfair to expect that the United
Delmar, the authoress. In case you j Recent guests at Lou Upham's were to the various offices of the National
States should start at a level reached
didn't see the movie "Make Way For! Mr. and Mrs. Lou Upham and daugh- j Re-employment Service. Among the ship and I issued no orders. I'll bet do you remember those old-timers,
Tomorrow,” Miss Delmar wrote the ter’ and Merton Warren and sons of more unusual orders which have been some of you old timers ,<the Roving j Weber and Fields? Well, they will elsewhere only after long adminis„i„„ t
i
v
Rockport. Mrs. George Stoffel and
sc een play. I wrote and told her | Chjidren oj Dorchester. Mass . Made- received were: Two Circus Clowns; Reporter is too young) remember appear in the musical "Park Ave- trattve exPerience To make this atto run the risk of
|how much I enjoyed it and what a 1 line [Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs Harold Scenery- Designer, Scenery- Painter, your Oliver Optic and how we did it nue Follies" with Shirley Ross and tempt wouW
John Trent.
j brin«in8
entire system into disin the “good old days."
good piece of work I thought she j Churchill and children of Rockport, [ and a Registrar.
• . . .
I repute because of administrative failOne of my neighbors is a native of
did adapting it. She wrote me a Mrs- Lizzie Cotton and son William
■ • • »
Joan Bennett is considered to be| ures. The State authorities adminisSeal Harbor and recently we went
nice three-paged letter and lt wasn't of Hosmer Pond. Camden.
Rural Electrification Administra- 1
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Gillette and
.at all stilted as some letters from daughter Shirley visited Mrs. Gil- tion: Chester Lake, Senior Field Rep- i back over the old days. ,She said Hollywood’s best rhumba dancer, tering unemployment insurance have
.celebrities are. Miss Delmar has a ] lette's parents. Mr. and Mrs. George resentative of this Administration, is j that when there was a long foggy At a local P°l0 field, a rider once : turned to their tasks with energy and
spell in the summer, the vessels were stopped in the middle of a racing' intelligence.
'story of Hawaii coming in next Pease in Burkettville Sunday.
in the State making a survey to de
so thick in Seal Harbor that one event to ask Joan Crawford for an
“It is gratifying to the Board to
,month's Cosmopolitan, to be called
termine whether the electrification of could step from one to the other. I ; autograph. Una Merkel began her j know that within the first two years
/They Were There First"
Why
WEST APPLETON
the rural districts in Maine are eco- went her one better and said that ! film career as a double for Lillian j of its existence every State has, of its
‘don’t you read it and drop her a
Gish. Madge Evans, as a little J own initiative, come into a position
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Poor and | nomically feasible. A meeting was
line? Writers work hard and en Josephine Burns of Augusta and Mr I held Thursday evening, July 15, at 1 when the wind came off nor’west and
girl, is still used as the trade mark where it can both co-operate with the
the
fog
lifted,
the
vessels
came
out
couragement means a lot to them. and Mrs. D. H. Fogg of Bath were I Freeport, attended by between 50 and |
for a popular soap. Greta Garbo Federal Social Security program and
Miss Delmar is ln her early 30’s and callers Sunday on Thurman L. Fogg. 60 persons, and considerable interest j so fast by White Head that one could
has had the same cameraman Wil take full advantage of the opportuni
not
count
'em.
And
that
is
true,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Embert
Ramsay
and
became famous with her flrst novel
was shown. Another meeting is j
liam Daniels photograph her many ties offered the States in the Federal
two
children
of
Winslow
were
visitors
and
there
are
yet
some
few
remain

at the age of 23. She is now working
Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Bart scheduled for Monday evening, July ing who know it is true.
pictures ever since she has been in j program. As a result of the Board's
in Hollywood writing screen stories. lett.
19. at Norway, Maine.
Hollywood. In card games in pic approval of the unemployment in
If
the
schooners
have
gone,
the
•Her address is simply Beverly Hills,
Donald Drake is visiting his sister,
• • • *
tures, paper chips are used because j surance law of 48 States and three
fog
has
not.
Times
have
changed
Mrs.
Glenys
Fish.
Calif.
Reconstruction Finance Corpora
Ida
Simmons
of
Rockland
spent
but not so, nature. Seguin Light the real ones make too much noise. territories, the Federal government
j
• • • •
last weekend with her mother, Mrs. tion: Chairman Jones reports that 71 officially reports that it holds the
will pay all proper expenses of the
Are you following McCall's present Jennie Fowles.
FARM BUREAU MEMBERS
percent of the RFC's disbursements,
highest
record,
2734
hours
of
fog
in
States in the administration of these
serial? It is called "The Second Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Karl Heath of Union exclusive of relief expenditures and
Draper," and ls written by a new called Monday night at Mr. and Mrs. advances to other Government agen one year, nearly one hour out of Knox-Lincoln Contributes To High laws.
every three. And White Head must
est Total In Past Six Years
writer whose name ls Noe! Pierce. I George Fowles'.
Mrs. Leonard Stover of Houlton is cies, had been repaid by June 30,
say new writer, because while Miss spending two weeks with Mrs. Jennie 1937. Of the $6,510,491,710 expended be second.
Furthermore, the two million em
As I stand gazing out over old
Knox and Lincoln Counties with
Pierce has had a few short stories Fowles.
as stated above, $4,640,086,163 had
ployers affected by these laws will be
ocean,
I
see
a
procession
coming
into
758
farm
bureau
members
June
30,
Lyman Stinson of Stonington and been repaid. Authorizations and
published, this is her flrst novel. It
contributed significantly to the enabled to save up to 90% of the
may interest you who read this to Mr. and Mrs. C. E. Pert and children commitments of the RFC totalled the harbor and coming to anchor.
of Portland were at Mr. and Mrs. M.
highest total membership in the Federal pay roll tax on employers of
Schooners
Lizzie
Carr,
fore
topmast
also know that Hollywood has E. Harriman's Sunday, accompanied $11 723,403.063 as of the same date.
gone, fores’l badly torn; Pushaw, Maine Farm Bureau Federation in eight or more under the Social Secur
bought the film rights to it and will by C. M. Pert who is making a two
loaded with oak timber for H. M. the past six years, according to R. C. ity Act because they may deduct from
star Gloria Swanson in her come weeks’ stay.
MEDOMAK
Bean. Camden; Levi Hart, with loss Dolloff, county agent leader in the this Federal tax the amount of their
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Fowles and Mrs.
back to the screen. Remember the
contribution to their
respective
Leonard Stover were Rockland visitors
of jibboom, also lost mate off Mon Maine Extension Service.
lovely Gloria ten years ago? They
insurance
recently.
. „ ,
Membership in the State on that State's unemployment
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
Quimby
and
hegan;
a
couple
of
yachts
from
the
come and they go but Miss Swan
C. M. Pert was a lucky fisherman
funds
to
the
lextent
of
90')
of the
date
was
13.129,
an
increase
of
1486
son
of
Lowell,
Mass.,
are
visiting
Mrs.
west'ard; F. Nelson, Jesse Hart,
son is going to try to come again. Her Monday, catching a pickerel meas
Federal tax. Approval of all these
over
the
corresponding
date
a
year
Daniel
Pierson,
Sam.
Hart,
Sadie
Quimby
’
s
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
uring 20 inches.
courage deserves every success.
State laws by the Socal Security
Perry Willey.
Willcut, M. K. Rawley, G. W. Raw- earlier, Dolloff said.
• • • •
Board means, therefore, that 90% of
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman who ley. Challenge and Golden Rule.
Highest
county
membership,
and
How do you like our new Strand
NORTH HOPE
have been guests of their children in
The picture fades and I now see greatest increase over 1936, was the employers' pay roll tax under
Theater? It is still new to me. I
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Pease were Camden, returned home Sunday.
only
the ocean and harbor without shown in Aroostook County, with this part of the Act will remain in
haven't yet quite got over lt. The callers Tuesday evening at A. I.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Munsey of
the States for use exclusively in the
other afternoon on dropping ln, I had Perry's. The Peases have had as Newcastle passed Sunday with Mrs. vessels. The Scriptures tell this; 1720 members, 661 more than last payment of unemployment insurance
year.
Other
high
counties
were
York,
Clara
Collamore.
"Your
old
men
shall
dream
dreams.
”
a task finding room to sit down and guests at various times recently, Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie Prior recently visited
Penobscot, and Oxford. Significant benefits to workers who become un
Boze
it was one of the hottest days ln a Ellen Conant of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs. Norris Carter in Thomaston.
Mrs. Walter Sprowl of Searsmont,
gains
over last year were made in employed for reasons beyond their
Somerville.
Mass.,
July
19.
long while. Whereas people used to Mr. and Mrs. James Pease and
Mr and Mrs. L. W. Osier and two
Oxford,
Piscataquis, Penobscot, York, control.
avoid the theater because of the | daughter Patricia of Rockland, and children spent Sunday at Pemaquid
“It would be a mistake to assume,
and
Waldo
Counties, Dolloff declared.
|
Beach.
heat, now they flee to it for cool James Crockett of Camden.
EAGLE
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Carter called
Increase in membership were re however, that the problem of unem
Miss Susie Wiley and friend of
comfort. And believe lt or not, I
Wednesday on relatives in Friend
ployment insurance is now settled ln
wasn't paid to say this. It's a fact. Charlestown. Mass., are visiting Miss ship.
Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Littlefield ported by 12 of the state’s 14 county
this country. The major portion of
Wiley's sister, Mrs. Clara Hall for a
organizations.
Try to get a seat next time you come few weeks. Mrs. Hall's brother,
have
returned
to
Springfield,
Mass.,
Mr. and Mrs. Merton Benner and
our work is still before us. Today,
ln late on a hot day.
Mernard Wiley motored here with Mrs. Hattie Merrill of Dutch Neck after a visit with relatives here.
one State—Wisconsin—is paying benANTIQUE COLLECTION
—By Andre Sherman.
Dr. and Mrs. Werner Hinle of the
them but returned to Charlestown made a visit in Medomak recently.
fits to eligible unemployed workers.
Mrs.
Regina
Carter
and
son
Hart

A
correspondent
of
the
Boston
after a weekend stay.
University of Pennsylvania
and
Twenty-nine more States begin these
Miss Bernice Ludwig who is em well were Rockland visitors Friday. Fritz Hinle of Pennsylvania are va Herald writes:
Mr. and Mrs Fred Maloney of
ployed at Mrs. Everett Humphrey’s in
HOPE
"Probably those historical and ever payments next year, with the rest
at Lincoln Fairley's sum
Glen Cove, spent last weekend with Massachusetts and Mrs. Fred Kll- cationing
mer
home.
wanted
novels concerning life in following in 1939. For the past few
leran
of
Cushing
were
callers
Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Boardman her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. O. Lud on Mrs. Clifford Shuman.
Maine
by
Kenneth Roberts, deserve months the Bureau of Unemployment
Mrs.
Earl
Brown
is
visiting
Mr.
of Natick, Mass., Mrs. Agnes Fish and wig.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Simmons went Brown in Fairfield.
all the praise that is being heaped Compensation and State officials have
Herbert Campbell and family have
Miss Alice Fish of Rockland called recently moved from their farm in last Saturday to Lewiston to attend
Mr. and Mrs. James Quinn and upon them. But a book by him been making preparations for the
recently on Mrs Alden Allen.
Searsmont to the Artist Pease farm the (wedding of Mrs. Simmons' Mrs. Wilbert Gove made a business which I like very much and have necessary revisions and expansions in
brother.
Mrs. L. P. True. Miss Mary Bills in Appleton near the Hope line.
read many, many times, never seems administrative procedure ln order to
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and chil trip to Sunset recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Wentworth
and Mrs. Elmer True attended the
Mr. and Mrs. George M. Dodge of to be mentioned. I refer to his “An- insure, as far as possible, prompt pay
have recently had a telephone in dren, John and Alice, passed Sun
flower show Tuesday in Camden.
stalled. They are on the Lincoln day with Mrs. L. J. Winslow in Glen- Sunset were recent guests of their tiquomania,” in which he pokes fun ment of benefits when due.”
don.
Mrs. Eleanor Payson has returned ville exchange.
daughter, Mrs. Earl Brown.
at antique collectors, though one
Mr. and Mrs. E. Libby of Camden
from a visit with her sister, Mrs. Ar
Lightning hit Erland Quinn's small suspects from his knowledge of the
WE BUY
Indications
point
to
a
more
favor

were recent callers on Mr. and Mrs.
thur Libby in Lincolnville.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ludwig and Charles Plummer of North Appleton. able situation for dairy producers in boat, “Pup” during the recent storm. jargon and the emotions which col
Stephen Bracey and daughter lecting arouses, that he has been a
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Sprowl of 1937-38 than in the past year. Prices
daughter Faith and Mr. and Mrs.
AND SILVER
Clifton Robbins and daughter Jane Searsmont were visitors Sunday in of dairy products are higher, pastures Barbara were recent visitors at the bit of a collector himself. The book
in dairy states are in good condition, Frank Bracey residence.
this vicinity.
CLARENCE
E. DANIELS
motored Sunday to Rangeley Lake.
seems to me to be a gem of humor,
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Merriam and with prospects for more normal
JEWELER
Mrs. Ralph Wentworth and Mrs.
comparing
favorably
with
Mark
Bonney
Quinn
has
been
visiting
hls
370 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Ruth Tait spent Tuesday at Lake and daughter Grace were guests harvests the price of feed is expected
mother, Mrs. Harriet Quinn.
Twain and Artemus Ward."
Sunday of Mr and Mrs A I. Perry. to go down,
Cobbosseecontep.

CIRCUS CLOWNS

Tenants HarborDays

1

OLD GOLD

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
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b
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w
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w
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w
45

41
4b

w
48

47

50

w
51

52

53

54

55

57

5b
5b

r

HORIZONTAL
1-Choicest
4-City in S. W.
England
8-Knack
11- Expire
12- Hsrvesting machine!
15-Windward (Naut.)
17-Tautest
18— Full of moisture
20- Aet
21- Because
22- Attempt
24-Greek god of war
26- An American Indian
27- To observe
29-Satisfy
31- Length measure
32- Atmosphere
33- Egyptian wading
bird
36-Entrance to a mine
38-Not any
«
4O-Wither
42- A game
-'4i •'
43- Father

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
44-PrepoSition
46-Performed
48-Thieves
51-Three-l4gged stands
53-Narrated
55- Eternity
56- Evening (Poet.)
57- Young hogs
58- Outer coat of wheat

VERTICAL

1- Poet
2- Before
3-Less fresh
5- To stick fast
6- Bind
7-To crowd together
9-A wager
10-Feline
13-Crimson
14- Breathe noisily
when asleep

VERTICAL (Cont)
15- Alienates the
affections of
16- A letter
18- Justify
19- Minding
22- Gave pleasure to
23- Wished for
25- Very
26- A coin (abbr.)
28-Prefix. Thrice
30-Assist
34- Exist
35- Flat pieces of stone
36- A flower
37- Part of verb ’To be'
39-Rowing
41-Disturber
43-Seed covering
45-Raw metal
47- Walk
48- Decay
49- Trieky
50- Paradise
52-King (Fr.)
54-Girl’s name

(Solution to previous puzzle)

GORHAM NORMAL
Your scribe vice principal Ermo H.
Scott, has recently returned from
attending the Inter-Session of New
York University, New York, where he
has been working toward his doctor's
degree in education Incidentally, it
is interesting to note that six mem
bers of the EJS.N.S faculty are at
tending college summer schools this
summer and that one member has
been granted sabbatical leave for
the coming year so that he may com-,
plete the requirements for a degree'
in education.
• • • »
Students from Rockland and vicin-*
ity who have registered to enter E. S.
N. S. this fall are: Mary Bray of
Owl's Head; Margaret McMillan of
Spruce street, Rockland; Margaret
Rogers of Spruce street, Rockland;
and Helen Thompson of Warren.
• • • •
Captain and Mrs. Seward L. Mains
Jr. (nee Jessie Willoughby Hall) left
the home of Principal W. D. Hall,
Thursday on their way to Sackett's
Harbor , New York where Capt.
Mains is to be stationed as a captain’
of field artillery.
•s• •
Orett F. Robinson with Mrs Rob
inson and daughter, Lois, of Warren
are on an automobile trip in the
southern part of the United St»tes.
When last heard from here, they
were ln New Mexico. Mr. Robinson
teaches 'science and history at
E. S. N. S.
• •• •
J. Philip Robbins of Belfast, who
graduated last June, called to the
school office recently to confer with
Principal W. D. Hall in regard to a
teaching position for next year.
• • • •
Graduates of E. S N. S. living in
or near Rockland will be interested
to know that the Castine Alumni
Camp at Sandy Point, Maine was
opened Wednesday, July 21.
• • • •
Myra Fitch of Rockland, E.S.N.S.
TO, is the present vice president of
the Boston Alumni Association of the
Eastern State Normal School.

,E1S|
klNlfl

PORT CLYDE
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Sorenson am
son of Stoneham. Mass., are occupy
ing their summer home formerly th
Watson Balano residence.
Mrs. Lena Tibbetts of Beachmonl
Mass., daughter Mrs. Marion Perc;
and son of New Hampshire, am
granddaughter Eleanore Tibbetts an
spending a vacation at Mrs. Tibbett
summer home.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Volkmer an<
son of Midland Park. N. J., ar<
guests of Walter Kessler and sistei
Mrs. Vreeland at their cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Frawback of Westfield. N. J., are visiting Walter Kess
ler.
Rev and Mrs. Chester Cooper anc
daughter Mary of West Springfield
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Cooper's
parents, Mr. and Mrs Sidney Davis
Jasper Balano. of Staten Island
spending a vacation in town.
J. Wesley Stuart has chosen "Th<
Candle of the Lord" for sermon sub
ject at the Baptist Chapel Sunday a
915. The Sunday School meets ai
10 a. m The evening service will
at 7 o'clock in the Martinsville Bap
tist Church. The midweek servlo
will be held Thursday at 7.30.
LETTER TO MOTHER

I am sitting here s-dreamlng of tht
I used to know.
Through the summer's fragrant tw:
through the winters ghostly
But I've wandered to the city and 1
those days of yore.
And the romance that I used to
when I kept the little store

I can see the oil l>nps glimmer th
the smoke that filled the roo
I can hear the tales they used t
of ships that met their doo;
How I miss those fishing stories an
back shore breakers' roai
That I listened to each evening w
kept the little store.

I hear Dan Carter mention Florldi
Dan Simmons give a snort.
As he drawls that oe had wanderee
Gloucester fishing port;
And Frank Simmons tells of Bremei
of the old cape shore.
O Gosh! How I miss those stories
I heard when I kept store.

WARDENS TAKE EXAMS

I have wandered to Pawtucket ai
Boston back and forth.
to the westward
Ready For Vacancies Which May Take To themyeastward,
eyes keep looking north
Place In Chief Wardenships
And some day I'm coming back
where I can hear once more
Those fishing tales that thrilled me
District fish and game wardens of
I kept the 'lttle store
—Fred Inger
Maine, Commissioner George J. StoAttleboro, Mass

bie said, Thursday took examinations
in Augusta and Bangor in an effort
to be eligible “for any vacancies which
might occur ln phief wardens' posi
tions."
Stobie said there was one chief
warden's vacancy at present in Wash
ington County. He said 25 wardens
took the examination ln the 8tate
House, but had not been advised how
many applicants took a similar test
in Bangor. He said the results would
be announced later.
Chief Warden Lester Brown was in
charge of the Augusta examination,
with Archer L. Grover, deputy com
missioner, at Bangor.

Utensils of enamel ware and those
with heavily tinned surfaces should
not be used for preparing tomato
Juice as they cause deterioration of
its color and flavor

IThe above poem was writte
the late Mr Ingerson to his m
in Port Clyde where the authoi
kept a store before moving to i
boro. Mass. It was ever his d
to return to his home town but i
overtook him before that desire
be fulfilled 1

GEORGE IS RIGHT
George W. Singer, many years edi
tor of the Damariscotta Herald, comes
out with a defense of motorists, fol
lowing criticism of drivers who have
by accident injured pet dogs in the
highways. He calls attention to the
fact that it is often impossible to
dodge an animal without ditching a
car and perhaps injuring human lives,
or without collision with some other
automobile. Let the dogs beware, or
the owner take care of him, says Mr.
Binger

WALDOBORO
Mrs. I. S. Bailey and Mrs. Gladys
Grant have been guests at the Bailey
camp ln Weld.
Miss Carrie Stahl and Miss Mary
Bain of Portland have been In town
a few days.
Mrs. Sadie Richardson has re
turned to Malden, Mass.
Miss Shirley Burns, a student
nurse, who has been passing a va
cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Burns, has returned to Port
land.
Mr. and Mrs. Walden Henderson
of Arlington. Mass., have been guests
of Mrs. I. T. Marple.
Mr and Mrs. William Howell of
Detroit, Mich., who have been at Mrs.
Ella Benner’s are occupying a cot
tage at Forest Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bullard of
Medfield, Mass., visited Mrs. Nellie
Overlock recently.
Miss Cora Young of Brewer is Vis
iting her sister, Mrs. Nan Weston.
Mrs. F. M. Knowles and Miss Win
ifred Knowles of Chelsea, Mass., are
at Mrs. Jessie Achorn’s on a visit.
Telephones have been installed ln
the residence of Leon A. Achorn,
Byron L. Hutchins and the offlce of
Superintendent of Schools.
• • • •
Garden Club Flower Show
The annual flower exhibit of the
Community Oarden Club wlll be held
at the High School auditorium Aug.
26 at 2 o'clock. The exhibit is un
der the general direction of Mrs
Henry P. Mason, chairman. The
cake table which proved so popular
last year ls to be repeated under
the charge of Mrs. Lawrence Weston
and refreshments will be In charge
of Mrs. Joseph Brooks.
There wlll be exhibits by the Oirl
Scouts, the Boy Scouts and the
Junior Garden Club. All flowers must
be at the auditorium not later than
11 a. m„ on the day of the exhibit.
Edward Johnson of Augusta will
speak at 8 p. m. on “How to Display
the Garden to Best Advantage" and
will answer any question concerning
gardens after the address.

The huge stock of men's and boys'
furnishings and shoes and women's
footwear of the Levi Seavey store, now
Lindsey's. Watts Block. Thomaston,
is being sold at true bargain prices.
New high grade merchandise is being
added dally and sold at amazing low
prices.—adv.

VINALHAVEN
Walter Mills visited Wednesday in
Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. H E. Wadleigh have
returned to Winterport
Miss Marion Fernald of Rockland
was recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Ralph Robinson.
Glenn Lawrence, who has been in
town the past week returned Wed
nesday to Rockland.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Lewis went
Tuesday to Ridgewood. N J.
Mrs. Harriet Hopkins and daugh
ter Miss Floyde of Augusta are guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Alston Roberts.

Rite-Best
Printed Stationery

Your name and address printed
on envelopes and paper or mono
gram on sheets, address on enve
lopes. Black, Blue, Green or
Brown ink.
WATER STRIPED VELLUM
White Deckle Edge
36 folded sheets 4%x7%
36 envelopes 4x5% square flap
$1.25 Postpaid

OR
60 flat sheets 7%xl0%

50 envelopes 4x7% square flap
$1.50 postpaid
AUTOCRAT DECKLE EDGE
White Vellum
Square flap envelopes and folded
sheet*
50 envelopes 4x5%
60 sheets 4%x7%
$1.50 postpaid
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CUSHING

SOUTH THOMASTON

GOOD HUMORED GIANTS

Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Rockwell of WWtejr’x T,-am Has Evening’. Outing
An epidemic of house painting ir.
Hartford and Mrs. Willis Ooudy also
At Expense of < amden Shells
town has resulted in Eugene Har- |
’ of that city who is summering at
The Boston Royal Giants paid their
rington's house being painted by Ben
1 Squirrel Lsland. were at the Rockwell annual visit to Camden Thursday
cottage on Bird Point last weekend.
jamin Wiggin, Mrs. Charles Emery’s
night, with the result which might
! The Ladies’ Aid supper of which have been expected by anybody at all
house by Chester Allen while Ar
Mrs. Gladys Orff was chairman Tues- familiar with "White's" outfit. The
thur Rackliffe is
painting
his
j day, enriched the treasury by about , dark complexioned baseball stars can
mother’s residence.
$19.
play for money or marbles, whichever
Miss Barbara Mitchell of Portland
Mrs. George Higley, organist, and they choose, and Thursday night they
is spending the summer with her i
' Miss Adelaide [Becker, soloist of Im- \ chose to show the opposing team how
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James Mitch
manuel Church. Roxbury. Mass., are the thing is done.
ell.
The Camden Shells got away to a
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sew
Miss Carrie Fullerton of Cam
temporary lead in the third inning,
all |Payson.
bridge, who recently visited her
Miss Priscilla Peabody of Worces but when the fifth stanza had been
father Prank Fullerton, is now a pa
ter.
Mass., is a visitor at Pilot Point. sung the score was literally and figur
tient at the Vincent Memorial Hos
atively a bird of another color.
Mr.
iand Mrs. (F. G. Olson and chil
pital in Boston.
The score:
dren,
Patricia
and
Jean
have
returned
Boston Royal Giants
The church service recently held
from
a
motor
trip
to
Winthrop,
Mass,
ab r bh po a
at the Chapel by Miss Margaret Mc
whence
they
conveyed
Mrs.
Leila
3 2 0 5 4
Knight was well attended and espe
Johnson. 2b
Austin following liug few weeks' visit I Ricks, lb .
2 13
cially Interesting to both young and
here.
0 7
old. Miss Elaine Ames sang a solo
j White, c ....
Mr. and iMrs. E. W. Taft have as Williams, cf ......... 4
which was most pleasing in tone
2 1
guest. (Mr. Taft's mother, Mrs. Miller James, 3b ...
She was accompanied at the piano
5
0
of
Boston.
by Mrs. Charles Emery. There will
0
2
Burry, If .....
be another meeting Sunday night.
1
5
Mr. and (Mrs. Oeorge Stewart were Markham, ss
4
0
in Belfast Sunday, while Mr. and Marrow, rf ..
A service will be held at the
0
4
Mrs. Erskine, daughter. Marlene with Phillips, p ....
Methodist Church Sunday at 3.30
27 16
37
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Keezer and son
conducted by the pastor, Rev. N. F. I
Camden Shells
William picnicked in Camden.
Kavmoiid Hatton, Jack Holt and J. Farrell MacDonald in a scene from Atwood of Rockport. Ths sacrament |
ab r bh po t
Mrs. Joseph MacCormick (Mabelle
Columbia's “Roaring Timber." The film’s exciting story takes place in a of the Lord’s Supper will be observed.
1 2 1
Wheeler, ss............... 5
.
.
.
,
.
_
„
...
All
desiring
to
commemorate
the
Rivers)
and
girl
friend
of
Brighton
Pacific Northwest lumber-camp, climaxed by a spectacular timber fireJn a
keeplng
;he Master.s
2
Mass., are with her parents, Mr. and Plaisted, 2b ............. 3
mountain gorge. Grace Bradley appears opposite _
Holt .in ..
the .leading .femi command to “This do in remem
1
Mrs. D. T. iRivers for a week’s visit. Lord, 3b .................. 3
4
brance of me’’ are Invited to particnine role.—adv.
Robert Ames who is employed on Thomas, c ............. 4
3
ipate in the service regirdless of
Magee Island was at home Sunday. Richards, rf ....
10
church membership.
Mr. and Mrs. W G. Maloney, Mrs. Wadsworth, lb
Llghtkeeper of Saddleback W.
EAST FRIENDSHIP
2
Mrs. Henry Jenks (Alice Wilder) of
S. F Seavey. Mrs James Seavey and Dailey, cf ......
Wells is enjoying a vacation and
3
Cheshire, Mass., and Miss Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Richard A. Davis were Maynard. If ....
went Thursday accompanied by Mrs
0
Wadsworth, p
A third class road is under con Wilder, a teacher in the High School
visitors Sunday at B S. Geyer's.
Wells to Lubec.
Dunbar, p
0
of Montclair. N. J., who have been
struction on Wadsworth Point.
Mrs. Walter Ingerson returned
0
•Weed ...........
Members of the local V. F. W. visiting Mrs. Rebecca Thorndike the
Wednesday from Rockland.
SOUTH LIBERTY
Joined by vistors from Rockland, Bel- past week returned home yesterday
’•Boynton .......
0
Mrs. Eleanor L. Gregory attended fast and Bath picnicked Sunday at* Mr. and Mrs Clarence Jackson
eras,
and
the
camera
should
be
on
a
“
The
summer
comes
with
flower
and
the Eastern Star School of Instruc- | Morton's Beach.
Mrs. Lillian Partridge called on
I Mrs. Hattl: Jackson and Dorothy36 3 8 27 11 3
tripod or held securely with a cam I Inez
bee.—’
tion Thursday in Tenants Harbor Several men from here are engaged Baum motored Wednesday to Cadillac
Leigher recently.
• Batted in 8th.
era
clamp.
The
exposure
should
be
where she filled the offlce of secre in raking blueberries for Black & Gay, ( Mountain.
HE beauty ot flowers is an at
* Batted in 8th.
Mrs. Inez Leigher and sons and
im % to one second.
tary, representing Marguerite Chap
traction and a challenge to every
[ Mrs. Alice Ware were guests Sunday Royal Giants.. 0 0 1 0 5 2 0 0 2—10
canners.
.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Henry
Sleeper
and
ter. Mrs. Gregory was guest of Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bradford and ; Howard Earhart of Whiting. Ind
camera owner. Frankly, good flower Wind is a problem, of course. At ! of Mr. and Mrs. Donald R. Patrick Camden Shells 00300000 0— 3
Leah F. Davis D.D.G.M., in Thomas friend of Hallowell visited Sunday at wh0 spent the past 10 days visiting
pictures are not easy to takq^nd for such close distances movement of ) in Portland.
Twc-base hits, Phillips. Three-base
ton during her visit and also at W A. Bradford’s. On return they Mrs. Eva Sleeper, returned home
that reason success brings more the subject makes more difference.
Flossie Jewett ls visiting in Bath hit, Williams. Base on balls, bv Dun
tended a luncheon given in honor of were accompanied by Miss Geraldine Thursday. Thev were accompanied
It
is
worth
while
to
wait
for
a
mo

than ordinary satisfaction to the
bar 6. Struck out. by Dunbar 1.
j for a few days.
Lyle W. Woodards, worthy grand Bradford who had been guest of her as far as Boston by Virginia Till who
ment when the blossom is motion
amateur photographer.
Frank Cheney was a caller Sunday I UmP‘res' Fowler and Richardson
matron of Greenville.
grandparents.
Proper lighting, a large image and less. If you find the wind too blowy,
in this vicinity.
Mrs. William Smith and grand Miss Madeline Bradford went Sun will visit her father in Marblehead
patient work with the camera are devise a wind-breaker of some sort.
WEST ROCKPORT
daughters Gloria Skoog and Erma day to Hallowell to visit it the home for a week.
Herbert Fuller and Alton Overlock
Hazy
days,
or
when
the
sun
is
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stahl and
the essentials of flower photography.
Smith returned Tuesday from Ban of her brother, M. E. Bradford.
were
business
callers
in
Augusta
re

Bert
Larcomb of Rockville will be
shining
under
light
clouds,
makes
children are visiting Mrs. tytahls
The best camera Yo use is one with a
gor.
cently.
the speaker «t the church here Sun
Miss Madeline Miller hps em-, parents Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hopthe
ideal
time
for
flower
pictures.
Di

long-extension
bellows,
enabling
one
Mr. and Mrs. John Gunderson of ployment with Mrs Hugh McKean of kins
Howard Leigher visited his parents day at 9.33 daylight.
to focus close to the flower, and hav rect bright sunshine ls not desirable,
Brookline. Mass., are visiting her Schenectady. N. Y„ at the latter’s j Joseph Allen and sister Edith Pierlast weekend.
Mrs Kenneth Sevon of Rockland
but
if
you
can
’
t
wait
for
better
condi

ing a ground glass focusing screen
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Sigred Beck Harbor cottage.
Bernard Leigher and George Nor- spent Wednesday w.th her cousin,
sons
of
Wollaston.
Mass.,
who
spent
tions,
give
your
subject
the
protec

man.
on which you can see the image be
thup have employment tru"king lum Mrs. K. W. Dean.
the past week with their sister Mrs
tion of a cheesecloth screen. Better
Lillian Baker, who has been a vis
ber to Bath for the Bath Lumber Co.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Heal. Harold
fore snapping the shutter.
Joseph
Norton,
returned
home
itor at Mr. and Mrs Herbert Carver's
W. R. Cole was in Augusta on a re Heal, Robert Heald and two children
SOUTH CHINA
But, if you haven't such a camera, results ore obtained in the early
Thursday.
cent business trip.
returned Wednesday to Rockland.
attended a family picnic Thursday at
good work may be done with ordi morning or late afternoon when the
Word has been received here of the
Bernard Leigher and Mr. and Mrs. the cottage of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Laurel Gerry and son _ Elmer .. (“Skipper
Ellsworth.
nary folding or box cameras, pro light is less harsh and comes from
. „ ’’)
..
. . , death in Whitinsville. Mass., of Sadie
Bruce of Hollywood who have been .Camp Manager at Camp Abenakis
Widow of William Clark
vided a portrait attachment is used the aide. This is especially true for ! Donald Rhodes and children were Rhodes Jr. at Norton Pond.
visitors in Rockland last Saturday.
guests of her mother Mrs. Preston returned Monday from Fort McKin- former residents of this !ace
Miss Charlotte Weymouth of Rock
to obtain a large image. This supple cup-shaped flowers. Nearby foliage,
Ames, went Wednesday to visit rel ,ey where he served in an official caland spent several days recently with
Miss Susie. sleeper enjoyed a drlve
mentary lens, which comes with a or other blossoms not wanted, may
atives in Brownville.
her sister Mrs. Elmer Merrifield.
pacityj Lothrop Ladd. Robert and Sunday t0 Cadillac Mountain.
table of focusing distances, makes be tied back with string or cut
Miss Pauline Smith recently enter- Conrad Desaulniers are also at Fort j
1
____________
NORTH BURKETTVILLE
Mrs. M. J. Oxton is on a motor trip
away. A piece of stiff gray cardboard
it
possible
to
work
within
arm's
| tained friends in honor of Miss Ma McKinley for the season. Mrs. Ells- !
to Worcester. Mass., in company with
placed behind the flower often is a
length
of
the
subject.
Always
use
a
worth and children Nancy and David [
rion Fernald of Rockland.
and Mrs. Pearl Pease of Mont
GLENMERE
Mr and Mrs. Earl Grinnell and Mr
tape measure to determine exactly better background than the natural
ville.
Arrivals at “The Breakers” this who are at one of the Kildeer cot
family
of
Stickney's
Corner,
Wash

one.
the specified distance between lens
week are: Helen Howard of Fal- tages were recent guests of Mrs. F.
Mrs. E Stewart Orbeton entertained
ington. visited Sunday at the Grin
Bond was guest last
Sometimes, If you are patient
and flower. Panchromatic Hirn gives
mouth. Mass.; Gertrude Handler of K. Hussey at Camp Abenakis.
, Mrs. Irene. ..
the Rockland Garden Club Monday
nell
home.
enough
to
wait,
a
roving
bee
will
Pittsburg. Pa.; Grace Sabin. Spring-. Miss Caroline Hussey is spending Thursday of Mr and Mrs Walter
the best rendering of the tone con
Willard Carlton of 3outh Union in her spacious garden. At the meet
enter the chalice of your flower.
fields, Mass.; Mrs. Hippelleus of! the summer at a girl’s camp in Mer- Barter.
trasts among the colors.
I
who
has been 'guest of nis grand ing the more than 40 members and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
Lyle
of
AttleSpringfield. Mass.; Mrs Lyman of edith. N. H.
Flower pictures need to be vividly Click! Your patience is rewarded
mother,
Mrs. Leiia Turner, for a guests heard a report of the State
_ Thurston,
Th„n,nn Ralph Esancy. boro- Mass., are spending
weeks
Montreal and Miss Churchill of Bos George
T a stwo
sharp; hence, a small lens opening with a picture that is a perfect sym
week,
has
returned home. Stanley i Federation of Garden Clubs’ conven,James „
.
.
_
___
.
_
.
vacation
with
Mrs.
Lyle
parents,
Harrington and Ernest Web-1
re-,
ton..
should usually be used—f.16 or f.22 bol of summertime.
Carlton is now with Mrs. Turner for I tion at Rangeley which the presi
Miss Elsie Mendall of Carmel is ber are building a cottage at Kil Mr. and Mrs. Winslow Watt.
dent. Mrs. Orbeton and others atJohn van Guilder.
—or the smallest stop on box cam
| a week’s visit.
visiting her aunt. Mrs. Berton Lawry deer for E. E. Wagner.
Mrs. Blanche Rokes spent Monday | tended.
Erskine Academy teachers. Miss
land other relatives.
Miss Florence Tolman oi Augusta
GROSS NECK
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Will
line Hopkins of Damariscotta and daughter Luella. Harry Creamer and Light tn Washington.
! Edward Neithammer and sons Ed- Myrtle Huff and Charlotte Oertir
called recently on relatives and iriends
Clarence
Richards
were
in
Rockland
_
Alfred Austin of Brewer were callers
1 ward and Russell of Aldan. Pa., were lost practically all their possessions, j
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Carlton and here.
Monday on a visit.
i guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. including school records, in the re- ,, r and Mrs^Pearl Deiano and Sunday at Harry Creamer's.
Mrs Thurston Spear and children
family
were supper guests Sunday at
cent fire at Jefferson Camps, barely
MFS Charles Collamore of! Mr. and Mrs. Fred Kaler of West
| Clinton Teele. the past week.
leave today for New York for a visit
the
home
of
Mr.
Carlton's
mother,
Mrs. Harriet Jones is being visited escaping in bath robes. Lewis Me- Friendship have been recent visitors , Waldoboro were callers Wednesday
with her mother.
__
[ Mrs. Henry Turner.
by her daughter Mrs. Leo Brault and Lellan also lost his belongings. Miss al Melvin Genthner s.
Mrs. Robert Nutt has been spend
at Melvin Genthner’s.
i
B
/) I Irving Turner has resumed work
Mr
and
Mrs.
John
Joiiannison
of
Barbara Gerry, being in a different
Mrs. Israel Snow of Rockland.
'with Perley Jones after having en- ing a week with her daughter, Mrs.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Albert
Genthner
and
, the village were callers Friday at
Woodcock-Cassie-Coom'os Post will building was more fortunate.
Vernon Packard at Ogunquit.
V
'
' '
gaged ln haying for two weeks.
of South Waldoboro vis
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Esancy and Ha7y Sr1?an?er s; „ ,
. , . grandson
go Sunday to Stonington to attend
The Tuesday Club met this week
Z
Mrs.
Arlene
Esancy
and
children
ited
Sunday
at
Melvin
Genthner
’
s.
the dedication of the new Ameri- daughters Evelyn and Charlene en- “rs' char e® V Eugley spent last
S’/? //
hy,. visited Sunday with her parents, Mr. with Mrs. Louise Orbeton. The next
Clarence Richards was a Warren
............
.. The
.... boat
................
‘’•“^ter. Mrs.
■ ....
can Legion
Home.
willtertained at a famaly “get-together” ™kend wlth,
jzyand Mrs John gimmons in North meeting will be with Mrs. Margaret
visitor Sunday.
leave from North Haven. All are in- Sunday with picnic lunch at their j
a
°*
Andrews.
, Union.
Mrs.
Henry
Sidelinger.
Mrs.
Made

Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Thorne
and
vited to attend.
(beautiful shore. Those present were:
Late arrivals at Bridgeside: Mrs Mr and Mrs . Ralph Esancy and
Helen Paterson. Mrs. Adelaide Cur- children Ralph and Alice; Mr. and
tls. New York; Mrs. Gladys R Mrs. William Ring and children HerRichards. Morgan H. Richards. Mrs j bert. Ethel and Roger oi Warren,
J. H Parry. Utica. N. Y.; James W. [Mrs. Lloyd Fitzgerald and children,
Armbrust. Wheeling. West Va.; Mrs. Arlene and Carlton of Augusta road;
S. May Armbrust. Miss Grace M Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and
Armbrust. Pittsburg. Pa.
daughter Joyce of China and Mr
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Gilchrist are ! and Mrs. Fred Poulliot. Jr., and son
receiving congratulations on the birth Norbert of Winslow.
Mr. and Mrs Ralph Esancy and
of a son July 28
Mrs E. G. Carver entertained at children were recent callers at Frank
a tacking bee Wednesday at her cot Morse's in North Hope.
tage See-All. Mrs. Robert Arey. Mrs.
L. R. Smith. Mrs. George Newbert.
j Mrs. Alice Strickland. Mrs. Lafayette MT. PLEASANT VALLEY
i Smith and Mr. and Mrs. R Mont
(Raspberry picking and haying are
i Arey- .
Recent arrivals at Seaside are: the chief occupations in this vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden R. Morton of
David G. MacKay, New York; Wes! ton and Clinton Smith of Brookline. I New Harbor visited Monday with
Mass.; Barbara Thompson. Katharyn Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Clark.
Cadagen. Mrs. George Hohenberger John Gowen has employment with
and Carol Hohenberger of Holyoke. the Portland Construction Co.
Andrew Merrill suffered a heavy
! Mass.
fall Sunday afternoon from the stag
ing of a new barn being erected by I
ROCKVILLE
Raymond Davis and Walton Davis.
The boards gave way and Mr. MerI Mrs. Inez Bronkie was hostess rill and Mr. Davis fell eight
Tuesday night to a beano narty at her , feet to the ground. The former sushome. It was sponsored by the past j tained a fractured collar bone
presidents of the Auxiliary of Ralph • which was set by Dr. Tuttle of Union.
Ulmer Camp. A picnic supper on the j An x-ray examination at the Camden
| lawn preceded the play.
. Community Hospital showed a clean :
Mr. and Mrs. Walter A Barrows , cut break on the left side. Mr. Davis
j of Newtonville are at their summer was not injured to any extent,
home here for two weeks.
THE ONLY COMPLETE CAR -PRICED SO LOW!
Miss Margaret McKnights talk on
SEARSMONT
[ “How God Speaks Through His
Word." given Wednesday night at Miss Ruth Thomas and friend of
the Baptist Church was very helpful. Rockland were callers Sunday at the
' Interest in her weekly services is home of Mr. and Mrs. F. A Dunton.
increasing. She will be here again
Mr. and Mrs. Kiddy and son and
next Wednesday at 7 o'clock.
Mrs. Brown of Guilford were guests
Mrs. Cecil Rhodes and Mrs. Ar- Sunday of Rev. and Mrs. Gardner
thur Melvin of Camden w’ere callers wills at the parsonage
Wednesday evening on Mr. and Mrs.
The Ladies Aid held a business
D. A. Sherer.
meeting Wednesday to formulate
Miss Martha Sides of Camden is at plans for the lawn party to be held
'W
the home of her brother George soon.
Sides.
Mr. and Mrs. Erwin W. Smith and
daughter of Southboro. Mass., were
ZEBEDEE SIMMONS
supper guest Monday of Rev. and
Mrs. Wills.
Zebedee Simmons passed from this
W G. Woods and F. A. Dunton are
life July 16 after an illness of only painting the house and barn of
ten days. He was stricken on his A. G. Pitman in Appleton.
piazza while he and his wife were
FOR KCONOMICAU
TRANSPORTATION
waiting to go to Rockland July 7.
SPRUCE
HEAD
Mr. Simmons was born March 12,
1859, in Newcastle. He came to Rock
NIW HIGH-COMMISSION VALVI-IN-HIAD INGINI — NIW All-SIUNT, Alt-STIIl
The regular services at the church
land with his parents when a small will be conducted by the pastor Sun
8ODIIS—NIW DIAMOND CROWN SPIIDLINI STWNO—HRHCTID HYDRAULIC BRAKIS
boy and became a blacksmith in early day at 2 o'clock. The message will
- IMPROVED GLIDING KNII-ACTION RIDI’-SAFITY PLATI OLASS ALL AROUNDlife and went to sea awhile. Later he
GINUINI FISHER NO DRAFT VENTILATION — SURER-SAFE SHOCKPROOF STEERING’,
worked for John Bird Co., Swift & be from the familiar words of Matt.
Co., Armour & Co., and L. N. Little- XI: 28-30.
•KnM-Xr»l«n and >h«lipraa< Staarlnp an 'Eaitar Pa Lana madala only.
There will be a meeting of the
hale as traveling salesman.
Oanaral Mo,on In,,oilman, Rian—monthly payman,, to lul, your puna.
Union
Chapel
Society
at
the
chapel
March. 1910. he was married to
CHEVROLET MOTOR DIVISION, Ganeral Motor* Solo* Corporation, DETROIT, MICHIGAN
Lena Bowers of Rockland and bought Monday at 7:30. All former members
of
the
Society
and
all
Interested
in
a home in South Thomaston where he
spent his summers. For the last ten the church interests of the commu
years lof his life he traveled winters. nity are urged to be present. The
He was a member of Rockland Lodge. business will include the election of
I.O.O.F., and the Christian Science the trustees and other officers of the
689 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
TEL. 1250
Church and attended as long as he society, matters relating to the insur
was able. Besides his widow he leaves ance on the chapel and any other
Barker's Garage, Union
Peaslee & Ross, Vinalhaven
Carroll’s Garage, Thomaston
two brothers. C. Fred Simmons and business which may legally come be
fore the meeting.
E. (E. [Simmons.

T

Listen Jim play safe! The outstanding

safety feature of the motor world is
PERFECTED HYDRAULIC BRAKES
and they are yours without a penny

of extra cost when you buy a

CHEVROLET

Your name and address printed
on sheets and envelopes only
PATRICIAN
White Laid
Black, Blue, Brown. Green Ink
60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

OR
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
Postpaid $1.35
GRAYTONE TWEED
Vellum

60 folded sheets 4%x7%
40 envelopes 4x5%

OR
60 flat sheets 6%xl0%
40 envelopes 4x6%
Postpaid $1.25

THE
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SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC.

f

is guest of Miss Eloise Williams for
the remainder of the summer.
Miss Dorothy Frost of Greenlawn.
Miss Ardelle Little is employed by L. I., will arrive today to visit Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Oowell on Talbot May Cottam for ten days.
avenue, Rockland.
Capt. and Mrs. James E. Creigh
Rev. H. S Kilborn went Thursday i ton gave a dinner party Tuesdayto Brockville. Ontario, where he will I night to compliment Mrs. Chester
of Evanston. Ill., and her
visit his brother. Milton Kilborn for Johnson
father, Eugene J. Henry of Oak
two weeks.
Park. Ill. The table centerpiece was
Eugene J. Henry who has been at I of effectively arranged garden flow
the home of Mr. and Mrs. John Hew ers. The other guests were Mr. and
ett for the past month returned Mrs. Charles G. Copeland of Newton
Wednesday to Oak Park, Ill.
Center. Mass., and Thomaston. J.
Services at the Baptist Church Herbert Thompson of Boston, who is
Sunday will be Bible School at 9.45; i spending the summer at the Knox
morning worship at 11, the speaker to Hotel. Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
be Dr Madison A Hart of Danville. Creighton, Mrs. William J. Tobey.
Ky.. who with Mrs. Hart is visiting Mrs. Helen Smith, Miss Lucy A.
Mrs. Eben Alden. His subject will Rokes, Miss Lizzie Levensaler and
be "The Compassion of Christ." Eve Miss Jessie Crawford.
Miss Millie Isaac of Cambridge.
ning service at 7 o'clock.
Mr and Mrs. Gustave Carlson of , Mass., is here to spend the remainder
Gloucester. Mass., are guests of Mr of the summer with her uncle. Oliver
Mathews.
*
and Mrs. G. R. Hoffses in Cushing.
Mr. and Mrs. George York and
Mrs. Pred Page, who has been vis children. Charles, Bernard
and
iting her sisters. Miss A Mabel Per- George Scott of Quincy. Mass., are
nald and Miss Gladys Fernald for | visiting Miss Eliza Whitney.
two weeks, returned Thursday to
Mr and Mrs. Kenneth Moody and
Litchfield.
children, Marian and Charles, re
Mr and Mrs. Richard O. Elliot re turned Thursday to Melrose High
ceived an express package Thursday lands, Mass., after being guests of
containing a salmon which thelr ; Mr. and Mrs. Harry C. Moody, for
daughter, Mrs. Warren Buikeley. of ’ ten days.
Marblehead. Mass., caught in NewA select audience listened with
Brunswick It weighed 13 pounds,; pleasure to the concert Wednesdaywas 33 inches in length, with a girth j night in the Baptist auditorium.
of 17 inches.
Chester Wyllie and John Robinson
Mrs. Donald P. George delightfully of Warren, assisted the Baptist
entertained a few friends Thursday Choral Society and Mrs. Elizabeth
at a luncheon-bridge. The house ] Bromley of Camden accompanied
decorations were effectively placed, her daughter. Miss Margaret Brom
garden flowers.
ley. in her group of cello numbers.
Mrs. Leah P. Davis, district deputy i Dr. Waldo A. Clapp has had the
grand matron, entertained at a j telephone installed, the number be
lunchesn party Thursday, preceding I ing 175.
the Eastern Star School of Instruc- ‘ The class of 1906. Thomaston
tion at Tenant's Harbor. The house j High School, held a reunion Wednes
decorations were of garden flowers.1 day at Rockledge Inn. Spruce Head
The guests were Worthy Grand Island, with dinner preceding an en
Matron Mrs. Lyle W. Woodard of joyable afternoon. Members of the
Greenville Past Grand Mairon, Mrs class who attended were Mrs. Emma
Eunice Larrabee of Belfast. District Young Thorne of St Albans; Mrs.
Deputy Grand Matron Mrs. Edna Edith Sampson Burdick of Portland,
Waining of Damariscotta, Worthy- who is spending the sumni“r in War
Matron of Grace Chapter Mrs. Mar ren; Mrs Nellie Healey Starrett of
ian B Grafton, Past Matron of j Oeneseo. N. Y„ who is .visiting Mr.
Grace Chapter Mrs. Emma D. Young.' and Mrs. E. P Starrett, during the
Secretary of Marguerite Chapter. Vi-1 summer recess; Miss Annabelle Wil
nalhaven. Mrs. Eleanor L. Oregory j liams of Salem. Mass, who is at her
and Mrs. Harriet Decker of Damari cottage in Cushing for the summer;
Simon Hahn of Cambridge. Mass,
scotta.
Mr and Mrs. Carroll Brown of { who is visiting his father. Roland
Marblehead Mass., will arrive today Hahn; Mrs. Marie Brown Singer.
to visit Mrs. L. Bliss Gillchrest for 1 Miss Christine E Moore and Miss
Julia Woodcock of this town. Guests
a few days.
Mrs John C. Mason and daughter were Miss Edith C. Bicknell of Rock
Joan Hanley of North Easton. Mass.. 1 land. who was a member ot the fa
is visiting her mother. Mrs. John! culty at the time this class was
graduated. Albert Burdick of Port
Hanley.
Mrs G. O. Dolliver entertained the ' land, Miss Thelma Thorne of St.
members of the Variety Club at sup Albans. Miss Marian Lane ol Lynn
per Wednesday at her cottage in field. Mass., who is visiting Miss
Cushing. Those who attended were Williams. Mrs. Stanley H. Maynard
Mrs. Charles Decker, Mrs. Lester of East Milton, Mass., and Spruce
Lufktn. Mrs. Herbert E. Smith. Mrs. Head Island.
• • • •
Austin Davis. Mrs. Hibbard Young.
Mrs Carrie Young. Mrs. Ralph Hoff
Public Library Notes
ses. Miss Ruth Killeran of Cushing
A meeting of the trustees of the
and Miss Lucille Dolliver.
At the Federated Church. Sunday- Public Library was held Thursday to
services
School will be at 9.45; morning serv decide what additional
ice at 11. subject of the oastor's ser could be rendered to the public as a
mon. "Discovering Our Real Self." iesult of the generosity- of the WilThe music will include *he anthem. liams-Brazier Post. A L„ and Aux
"Sing Praises Unto God," by Nor iliary. wich last winter aimed over
the entire fund which they had
man.
Mrs Emma Y. Thorne and daugh- ; earned, the principal to tie held for
ter Miss Thelma Thorne ci St. Al
bans. were recent overnight guests |
of her mother Mrs. Scott Young.
“Sweeten it with Domino
Services at St. John's Church Sun
Refined in U.S.A.
day will be 9.39 a. m.. Holy Eucharist
Quick icings
Fruits.cereals
and Sermon. The soloist will be
and fillings
iced drinks
Sewall Payson of Roxbury, Mass.,
who is summering in Cushing; 7.30
p. m . Evenson and Sermon. TTiursday, Friday and Saturday, 6 a. m., !
Holy Eucharist.
Harry C. Moody, who spent two
days in Brookline. Mass., while on
business returned home Wednesday.
Miss Callie Thurlow of Stonington

THOMASTON
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PULLORUM TEST

WARREN

Notices of Appointment

NOTICES OF APPOINTMENT
Several friends called Wednesday
I. Charle* L Veazie. Register of Pro
College cf Agriculture Be night at the horn? of Mr. and Mrs. bate
tlie Count of Knix. in the
George Brigham who were observ State for
of Maine, hereby ’ertlfy that ln
gins Its Seventeenth Year ing their 50th wedding anniversary. the following estates the persons were
Executors,
Mrs Brigham received several beau appointed Administrators.
September 15
i Guardians and Conservators and on the
tiful bouquets.
Mrs. Charles Robinson is proud of dates hereinafter named:
With the opening of its laboratories her catalpa tree, which has been in RAYMOND 8. BIRD, of Union. Sid
ney M Bird of Cambridge. Mass., was
Sept. 15. the Maine College of Agri full bloom. She bought the tree apixilnted Odn . June 17. 1937. and qual
by filing bond July 6. 1937 Mary
culture begins its seventeenth year of 36 years ago. sent to New York for BifiedCullen
of Thomaston was appointed
testing for pullorum disease of poul It and paid only 10 cents. At that Agent ln Maine.
time it was 4'v feet high. It has been i ISABELLA H ELLISON, late of Luntry, according to Prof. E. R. Hitcli- blooming for the past three years,
I enburg. Mass., deceased. S Howard Mar
ner, head of the department of bac and its large white flowers blotched tin of Melrose. Mass . was appointed Exr .
June 15. 1937, and qualified by filing
with
brown
have
a
sweet
fragrance.
teriology at the University of Maine. I
bona July 13. 1937 A'fred H Morton
Dr. Hitchner said that poultry-men ; Lawrence Kalloch and guests, Mr of Friendship was ap ‘nted Agent ln
and Mrs. William Teague of Canaan i Maine.
who wish their flocks tested this year Conn., Mrs. Inez Libby, Edwin
HELEN B OLIVER. late of Thomaston,
should make application before Sept l Teague. Miss Bertha Teague and deceased
Charles H. Woodcock of
Thomaston
appointed Admr, June
15 in order to take advantage of the I Miss Lucy Teague enjoyed a picnic 26 1937. and was
qualified by filing bond July
six cent a bird price which has been | Wednesday in New Harbor.
>37
set for the coming season. Late ap- j Mr. and Mrs Edwin Copeland of WILLIAM M HOFFSES late of Thom
plicants will be charged seven cents. Bath spent Thursday with Mr. and aston. deceased. Rodney I. Thompson
of Rockland was appointed Special
Application blanks are available Mrs. Albert Peabody.
A mr. July 12. 1937, and qualified by
Plans are being made by the Con filing
from the College of Agriculture.
bond July 16. 1937
Orono, and from all county farm gregational Ladies' Circle to picnic CHARLES L ROBINSON, late of Rock
bureau offices.
The application Thursday at The Century, the Spruce land. deceased William H Robinson of
should be mailed to the College of Head cottage of Mrs. Ruth Spear Warren was appointed Admr.. May 18.
Agriculture, accompanied by a de If stormy the picnic will be held the I 1937. without bond
CLARA E FISKE. late of Owl's Head,
posit of $5 for each flock. This will flrst fair day. The committee in deceased
Pearl H Fiske of Owl s Head
be credited toward the cost of test cludes. Mrs. Laura Starrett and Mrs. I was appointed Exr , July 20. 1937. wlthAbbie
Newbert.
Friends
of
the
Circle
ing that flock.
; out bond.
j JULIA A. HARWOOD, late of Hope,
As in other years, a list of pul- i members are also invited.
lorum-free flocks will be published j The Junior League of Many Na deceased Arthur S Harwood of Hope
appointed Admr . C.T.A.. July 20.
tions of the Practical Bible Training was
about Jan. 1. 1938.
1937, without bond
Pullorum disease frequently causes School of Bible School Park. N. Y„ JOHN OTIS, late of Worcester. Mass .
high mortality among young chicks who gave a special service Monday at deceased. Alan L Bird of Rockland was
It is passed from the mother hen. Baptist Church were overnight guests appointed Admr. July 20. 1937, and
which may be a carrier, to the baby- Monday of Mrs. Emma Norwood. Mrs qualified by filing bond on same date.
chick through the egg. The test Grace Wyllie. Fred Kenniston, Mrs. AURIE A DYER, late of Vlnalhaven.
Sidney E Mills of Vlnal
eliminates carrier birds and locates Avis Norwood. Mrs. Blanche Peabody, deceased
haven was appointed Admr . July 20. 1937.
flocks in which infection is present. and Miss Tena McCallum. The lead and qualified by filing bond on same
A bulletin on pullorum disease No. I ers Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Carter were date
WOSTER 8 VINAL late of Vlnalha
184, is available on request from the guests of Miss Mary E. Kalioch.
deceased
Mildred Vinal Hopkins
The date of the concert of the Bap ven
University of Maine Extension Serv
of Vlnalhaven was appointed Admx . July
tist Church has been changed from 2a 1937. without bond
ice, Orono. Maine.
Aug. 19 to Aug. 27 .
ANNIE E WRIOHT. late of Vlnalha
Music Sunday morning at the Bap ven. deceased George T. Wright of Vl
nalhaven
was appointed Admr . July 20.
the erection later of a Memorial Li- i tist Church will include the trumpet
brary and the interest to be used solo. "The Holy City" i Adams) played 1937. without bond.
JENNIE 8. JACKsbN, late of Wash
for the purchase of books or any by Arlington Hudson of Mansfield.
ington. deceased
Arbor Sidelinger of
other need.
Mass. house guest of Alfred Wyllie. Newcastle was appointed Admr. July
This, with the bequest of Mrs ! The effoir will sing the anthem. 20. 1937. without bond
Cassandra Washburn has made pos "Break Thou The Bread of Life"
ELLA M BRANN. late of Washing
sible the placing of a sum at the dis-I i Nolte >. Morning worshlo al 10.30; ton deceased Arthur A Bartlett of
Washington
was appointed Admr . July
posal of the book committee, which i church school at 12; evening services 20. 1937, without
bond
for many years has been almost at 7.
JENNIE M BLACKINGTON. late of
wholly dependent upon money raised [ Mrs Richard Overlock and chil Rockland,
deceased Aimer J Huston
by plays and other entertainments. dren. Richard Winifred and Virginia of Portland was appointed Exr . July 20.
A new stack is also to be built, and I of Brockton. Mass., are spending the 1937. and qualified by filing bond July
beginning Aug. 1 the Library will be month of August with relatives in 20. 1937
open to the public for an additional Pleasantville. Mr. Cverlock was here AUGUSTA L. ROKES, late of Union,
decea-ed Lorenzo W Hadlry of South
session every Thursday from 6.30 to 9. last weekened.
Portland was appointed Exr. July 20
• • • •
Miss Adelle Feyler has as guests 1937. and qualified by filing bond July
29 1937.
Routed the Army
Miss Mary Feyler and Miss Jean j Attest:
By a score of 5 to 4 last night Bradford of Providence. R. I.
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register
Thomaston took the opening game of} C. Frank Berry has returned from
91-S-97
its series Battery F Both teams were Searsmont. where he has been visit
weak at bat. each making but two j ing relatives.
to the faculty at the Rosemont
[ hits. The soldiers made no hits off
Miss Muriel Farris of Merchant
D. Bucklin in four innings and only- ville. N. J., a member of the faculty I <Penn.) College, select school for
two off Woodcock in the next three 1 of the Bancroft School, passed last girls. Miss Haskell is the oldest
Ernest Robinson's two-bagger was weekend with Mrs. Frederick Powers. j daughter of Mr and Mrs. S. F.
j Haskell of this place and for several
the longest hit of the game. The
Friends surprised Dwight Linekln j months has been employed in Portsummary:
with a birthday party Thursday night , land.
Thomaston .......... 011120 x—5 at the Davis residence where he
Battery p .............. 020000 2—4 makes his home. Present besides j She graduated in 1933 from Warren
Errors. Thomaston 2. Battery P 3. the honor guest and Mr and Mrs. | High School and was later a prot
Batteries, D. Bucklin. Woodcock W. Davis were Mrs. Arthur Henry, ege of Adelyn Bushnell of ThomasBucklin and Jealous; D. Robbins and and son Frederick. Mr. and Mrs. 1 ton. In June. 1936. Miss Haskell
Ted Libby. Base on balls, off Buck Frank Linekin. Miss Mary Pazik of graduated from the Leland Powers
lin 6. off Woodcock 1, by D. Robbins Thomaston. Mr and Mrs Charles School of the Theatre ln Boston and
5 Struck out by Bucklin 2, by- Robinson of Warren. Mrs. Lizzie j in 1934 played for a time at the sumWoodcock 2. by D. Robbins 5.
Thompson and Mr. and Mrs. Byron i mer theatre in Milton-on-the-HudThe second game will be played Thompson of Friendship. Refresh son.
Since childhood she has figured
next week.
ments were served and Mr. Linekin prominently
in dramatics, having
received many gifts.
j successfully directed and
taken
The huge stock of men s and boys'
Stuart C. Burgess of Rockland was parts in two plays sponsored by the
furnishings and shoes and women's dinner guest Tuesday ot Dr. and Mrs.
Woman s Club. During High School
footwear of the Levi Seavey store, now Frederick S. Powers.
days she was in practically every plav
Lindseys, Watts Block. Thomaston,
Mrs. Willard Hall is passing a sponsored by the school. She was
is be.ng sold at true bargain prices. few weeks at her home here. Her
New high grade merchandise is being telephone, recently installed, is num counsellor and instructor last sum
mer at Camp Pesquasawasis. Dan
added daily and sold at amazing low bered 11-11.
ville Junction.
prices—adv.
Frederick S. Powers. Jr., of Camden
is spending a few days with Dr. and
Helpful advice on canning is given Mrs. F. S. Powers.
The huge stock of men's and boys’
in bulletin 186 of the University of
furnishings and shoes and women's
Maine Extension Service. "Canning
footwear of the Levi Seavey store, now
On Rosemont Faculty
Lindsey's, Watts Block, Thomaston,
and Preserving." copies of which are
available without charge from the
Miss Marguerite Haskell of Port is being sold at true bargain prices
Extension Service. Orono, Maine
land and this town has been elected New high grade merchandise ls being
j
added daily and sold at amazing low
prices—adv.

"GOT THE IDEA FROM A
PARKING LOT OWNER!’

In Everybody’s Column

Probate Notices
STATE OF MAINE
To all persons Interested in either of
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held nt Rockland,
ln and for the County of Knox on the
20th day of July, ln the year of our Lord
one thousand nine hundred and thirtyseven. and by adjournment from day to
day from the 20th day of said July The
following matters having been presented
for the action thereupon hereinafter
Indicated It ls hereby

;

FOR SALE

*

Advertisements in thi6 column not to ,
exceed three lines Inserted once for 25
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi
tional lines five cents each for one time
NICE COLLIE PUPS for sale: Males
10 cents for three times. Six small words 15; females 82: 4 weeks olds Tan with
to a line.
white collars and white markings. AL
BERT SHERMAN, Appleton. Me. Tel.
7-41 W. A
90*92

"ELECTItlTE" Fence Controllers 822.50,
1938 models Just out. Guaranteed, In
sured
Immediate delivery Irom big
stock. Battery operated con
ORDERED
jt«a*«a*<»***a******» warehouse
trollers 824 50 Batteries $150 CHARLES
That notice thereof be given to all
WOOD.
Castine,
Me.
90*98
RUBBER BOOT8. loet this Tuesday.
persons Interested, by causing a copy PRED
KNIGHT. Tel 1151-R.
#l*lt
of this order to be published three
CLARION RANGE, for sale, good con
weeks successively in The Courier-Ga
original price.
NEWFOUNDLAND dog.lost. Black with dition; will sell for
zette. a newspaper published at Rock white
91-93
chest. Year old. Reward. PARK IRA WOTTON, 14 State St.
land. ln said County, that they may ER McKELLAR.
Warren. Tel. 40-3
DING DONG property for sale at St.
appear at a Probate Court to be held at
91*93 George, on river about ‘i acre. FRED
said Rockland on the 17th day of Au
SMALLEY, Tenant's Harbor.
gust. A. D.. 1937 at eight o'clock ln the
forenoon, and be heard thereon If they
82*84-88*90-94*96
see cause.
ROCKLAND WELDING CO., for sale.
MARY E BROWN, late of Union, de
Equipment und building at 676 Main
ceased. Will and Petition for Probate
I St. MRS M. S. DICK. 67 Waldo Ave .
thereof, asking that the same may be
City_____________________________ 90-tf
proved and allowed and that Letters
Testamentary’ Issue to Herbert L OrinHAY FREE for the cutting. HAR
WANTED—All my frlneds to help me
nell of Union, he being the Executor with votes ln the Select Merchandise RIET FROST at Silsby Flower Shop.
named ln said Will, without bond.
■___________
90-92
Contest
MRS FLORENCE YOUNG
LENA C. CONARY. late of Rockland,
89-91
LUMBER. Siding Matched Bor/rds.
deceased. Will and Petition for Probate
Crates. Mill Wood, for sale. L. A.
thereof, asking that the same may be
GIRL wanted for general housework. Berry
R.P.D., Thomaston Me. Tel.
proved and allowed and that Letters 19 ROCKLAND 8T Tel. 108-W
91-93 PACKARD.
Rockland
446.
89-tf
Testamentary issue to Ralph M Spear
WOMAN wanted to care for baby, and
of Warren, he being the Executor named do light housework MRS LELAND
SMALL, able, sea-worthy cat-boat: for
ln said Will, without bond.
CARGILL. TelWarren. 26-2.
91-93 sale; fully equipped and rigged ln flrst
class condition. Could be transported to
WILLIAM M HOFFSES. late of Thom
MIDDLE-AGED WOMAN wanted as lake by truck If desired. Is fitted for
aston, deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same housekeeper ln small family. CHESTER outboard motor. Apply J A WILSON.
90*92
89-91 Spruce Head.
may be proved and allowed and that SPEAR. Warren
Letters Testamentary issue to Rodney
EXTRA large sweet peas, for sale C.
USED combination gas and coal range, A. VOSE, Brooklyn Heights. Thomaston.
I. Thompson of Rockland, ne being the
White and Tel._150-ll. _____________________ 90-92
Executor named ln said Will, with bond. good condition, wanted
ZEBEDEE E SIMMONS, late of South grey or tan. 3-burner gas stove for sale
BOYS BICYCLE, for sale. In good con
TEL
626
90*92
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition
dition. TELEPHONE 186-R.
90*92
for Probate thereof, asking that the
TWO
small
old
ship
lanterns
wanted
RANGE oil-burner, for sale, also 2 bedsame may be proved and allowed and
78tf room iet. key safe, walnut ettee and
that Letters Testamentary issue to Lena at once. TEL. Rockland 853-13.
chairs, hail hat rack. FRANK L WEEKS.
S. Simmons of South Thomaston, she
WANTED
—
One
pair
male
and
female,
Rockland.____
>
90-92
being the Executrix named ln said Will,
full shaggy kittens BAY VIEW FARM.
without bond.
THREE-BURNER gas attachment for
North Haven. Maine.
91*96
FLORENCE A. KEENE late of Rock
kitchen range, practically new. P. L
land. deceased Will and Petition for
McPHEE. 28 James St.
90*92
MACHINISTS
wanted
—
familiar
with
| Probate thereof, asking that the same blueprints to operate any of ;he follow
KITCHEN CABINET, for saio good
may be proved and allowed and that ing machines. Milling Machine. Lathe. condition.
PERLEY SIMMONS. 32
Letters Testamentary Issue to Perley Radial Drill, Drill Press. Turret Lathes, Shaw Ave., after
5 pm.
89*91
N Bartlett of Rockland, he being the Planer. Boring Mill. Auto Screw Ma
FT1TED slab wood for sale. 85, slabs.
Executor named ln said Will without chines; also A R Machinists, out of
I bond
State, steady work, good wages, no labor 4-ft. length. 83 50; German Police pups,
! ELIZA U. LUCE, late of Boston. Massa trouble For Interview ln Rockland write 85: pigs 85 ROBERT L ESANCY. liberty.
89*91
chusetts. deceased. Exemplified copy of PERSONNEL SERVICE. 720 Main Street Tel Washington 12-23._____
Will and Probate thereof, together with Hartford. Conn.
91*93
16-FOOT motor boat lor sale, sprav
a Petition for Probate of Foreign WIU.
hood and boat cover. RICHARD L.
asking that the copy of said will may
LUFKIN. 495 Main St
89*91
be allowed, filed and recorded ln the
GLENWOOD STOVE for sale, good
f baker
Probate Court of Knox County, and r
NORMAN KALLOCH. 43 Lovethat Letters Testamentary be Issued
Joy Street. City,
89*91
to Harriet C. Luce of Boston. Mass .
without giving surety or sureties on
OOOD work horse, for sale. P. W.
SKAY Crawford Farm. Union.
89*91
bond
CHARLES D SHOEMAKER late of
TWO furnished cottages to let at
BUICK Master-6 motor for sale Re
Hosmer
Pond,
by
week,
month
or
sea

Baltimore. Maryland, deceased. Exem
cently reconditioned Ready to go into
plified copy of Will and Probate thereof, son Tel. 671-J EDWIN A DEAN. Rock a boat. TEL. 963-J______________ 89-91
90-95
together with a Petition for Probate of land.
DAVIS farm for sale. Oood buildings
Foreign Will, asking that the copy of said
FOUR-ROOM cottage to let or for sale sightly location: fine summer home:
will may be allowed, filerd and recorded
blueberry
pasture MRS. GERTRUDE M
In the Probate Court of Knox County. 1 with garage, near shore on Spruce Head
89*94
and that Letters Testamentary be is Island. J S. ALLARD. Ocean View STUDLEY. Thomaston. Me
Camp. Spruce Head Island
88*93
sued to Edith Addis Shoemaker of
LERMOND HOUSE. Thomaston, for
Baltimore. Md.. without bond.
sale, all modern, large lot of land Oa
BEAUTIFUL cottage lot* on Spruce rage for 6 cars Apply on premises 3
ESTATE ADDIE WYLLIE. late of
86-97
Warren, deceased. Petition for Admin Head Island, on salt water, connected OILCHREST ST____________
istration. asking that Sidney M Wyllie with mainland by bridge, Tel. 853-13.
FIVE- ROOM house with cellar, for
46-tf sale,
of Warren, or some other suitable per
on Meadow Rd ; price 8550. small
son be appointed admr.. without bond.
payment down, bal. ln rent. V. F
STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel. 1154.
ESTATE EVELYN M VININO. late of
Legal Notices
Hope, deceased Petition for Admlnistra____________________________ 82-tf
. tion. asking that Maynard H Bowley of
USED mackerel and herring barrels
Hope, or some other suitable person be
and kegi, for shipping iced fish. Casks of
STATE OF MAINE
I appointed Admr . with bond.
various
sizes.
Write for particulars
SS.
ESTATE HERMAN RAWLEY. late of County of Kennebec.
Supreme Judicial Court HENRY A. THORNDIKE. Newport, R. I.
St Oeorge. deceased Petition for Ad
_________________ 78-tf
In Equity
ministration. asking that Eta Wellman Thomas B. Cooper. Bank Commissioner
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
of Thomaston, or some other suitable
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
1
1
person be appointed Admx., without Security Trust Company of Rockland. 980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
bond
Maine.
_____________________________ 78-tf
ESTATE ETHELDA C MEHAN. late
ORDER OF COURT
HOUSE In Thomaston for sale, fur
of Thomaston, deceased Petition for Ad
In
the
Matter
of
nished. five rooms, bath, electric lights.
ministration DB N„ C T A . asking that
ROCKLAND
COUNTRY
CLUB
Oood
neighborhood Price reasonable.
Florence E Fessenden of Newton. Mass .
The above entitled cause came on Apply to F. D. ELLIOT, Thomaston.
be appointed Admx. DBN, C.T.A., again
to
be
heard
this
12th
day
of
July.
76-tf
without bond
1937. on petition of Ensign Otis. Re
Estate Stephen j. gushee. late ceiver of Defendant Corporation, where
of Appleton, deceased. Petition for Ap in said petitioner prays that report of
pointment of Trustee, asking that said Security Trust Co . as Trustee under
Frances M Gushee and Elizabeth C. Mortgage of Rockland Country Club
Newbert. both of Appleton be appointed dated August 1. 1919. submitted with
Trustees, with bond
said petition, be accepted and allowed:
ESTATE ETHELDA C. MEHAN. late that a time be limited for the presen
of Thomaston, deceased Petition for tation of claims of priority, that the
FIVE ROOMS, flrst floor tenement, to
Appointment of Trustee, asking that fees of Trustee be fixed by order of iet. garage, lights, cellar. $12. Apply
Florence E Fessenden and Anna P Court; and that the manner of distri 13_ MAVERICK 3T
90*92
Fessenden of Newton. Mass and Frances bution of funds in the hands of said
THREE furnished rooms for light
A F Pease of New Britain Conn be ap Trustee to creditors and bopdholders housekeeping
to let, private bath. 65
be determined; and counsel having been
pointed Trustees, with bond.
90-tf
on said petition it is hereby NORTH MAIN ST
ESTATE AMELIA S TAYLOR, late of heard
It won't be long now before cold winds
S; George deceased Petition for Li ORDERED
1.
That
a
hearing
be
had
on
all
mat

cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situated ters affected by said petition at the will howl and you'll be glad to have this
heated 5-room apartment, bath, garage,
In St George, and fully described In
House ln Augusta on ihe 23d available Aug 2 Apply MEN'S SHOP.
raid Petition presented by Charles F Court
day
of
August.
1937.
at
nine
o
’
clock
In
Park St., Rockland.
90-92
Taylor. Admr
the forenoon. Eastern Standard Time
FIVE-ROOM
apartment,
to
let.
ALICE
ESTATE RUTH A RHODES, of Rock
2 That all claimants of priorities or
land Petition for License to Sell cer preferred debts be required to file such FULLER. 25 Linden St.. Tel. 106-J.
90-92
tain Real Estate, situated ln Rockland, claims with the Receiver prior to the
and fully described ln said Petition, pre day of said hearing, or be forever barred.
TWO-ROOM furnished apartment to
sented by William H. Rhodes of Rock
3. That all owners of bonds secured let. bath. FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St.
land. Gdn
by the above described mortgage be Tel. 330_________________________ 82-tf
ESTATE GEORGE A SHERMAN, late required to deposit said bonds with said
THREE-ROOM apartment to let. ln
of Rockland, deceased First and final Ensign Otis. Receiver, in .hls aforemen excellent condition, upstairs, at 17 WarTENANTS HARBOR
account presented for allowance by Ida tioned capacity as Trustee, prior to the ten St Apply at 11 JAMES ST
81-tf
day of said hearing, or be forever barred
M Barter. Exx.
FIVE ROOMS to let with toilet. En
4 That notice of said hearing be
Weston Rivers has returned from
ESTATE MELVIN C. CUNE. late of given
81-tf
to all persons Interested by pub quire 12 KNOX ST Tel. 156-W.
Knox Hospital where he was a pa St George, deceased. First and final lishing a copy of this ORDER once a
SECOND floor furnished Apt . to let
presented for allowance by Ella week for three weeks successively ln The
tient for a short time while receiv account
90*92
F Cline. Exx.
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper published nt 14 MASONIC ST
ing treatment.
ESTATE FRANCES E HURLEY, late In Rockland. Knox County. Maine., the
SIX-ROOM modern apartment to let.
Mrs. Robert Hunter and son of of Rockland, deceased First account last publication to be at least two weeks Apply W. J. ROBERTSON, Lumber Yard
77-tf
Evanston. Ill., are guests of her (Including private claim of Adminis before said hearing, that all persons in Thomaston.
tratrix) presented for allowance by F terested may appear at said hearing and
mother, Mrs. Clara Corey.
SMALL furnished apartment to let,
Helen Paladino. Admx
be heard with respect to all matters also
two unfurnished. 100 Union St..
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron W. Mont of
ESTATE RALPH J PHILBROOK. late affected by said petition.
LEOLA ROSE
76-tf
July 12th. 1937.
West Hartford spent the past week of Owl's Head, deceased First and final
FURNISHED front room to let $4
(Sgd.) JAMES H. IICDSON.
with Mrs. Mont's sister. Mrs. Emma account presented for allowance by Bea
trice M Philbrook, Exx.
Justice S J Court, week FOSS HOUSE. 77 Park St. 78-tf
M. Torrey.
85-S-91
STEAM heated office to let, central
ESTATE SUSIE B CAMPBELL, late of z
Miss Eva Ames of Rockland, ac Rockland, deceased. First and final ac
location. Tel. 133
78-tf
companied by her mother and sis count presented for allowance by Lud
ROCKLAND PRODUCE COMPANY
POUR-room apartment to let all
ter. have been frequent callers re wig Starling. Exr
modern Apply at Camden Ar Rockland
STATE OF MAINE
ESTATE BARBARA ACHORN. minor, County of Knox. ss.
Water Co., Tel. 634 .
7-tf
cently on Mrs. Robert Wood, a former
of
Thomaston.
First
and
final
account
6upreme Judicial Court
patient of Miss Ames',
of Olive E Horsley, deceased Guardian,
In Equity
presented by Ernest M Horsley. Admr.
NOTICE TO CREDITORS
ESTATE EDWARD & ELIZABETH
Notice is hereby given to creditors of
The huge stock cf men's and boys' KILLZRAN.
of Thomaston
First and
above named Corporation end to all
furnishings and shoes and women's final account presented for allowance the
other persons Indebted that an offer of
footwear of the Levi Seavey store, now by Helen Killeran Phillips of Thom Three Thousand Dollars ($3,000) has
been made to the Recelv?r for the
Lindsey's, Watts Block. Thomaston, aston. Gdn.
PULL STRENGTH VINEGAR. 19c per
E3TATE NANCY H SPEAR late of Corporation’s equity ln tho real es gallon
is being sold at true bargain prices.
Why pay more? Enough for Knox
tate
situated on Tillson Avenue ln
Warren, deceased. First and final ac
County.
SIMONTON. Meadow St . RockNew high grade merchandise is being count
presented for allowance by Abbie Rockland; and that a public hearing vUle.______________
90*92
added daily and sold at amazing low Rines Storer. Admx.
will be held at the Court House in
Rockland at ten o'clock ln the
prices—adv.
PIANO, vocal. Hawaiian guitar, piano
ESTATE HELEN M LYDDIE. late of said
Rockland, deceased Petition for Ad forenoon (Standard time) on Tuesday. accordion lessens at your home. $1 wlthministration. asking that Frank S Lyd August 3. 1907. at which time and place I ln 30 miles. C. A. LUNDELL. Friendship.
LIGHT CORN ACREAGE
persons Interested may appear and _ _____________________________91*93-tf
die of Rockland, or some other suitable all
cause, if any they have, why said
person be appointed Admr., without show
HAVE you tried Mt Sinai Wax Polish?
offer
should not be accepted; to present
bond.
easy to use, no tlresom" rubbing.
other bids or proposals; and to abide It's
Farmers Found Difficulty In Plant
Call for a free sample bottle at STONESTATE NANCY H SPEAR, late of the decision of the Court thereon.
IN
OTON
FURNITURE CO
89*91
ing During the Rainy Season
Warren, deceased. Petition for Dis
EDWIN R EDWARDS.
tribution. presented by Abbie R Storer
CARPENTER work of all kinds. L.
Receiver.
of San Leandro. Calif., Admx.
ROGERS, 151 Pleasant St. Tel 424-W
July 27. 1937.
Maine's 1937 corn crop, Commis
ESTATE ISABELLE DORR, late of
89-91 _ ______________________________ 87*92
sioner Washburn of the State De Camden, deceased Petition for Admin
WATCHMAKER. Am remaining ln
istration, asking that Everett
R.
Rockland this summer. Will continue
partment of Agriculture said Tues Grieve
of Camden, or some other sultrepairing
watches, clocks, antiques all
day, will be "rather light as to acre sble person be appointed Admr., with
kinds. Call and deliver S. ARTHUR
Qcniune Luc)raved
age."
out bond.
MACOMBER. 23 Amesbury St.. RockWashburn said this year's crop
ESTATE JOHN OTIS, late cf Worces
land, Tel. 958-J.________
78-tf
however, had been “benefited greatly ter. Mass., deceased. Petition for Li
BRICK, cement, plastering and rock
cense
to
Sell
certain
real
estate.
sit

the past two weeks 'oy the hot uated tn St George, and fully described
work, painting of all kinds. Call A W.
JU The Lowul Price* la Hlitorrl
GRAY Tel 8533 __________________ 78-tf
weather although it got away to a In said Petition, presented by Alan L.
LADIES—Re'lable hair goods at Rock
bad start because of so much rainy Bird of Rockland. Admr
Vlalting Cards
land Hair Store, 24 Elm St. Mall oidera
weather earlier ln the season.”
ESTATE GEORGE R CAZAI.LIS. late
solicited
H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
100 paneled card*, choice ol
deceased Petltlm for Li
Approximately 61.000 tons of corn, of Cushing,
________________________________ 78-tf
to Sell certain Real Estate, sit
sizes and 30 stylet ol engraving,
for canning was harvested last year, cense
ua'.ed In said Cushlnr. and fully de
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
PLATE INCLUDED, only — «1.65
Washburn said, adding it was im scribed tn said Petition, presented by
and delivered. Prompt service. Lawn
possible to predict at present what Lizzie E Young of Cush'n;. Exx.
roller
to let. CRIE HARDWARE CO.
Wedding Announcements
'successor to Rockland Hardware Co.|
ESTATE JOSEPHINE C COI LAMORE
this year's production would total.
or
Invitations
Tel. 791. Rockland.
78-tf
late of Rockport, dec—, ed
First and
Washburn said the harvesting and final
account presented Tor allowance
On white or ivory stock—wed
canning of corn would start about by Frank H Ingraham, Admr.
ding or plate Ilnish. Inside and
the middle of August.
Witness. HARRY E WILBUR. Esquire
outside envelopes, and PLATE IN
He said Maine's potatoes “are Judge of Probate Court for Knox County
CLUDED
.... ......................J8.9S
Maine.
growing very fast, but the northern Rockland.
Attest:
sections need rain badly."
Social Stationery
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
An Ad. In These
"There probably will be a reduc
Special stylos for men and women.
91-3-97
tion in the crop unless we get some
A choice of lovely colors, mono
Columns Will Sell
rain Immediately," he said.
STATE OF MAINE
grams and styles of engraving,
OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
PLATE INCLUDED _.... .
Anything From a
Augusta. July 14, 1937.
$2.25, $3.95 and up.
The number of young chickens on
Is hereby given that a Petition
farms on July 1 was the smallest ln lorNotice
the Pardon of Harold B Kaler a
Business Stationery
Needle to an Anchor.
13 years of record for that date, and convict ln the State Prison at Thomas
500 business cards or Hammennill
ton. under sentence for the crime of
19 peicent below last year.
Bond letterheads, PLATE IN
• • • •
larceny Is now pending before the Gov
What Do You Want
ernor and Council, and a hearlg thereon
CLUDED. only..................(7.95
July farm cash income is likely to will be granted In the Council Chamber
show a markedly greater than sea at Augusta, on Wednesday, the fourth
to Sell ?
sonal rise over June as It did In 1936, day of August, 1937, at ten o'clock A M.
FREDERICK ROBIE.
according to the bureau of agricul
Secretary of State

; LOST AND FOUND j

!

WANTED

; Sommer Cottages *.

:

to let

:

! MISCELLANEOUS !

STATIONERY

4

FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES COMPANY

WINTER STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

The Courier-Gazette

tural economics,

_______

.

.

85-S-91
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Every-OtKer-Day

CLASS OF 1917

OCl ETY

FURS

“WEDGEWOOD”

CLOTH COATS

The flrst reunion of class of 1917,
Rockland High School was held
Thursday evening at Crescent Beach
Inn. There were 35 seated at the
Now Showing
tables representing 21 members of
Mrs. H. J. Weisman is spending two
weeks with Mrs. Bernadette Delano
the class with their husbands, wives
A New Collection
in Provincetown, Mass.
I meant to do my work today and children. The records show that
Bu:„V°Wn blrd “bK
““ apple there were 42 members graduated.
Mrs. Herbert Curtis, Mrs. John M.
And a butterfly flitted across the field. four have died leaving 38 scattered
And all the leaves were calling me. !
.
_ ,
,
„ |
Richardson and Mrs Ralph Glenden
all over New England. Some of the j
ning. were winners at bridge, at the
And the wind went sighing over the j members had not seen each Other
Major and Mrs Oeorge Blaney and Thursday night meeting of WIN
land.
Tossing the grasses to and fro,
since leaving school 20 years ago.
laughters Alice and Marguerite, re- Club, with Mrs. Vance Norton as
An“ hand—h0* he‘d °U‘ *U 8h,n'ng The original officers were all present !
urned Thursday from a month's hostess, at her home on Oak street.
tay at Megunticook where they ocSo what could I do but iaugh and go? with the exception of Edna Ward- |
—Richard Le Gaiiienne
wen Clements, who was prevented
upied the Perry cottage.
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer B. Crockett
and son John and Captain and Mrs.
• • • •
from attending by illness. They
„
,
„ were: Eliot Duncan, president;
Miss Lillian Baker is the guest of John Bernet, spent Thursday at
FUR
STORAGE
AND
REPAIRS
Our
Book
Circus
or
Summer
ReadI,
h Soffayer vice president and
4r. and Mrs. J. H. Carver at Vinal- Spruce Head guests of Mkss Kath
ing Club continues to grow in popu-| charleg s^eiie, treasurer. Comerine
Aageson.
laven.
16 School St. Odd Fellows Block Tel. 541 Rockland
lanty and is now nearing the forty muni tions were recelved from
mark in registratiom Of this number
d
and
v
90-tf
Charles M. Harrington and daughMr. and Mrs. John Hussey of
La^±i^^>rL^L±aClrLrrhlka1tz asking to be remembered and
er Mrs R. H. Britt and Thomas Waltham, Mass., are visiting Mrs.
the required books necessary for the regretting that they could not attend.
Jross. have returned from Portland, Hussey's sister. Mrs Hattie Davies,
reading certificate.
With over a
Miss Anna Coughlin, principal at ‘
vhere they were guests for a few for a few weeks.
month to go we would like to double
lays of Mr. and Mrs. Henry H. Ranthe registration before the school the time this class graduated, and ]
term begins. Days when it’s too beloved teacher, was the guest of
lal].
Mr. and Mrs. Gardner French and
honor. She -entertained
warm to play
’s nothing
i»z-<
.
piav there
tn-res
notnmg more ------................. the
- class
— in
son Donald rfre spending two weeks
than a hady nook and a her inimitable way with some amusMrs. Harriet Leavitt of Gardner. at the Hanrahan cottage, Cooper's Chamber Music Concerts Be- Ingrahams Comments Un I lnviting
good book, to carry you off to far frig reminiscences and by reading
Mass., formerly of this city who has Beach.
the Observance of Gen. off lands.
gin In Eells Boat Barn Sun
some of her own poems. Love and
□een guest of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
admiration for her was manifest by
Plummer, returned to St. George Fri
Knox
’
s
Birthday
day
Night
the entire class.
Charity Club members motored to
day to be the guest of Mrs. L B.
The remainder of the evening was
Helpful material may be found in
□ilchrest, before going to Ellsworth Boothbay Thursday, to dine at LlnThe Curtis String Quartet, inter-' Proverbial “Gen. Knox weather,
of our display comers for walk spent in listening to thumb-nail au
,o complete her vacation. While ln E-Kin Bay Lodge, the afternoon be rationally renowned ensemble, will j with sunny skies, greeted those who one
ing off with Flower Show prizes, tobiographies from each classmate
Rockland Mrs Leavitt has had the ing spent in enjoying the scenic
which includes the best from our developed by the question “What
beauty
at
that
resort.
agair.
present
its
annual
series
of
went
to
Montpelier
last
Saturday
for
□leasure of calling on many old
tnree chamber music concerts this1 the observance of the General s garden books, magazines and illus- have you been doing the past 20
friends, including a pleasant visit
ceie. trated material ot winning flower years?” Isabel Smith Higgins played
with Mrs. Ella Lurvey. Fulton street.
Mrs. Vivian Lord of this city is a summer at Captain Eells' Boat Barn, birthday anniversary this year cele- arrangements. The dates are near several solos on the accordion and
hrnteri on the Saturday before tne
patient at Dr. Leighton's Hospital,
in Rcckport. They will take place artua] date which came on Sunday, at hand August 17-18 and we are was ■joined with group singing. It
Mrs. Florence Rogers. Mrs. Myrtle 109 Emery street, Portland. Letters Sunday evenings, at 8 30 ciyiigv>t (jujy 25).
ready with many suggestions. Come was voted to have another reunion
Makinen, Mrs. Frances Weed. Mr.s. from local friends will be much ap
in and look them over.
on the third Thursday of August
time.
Aug.
1.
15
and
29.
Fifty
per'
•
•
•
•
preciated.
John Milks and Mrs. Mabel Thorn
• • • •
1938.
cent
of
the
proceeds
will
be
djnatvl
.
et
wag
felt
at
the
res
igdike were prize winners at the beano
The committee in charge consisted
to
Camden
Community
Hospital
and
f
Edward
K
Oou
id
of
RockThe John Newbery Medal for the of Milton Rollins, chairman, Eliot
□arty given Thursday night at
Wilbur Aageson. who has been Rockport Visiting Nurse Fund. The at
chairman
of
the
board
of
most distinguished contribution to
Grand Army hall, under the auspices visiting his sister. Mkss Katherine
Barn is again offered for use
’
h havmg he]d that posi- American literature for children in Duncan and Jerome C. Burrows.
□f Edwin Libby Relief Corps. Mr.s. Aageson at Spruce Head, the past Boa"
The following attended: Gradys
through the generosity of Mrs. Xsmcethe Knox Memorial As 1936 has been awarded to “Roller
Maud Cables and Mrs Ada Brewster week, returns today to Malden. Mass
Britto Studley and H. Pearl Stud
Charles
F.
Griffith.
Its
delightful
sociation was formed, and his coun Skates'' by Ruth Sawyer. Selected ley; Mr. and Mrs. Jerome C. Bur
were hostesses. Another party will
atmosphere will provide an ideal set
be held Thursday of next week, with
Dr. W. H. Armstrong and daughter ting for these Intimate musicales. sel in the meetings of the board of also as one of the "50 books ’ for 1936. rows, Ethel Clarke Sukeforth and
—which
_______
directors, of
he was ex-officio this story of a little girl ln the New
Mr.s. Inez Packard and Mrs Eliza Miss Rhandena Armstrong of Pennsyl
Th
quartet
which comprises amember.has been often sought and j York of gas lights and hansoms will husband Dorothy Coburn Walker.
beth Gregory in charge.
vania are visiting in this city.
Marguerite Condon. Walter Dorgan.
Jascha Brodsky, violin. Charle Jaffe, freely given, from the time that plans charm children and aduits
Mr. and Mrs. Eliot Duncan. Helen
violin. Max Aronoff. viola, and Or were made for the building, during its
Miss Annie Snow of Boston is the lando Cole, cello, has been heard
Carl Freeman and Harry French
Hardy, Marion McLoon Munsey and
construction,
and
since
the
structure
ire spending the weekend in Boston. guest of Miss Maude Hall on Water with outstanding success in Europe .
husband. Christina Paulsen Dorr and
been Compieted and opened‘ to
‘
Books Too Good To Miss
On their return they will be accom street.
and throughout America, and today <he bUc He has
the one who
"American Dream’' by Michael Fos husband. Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Perry
panied by the latter's nephew John
and son Malcolm, Viola Pettingili
stands in the front ranks of organ- atjended to the legal work in organiz ter
Mrs. Edwin Carman of Stonington izations
Beverage of Southbridge.
*
ations of Its
its kind.
' [n- th€ corporation and in the forI Michael Foster has written a warm Willey, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Rich
is at the Stanley House for a short
For the flrst program on Aug. 1 mation of and amendments to its' and lovely and searching book about ardson. Eva Rogers Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Britt has gone to Hart stay.
the program will include the Schu- constltution as well as to other de- three generation! of American life Milton Rollins, Charles Sartelle,
ford. Conn, to visit his uncle, Fran
bert Quartet in D minor (“Death and I, u of a jegal nature tnat arose In them he is looking for the Amer- Isabel Smith Higgins and husband;
cis E. Harrington. He will also be
Mr. and Mrs. Levi Moulden of the Maiden ") and the Piano Quar-1.
tlme to time The va;ue of the ican dream—that spirit, that way cf Mr. and Mrs. John G. Snow. Joseph
.the guest of relatives in New Haven. Swan's Island are here for a few days. tet in C minor, opus 60. by Brahms. I
, that he has rendered cannot life which evolved out of a land orig- Soffayer, Sadie Tripp Sparrow and
The quartet will be assisted by Mrs. * ,1 be estimated
inally peopled by the discontented, daughter Virginia and Frankie Web
spiritual and political exiles of the ster.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stewart of
....
Mr. and Mrs. Willis I. Ayer are John F. Braun, pianist. Mrs. Braun
world.
Cleveland, Ohio and Frank Stew- home from a motor trip to Lincoln. was heard with the quartet last sea- J
son, and her appearance at this ' The absence of Mrs. Katherine C
____
Miracle
of England" by Andre
irt of Cincinnati, motored to this The return trip was via Calais.
ROCKPORT
concert will be hailed with much Derry, the efficient corresponding and Maurois
•ity recently, to be guests of thelr
pleasure
by
her
countless
admirers,
recording
secretary
of
the
organThe
book
that
takes
you
inside
parents. Mr. and Mrs. George StewE.F.A. Club met Wednesday with
Capt. and Mrs. George W. Lane re
Tickets, single or season, may be ization. was noticeable, and all were i Engiand. The pageant of England's turned Monday from Sedgwick where
irt. Willow street. They were ac Mrs. Hattie Davies and Mrs. H. W.
companied home by their father, Thorndike at the Davies cottage. Ash gotten from any member of the, sorry to learn of the illness which | history from the earliest times to the they attended the centennial anni
topping enroute for a visit with Point. Mrs. Choris Jenkins, Mrs. quartet who will be glad to furnish \ kept her away. She took the part of J succession of George VI is surveyed versary of the building of the Bap
iheir brother, Fred Stewart at Old Millie Thomas and Mrs. Cora Smith further details if desired. Due to lim- Lady Knox at the birthday celebra- I and illuminated,
tist Church.
“Wind From the Mountains" by
won the bridge prizes. Picnic lunch. ited seating capacity it is advisable tion last year. Regret was also exOrchard.
The Baptist Ladies' Circle held a
to procure tickets well in advance if pressed at the absence of Miss Har Trygve Culbranssen
riet R. Williams, the auditor of the
Those who delignted in the unique successful fair Wednesday on the
Nancy. Dorothy and Perry Howard, possible.
Mrs. George Blaney has as guests
Association, which was occasioned ' stojy, "Eeyond Sing the Woods" will church lawn. The weather was ideal
|for the month of August, her mother children of Dr. and Mrs. Emery
by
sickness.
f welcome the continuation of the and the booths were well patronized
Howard
are
spending
the
weekend
iMrs. Charles Erskine and niece Miss
WIGGIN-CLARK
e • • •
(story it Norwegian "Old Dag” and by local and summer residents with
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
P.
Cook
Dorothy Trull of Lowell, Mass.
"Young Dag" with their enormous these committees in charge: Fancy ]
in Melrose. Mass One of the high At the Methodist parsonage tonight
The address of Oliver L. Hall of !
fP„dal-like life on their work, Mts. Ella Overlock; aprons, j
will
take
place
thij
marriage
of
MayBangor,
a
native
of
Rockiand.
past
:’”n,gtestate.
„h.1a,nd feuda‘-Iike llle on tnelr iMrs
William Seavey was host at a lights of the visit, will be the wit
great
- Minetta Paul, Mrs. Marion j
president of the Maine Society of ■ Northeast Passage" by Kenneth Richards; ice cream. Mrs. Nina Car- |
(house party recently at his camp at nessing of a “big league game.” which nard Howard Wiggin. formerly of The
the Sons of the American RevolujFleasant Point. Hus guests were Mr the youngsters have been anticipat Courier-Gazette staff, and Miss Ruth
roll; cooked food, Mrs. Mildred
Roberts.
land Mrs. Albert Cables. Mr. and Mrs. ing with keen pleasure. Incidentally Maybelle Clark, who recently retiredtion. for 25 years editor of the Ban
America's new best seller. Another Rhodes. Mrs. Marie Bisbee; candy,
George Stewart, Frank Stewart of | this is their first trip "on their own as 4-H Club agent for the Knox-Lin- Ror commercial, and now Executive excellent historical novel in a splen Miss Hortense Bohndell, Mrs Mil
coin Farm Bureau. The ceremony secretary to Gov. Barrows, evoked did series. In this. Major Rogers, dred Easton; hot dogs, Mrs. Christie
Cincinnati, Thomas Stewart of
Cleveland, and Mr and Mrs. Walter
Mrs. Edward Batchelder (Dorothy Charles f Rrnnk will norform thp much favorable comment ano he| was of ROg--s' Rangers, is made the cen- Whitney; grabs. Mrs Mona Payson,
Wilson and daughter Jane of Dor- Reed) of Saugus, Mass., will be house double'ring ceremony PThe couple I?* recJPlen^
Songratu ft'| tral figure by the narrator, Langdon
A large Crew Of interested citizens
Chester. Mr and Mrs Cables re- I guest of Mr and Mrs Lester B will be attended bv" Mias Mildred * °”s' u h.e .!jad
u.
Towne, the Major's secretary and are busy each night prepar|ng thc
mained for the rest of the week.
, piummer, next week, before visiting Clark sister of the bride elect and
H<LP8id 8 ’rlbu,£'° ,he Daughters confldant
throughout his thrilling waterfront for the opening Wednes------(her grandmother in Bucksport.
Mr, John Pest, sister of the bride- °fork^hl^hey" aw'doffi"" partlcu-I adventUT ‘S th<? V^undtl" and day °f Rockports four-day annual
groom-elect. The only guests will be
*f &volu. W«. Readers of Arundel ^and carmvak-rejatta^ The grounds have
M. R Pillsbury is in Boston over ’
Walter Wilson, who has been immediate relatives in the
the weekend on business.
,s. two fami I
soldlers
nc
others^ Ro
fc^e "»ghU ha°vZ £en'pfi
spending a two weeks vacation here, lies. The bride's gown will be blue
a
"
d
h<
L,
a
??:
u^
tl
°
„.
Par
?H
"Kennebec:
Cradle
of
Americans
and the central Maine crew of linereturns
Sunday
to
Dorchester.
Mass.
Anita Stewart and Patricia Stew
silkvircrepe.
wiggin is me son oi air aim ^*rines,that,he had recently visited. b Robert P Tristram Coffin.
raen promise ^at everything will be
art. "'who have been visiting their Mrs. Wilson and daughter Miss Jane, Mn
Mr.G™
Wiggin
is
the
son
of
Mr.
and
N Wgg n and gradu- ' H‘’MTK
The firSt °f 8 “f*" °f
n °.n hZ ln readlness for turning on the power
grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. George will extend their visit to several
.
“
,6 “
and of what he did for the Nation. „r„,, rivers of America, all to be i ,
Stewart. Willow street, have re weeks.
ated in 1929 from Rockland High paylng specia, tribute (0 ,h<> difflcuIty »
Constance Llrdsay Skinner. ‘
Matron Marion Upham
School where he was an especially of his explot in bringing the cannon A delightful blend of history humor
turned to Portland.
“anon u'uia^
Mrs. Ella P. Grimes is entertaining active factor in athletics. After leav
rn<Tn'm'P<thp^^rh?shOt^ eVa'jat^tha^ 8nd
^h Miher Mr".
Bur£
Mr and Mrs. C. M. Richardson, Mrs. Anna Keene Darling of Hyde ing school, and until a few weeks ago cpunng trie British to evacuate that summer reading,
b
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Russell
Staples.
Mrs
he was employed as linotype operator cltv.
| and Mrs Bernice Wolcott and daugh Park. Mass.
| “Conversation it Midnight"
Louise Holbrook, Mrs. Susie Ausp- I
for The Courier-Gazette. He is now
ter Carol Ann have retlirned from a
The
speaker
waxed
eloquent
in
his
Edna
St.
Vincent
Millaj.
Mrs. Mary B. Newell of New York on the staff of the Kennebec Journal patriotic appeal and called the at-T a new volume if the author's poe- 'and and
visit in Massachusetts.
Hawkins attend- (
City is spending the month of Au- ln Augusta.
tention of hls hearers to the fact tryA sure to be in wide demand.
fd, rh*
Mrs. William Monkhouse of Port- I 8U«t with Mrs A. S. Littlefield,
Theano
bride-elect
is a native..............
of Cas
vine
a oauguw,
« ca^Uv/who^' t0?
* P8Ul” b>'
Hawkin/fllled the station^ conduct !
tine and a daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
land is at South Hope for the month
Mrs.
Ralph
Wiggin
entertained
of August.
Ca‘un?S^
ln the'glories °f the past «ferred' Journeying in As.a Minor and ^ss in the exemp.ificatlon of the
her bridge club Thursday at her farm val^h’
?^eSMrw;i
.„dw A. she,don. M1sS
in
Warren.
Picnic
luncheon
and
Kenneth D. Noswortby. who has
contract
were
diversions.
Each
guest
took
up
4-H
dub
work
with
the
KnoxQf
repubUc
&nd
urged
been the guest of his uncle, Oscar
missionary travels as set down in the Clive Libby and Mrs. Stella Lenfest
S. Duncan, at Holiday Beach, has went home regaled with a beautiful Lincoln Farm Bure a
Pf Camden spent Monday and Tues_ , those present to be alert and ready Acts of the Apostles.
bouquet from Mrs. Wiggin's Garden. shown remarkable ad a
tQ dQ
combat such ef_ “King Edward VIII. by Hector Bo- (day on a trip to Quebec,
returned to Boston.
der her direction.
f .
litho.
Earle Achorn will be the speake^
The popular couple will reside at j
....
Members of E.F.A. Club were en
This intimate biography portrays) Sunday at the 11 o'clock service a*Martha Seavey will be hostess to a
gathering at Camp Sea-vey, Cushing tertained Wednesday by Mrs. Hattie 100 Stone street, Augusta
The presence of Mrs. Marcia Bin- the Duke of Windsor, who abandoned the Baptist church. At 7.30 p. m.
to celebrate her 15th birthday anni- Davies at her Ash Point cottage,
ford of Roxbury, State Regent of the his rule over half the world for the i tb«e wi 11 be a union service of the
Mrs.
Margery
Thorndike,
co-hostess
■ versary Sunday. The young guests
FRIENDSHIP
Daughters of the American Revolu- love of an American woman. When two churches at the Methodist
will be conveyed in cars furnished for Fienic dinner was served, followed by
tion and Mrs. Florence JVaugh Dan- Fdward was Prince of Wales. Mr Bo- Church with Rev. N. F Atwood, pas
the purpose, and swimming contests cards. Bridge prizes were awarded
A pleasant evening at cards was forth of Skowhegan, chairman of the litho served for a time as his “offi- tor as the speaker
and weenie roasts will occupy the Mrs. Choris Jenkins. Mrs. I. J. Shu enjoyed recently at the home of Mrs. State Knox Memorial Committee of cial narrator." living in the Deanery Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Sheldon and
time, so no idle moments are fore man and Mrs. Cora Smith.
Charles Grant, a shower being given the D.A.R.. showed the interest thjit at Windsor and traveling in the Miss Olive Libby left Friday fore
seen by those who attend.
noon on their return trip to Los
for Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Snowdeal this organization takes in Montpelier. Prince's suite.
Mrs. E. D. Spear, Mrs. Frank W. by Mrs. Charles Grant and Mrs. Ray
Angeles, after a two-weeks' visit with
Fuller. Miss Gail Sharpe and Mrs. Winchenpaw. More than 30 relatives
Miss Libby's mother and sister, Mrs.
A
visitor
to
the
house,
on
this
oc'
For
a
good
sea
yarn
you
will
enjoy
W. O Fuller lunched Friday at Po and friends of the newly married
Libby ano
and Miss
Carrie lLibby.
..
vn. i,
.
j„ hv Villiers' Ada
ua niouy
miss varne
,1Ddv
caslon,
who
has
traveled
extensively
j
CrtiUe
of
the
^
onrad
h
by
s
y
h
'^
n(
,
r
They
plan to be two weeks on the
land Spring.
couple were present. Cake and punch ■m Europe, spoke highly in praise of We^ward
m the sc
way wlth
stop- yen.
were served by Mrs. Orrin Burns.
Mrs. Almon Cooper has been Mrs. Charles Grant, Mrs. Ray Win the beauty of the central staircase in Yankee" by The Johnsons, Bounty Mrs Wilbur Cross of Rockland was
Montpelier, and said that she had Triology' in one volume,
p
spending a few days ln North Haven chenpaw and Miss Eda Lawry.
guest Wednesday of Mrs. O. P. Jacknot seen its equal, in that respect, Hands’’ by Tomlinson.
as guest of relatives.
son
• • • •
anywhere that she had been.
• • • ■
The presence of Dr.
Henry- For a bit of mystery read "Bus
Miss Beverly Merchant is in Knox
Leland
- Andrews
Thatcher Fowler, great great grand- man’s Honeymoon" by Savers; “Puz A marriage of interest took place
Hospital where she underwent a
zle
of
the
Blue
Banderilla"
by
,
son
of
General
Knox,
seems
to
be
estonsil operation yesterday.
i sentlal to a proper observance of Palmer; Ask Miss Mott by oppen- July 23 at the St. Thomas rectory in
Camden when Miss Elizabeth Mont
"the birthday." and ail were glad to hcim. .
.
... . . „ .
CAMDEN
Hiram Ingerson of Dorchester,
know that "the professor" had been
An entertainfng storv will be found gomery Andrews became the bride of
Mass., is visiting his daughter Mrs
able to arrange to be present, before in "Truth to Tell by Rosman
p Chester Ernest Leland. Tlie cere
TODAY
. .
. .
WiRine star
Percy Dinsmore.
| c,
Summer" bv nnc,nw
Brisiow; “"Rising
Star mony was performed by Rev. Wilmaking an European trip.
Heads" liam E. Berger, rector of the church
Double Feature
—Frank H. Ingraham. by Miller; "Roof Over Their
.iv, ygjng the singje rlng service
John Geddes of Flushing. L. I., N
Hueston; “Rose Deeprose".. by —
Smith
HOPALONG
CASSIDY
•
•
•
•
Y., has Joined his family at Crescent
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
Beach.
We are greeting new faces every and Mrs. Daniel Andrews of this
in
j HAWTHORNE’S IPOINT
day from our summer colony. Don't town The groom ls son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. N. Southard opened her
“NORTH OF THE
forget to acquaint your friends and j Mrs. Chester E. Leland of Camden
Miss
Friscilla
Peabody
of
Boston
attractive summer home “Shoreguests of our non-resident privi and is employed at Hughes Woolen
is
visiting
Mrs.
C.
H.
Bailey
for
a
RIO
GRANDE
”
land," for a delightful party. Thurs
leges. Let them enbv the service Co. in that place.
short
vacation.
of your Library during their stay.
day night, given for the benefit of
Mr. and Mrs. Leland began house
A short cut to rest and re
also
Mrs. W. J. Spear with & group Of
St. Peter's Ghuroh, the large num
keeping immediately at the Bramhall
laxation appeals to women in
friends
enjoyed
a
picnic
Thursday
ber attending being loath to leave
LEO CARILLO
house on Mountain street. Camden
: in Tenant’s Harbor
every walk of life.
the lovely view from the broad ver
where a furnished apartment await
in
I
Miss
Marion
Anderson
of
Rockland
SEAPLANE SERVICE
andahs. Honors at contract were as
ed them.
I
was
a
visitor
Thursday
at
Miss
Eva
A rest treatment that at the
signed to Mrs. Harry Leon. Mrs.
“HOTEL HAYWIRE”
VINALHAVEN, NORTH HAVEN
:
Spear's.
same time improves the skin
Joseph Dondis. and Mrs. A. D. Morey,
MARTINSVILLE
Rockland, Vinalhaven, North
the auction honors going to Mrs
by correcting excessive dry
Standard Time
Trip
Clara
Curtis,
Mrs.
Vina
Varney,
Mrs.
ness and renews its freshness.
8.30
UNION
R. 15
1— 0.00 A M.
"The Candle of the Lord" will be
SUNDAY-MONDAY
Ernest Knight, Mrs. Frank Ingra
12.15
12.00
i—11.43 A.M.
the subject of J. Wesley Stuart at
3.30
ham, Mrs. Fred Achorn, Mrs. John
3.15
3— 3.00 A.M.
CLARK GABLE, MYRNA LOY
the Baptist Church Sunday at 10.45
| The huge stock of men’s and boys'
Thompson. Mrs. Audrey Teele, Mrs.
in
SUNDAY
There will be music by the choir.
furnishings and shces and women’s
Anna Saville, Miss Madlene Rogers,
9.50
9.35
9.20 A.M.
footwear of the Levi Seavey store, now ?1—
*A4rs. Roy Estes. Miss Blanche Cran
2.10 The Sunday School convenes at
1.55
— 1.40 P.M.
“PARNELL”
Lindsey’s, Watts Block, Thomaston, 3— 5.20 P.M.
5.50 11.45; the evening service will be at
5.35
dall, and Miss Louise McIntosh. The
7 with the pastor speaking on the
is being sold at true bargain prices.
also
angel cake was awarded Mrs. Charles
483 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
New high grade merchandise is being AIRWAYS, INC., Near Public Landing topic "Jonah, the Book of the Cal
Emery, the wall light going to Miss
Telephone 338
COMIC CARTOONS
vary Message." nie mid-week serv
PHONE 683-W
[ added daily and sold at amazing low
Ruth Rogers
Light refreshments
88-tf
89&91
ice will be Wednesday at 7 p. m.
prices.—adv.
ware served.

Mrs. Harry Brown, Achorn street [
entertained T.&E. Club Wednesday (
night. Sewing and lunch.

BURDELL’S DRESS SHOP

Held Its First Reunion With
35 Present—’Nother Next
Year

COTTON DRESSES
Misses’ and Women's Sizes
Special at

$2.50 each

FOR FALL AND WINTER

Values $3.95 and $5.95

MAIL AM) PHONE ORDERS FILLED

LUCIEN K. GREEN

CURTIS QUARTET

BIRTHDAY ECHOES

AT

POLAND SPRING, MAINE
You will enjoy a wonderful holiday with every comfort and ideal
facilities for outdoor sport and pastimes

POLAND SPRING HOUSE

MANSION HOUSE

Open until Oetobi r 5th.
Open until November 2d
Private Golf Course—18 Holes
Fiist Tee and Eighteenth Green directly in front of hotel.
Swimming, Fishing. I'pland Shooting, Partridge and Woodcock,
Tennis, Saddle Horses, Canoeing, Orchestra
Concerts twice daily. Dancing.
HOME OF POLAND W ATER

Poland Club Soda
and

Poland Spring Ginger Ale
(Dry and Golden)
MADE FROM THE WORLD FAMOUS

POLAND WATER

I*1"! Sf*i

Assuring Quality Beyond Comparison

HIRAM RICKER & SONS, Inc.
SOUTH POLAND, ME.

Ginger Ale

90tf

MONDAY-TUESDAY
Mserw <x ™

"’‘’Ty 1

ROARING
TIWBNR
I RMDLEY ■ DONNELLY • HAH0M
BRADLEY
_
TODAY
WILLIAM BOYD
in
"RUSTLERS VAIJ.EY’

SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY

BR0AI,,»*r s,lt
"li*,

a 'racing romance with such
sparkle and excitement! A King

oi Gamblcro ... a girl sworn to
"break” him—thelr love otory will
long remain a thrilling memory!

COMIQUE

HER
LAST
PICTURE

A "REST FACIAL”

MABELLE
BEAUTY SHOPPE

NOW
PLAYING

“SLAVE SHIP"
with
WALLACE BEERY, WARNER BAXTER

6- SHOW’S—MATINEE 2.00. EVG. 6.45. 8.45.
CONT. SATURDAY 2.15 TO 10.45
Sunday Shows Benefit Winslow-Holbrook Post, No. 1, A. L.

George Woodward of Glen Cove.
They also visited their son Irvin Wass
who is stationed at Wakefield, Mass.,
with the Coast Guard rifle team.
Men have been busy lately cutting
the hay from the reservation and tak
ing it away . It is exceptionally heavy
this year.
Roland Chenny spent a day ashore
recently with Keeper Colberth's
family.
Philmore Wass. son of H. H. Wass,
J is attending summer school at W. S.
N. S. We are looking forward to a
I visit from him.
The children are having grand fun
learning to swim in a small pond
where the water is not deep enough
j to be dangerous.
We found something the other day
which is puzzling us all. We noticed
, places on the island where all the
What our lightkeepers and coast
grass had died and the earth was dry
and cracked and looked as though the
guardsmen arc doing to protect
birds had been scratching there. In
coastwise shipping by day and by
observing it more carefully, we found
night. The day's news from many
one could lift the top soil up by the
lonely outposts along Maine's j dry grass like a big rug. Turning it
waterfront.
over, we found hundreds of cream
colored worms as large as a lead pen
cil and about two inches long. They
God bless the sea-beit Island,
had a yellow head and six legs on the
And grant forevermore.
! body next to the head. Besides the
That charity and freedom dwell
worms, there are thousands of eggs
As now upon the shore.
—Whittier.
and small ones. It is not only in one
place but ln many at the middle of

GUARDIANS
OF OUR COAST

Every-Other-Day
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ABSURD HISTORY
EALM OF

M USIC

State Historian Gould Points
Out Inaccuracies In Article
About Rockland

JOHNSON’S FUTURE FLYERS’ GALA DAY

Strong intimations have come to
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
the writer from authoritative sources
The New York Herald Tribune that Edward P. Johnson, of Saco,
publishes a story of Rockland by
Gladft St. Clair Heistad
until recently warden of Ute Maine
Peter Faneuil. which is republished
State Prison, is likely to be a candi
in The Courier-Gazette. July 24. and
date for the Democratic nomination
Summer music is certainly playing selves. I am the piano. I am the is an excellent advertising of this
for Congress from the First District
a big part in American life. Opening greatest gift of one man to another. City But it is purely newspaper prop
,,
. ,
of a man to a woman, a woman to a aganda and has no value as an his ln the June primaries
the July issue of Musical America. man a parent tQ a child Mv gin u
Mr. Johnson is very tamlliar with
such captions as these greet our the gift 0( passing through new torical document, because of its in politics. He has been an alderman
accuracies.
Let
me
point
out
a
few
eyes: “Stadium Summer Concerts thresholds—into a life that one could
in Saco and when he was appointed
Begin Auspiciously"—"Ravinia Park never even dimly understand, with- of the inaccuracies just as a fair to be prison warden he was serving
Series Opens For Six Weeks''—"Itur- out me. '
sample of what the article contains. as turnkey at the Alfred Jail. That
Wedded Bliss
bi Opens Series in Robin Hood Dell"
It starts off with the astounding he is personally popular in York
—“ 'Aida' Opens Cincinnati Summer
County and has a wide acquaintance
An
amber-breasted
thrush
upon
a
thorn
statement
that Owls Head is situa there is commonly known. It is also
Opera'—Significant nam->s appear in
Made glad the mud-swept lea
ted at one end of Rockland Harbor, true that he is a public speaker of
the artist list—Lily Pons, John
With mellow melody.
Charles Thomas. Jose Iturbi. Vladi To hearten buds and stars and little | and the Acadia National Park at the more than ordinary ability. At a re
leaves unborn.
mir Golschmann. Fritz Renier, Ar
other extremity.
cent Legion convention Mr. Johnsen
mand Tokatyan. Mario Chamlee. Lu- He sang, and loved and sang, this thros- I The article continues that to the had the opportunity to exercise his
crezia Bori and John Corigliano.
west of Rockland are the historic abilities both as a politician ar.d as
tie blest;
Til from the lvy-tod
Audiences ranging from 6.000 to 15towns of Brunswick, Bath and Wal a speaker. He was one of the leaders
000 are reported attending these sum- I Hls wife cried. O my Ood.
Do stop your noise, and help with this doboro. The writer may as well as in the successful fight made by Hec
mer events.
add "And so is Houlton. St. John. tor G. Staples of Rockland for the
esfv'
here dratted nes
• • • •
|
—Eden Phllpotts
N. B.. and Halifax, situated west of office of commander of the Legion,
Rockland.” Why not say that Thom and he also made one of the speeches
Composers residing at the Mac* * "
Matinicus Rock
151811(1 next t0 1115 shore' uThe
Dowell Colony. Peterborough. N. H., I Fritz Kreisler. who has not been aston and Warren are our western nominating Mr Staples which made
, . . .
largest spot we uncovered was about this summer include Mabel Daniels, before the public as composer very neighbors. Continuing the article a fine Impression on all of those who
We must claim hot weather as our : 20 jwt sdUare
Mrs. H. H. A Beach. Edwin String- much since the revelation of the states that Captain George Wey heard him.
excuse for having neglected the news [
1
....
ham. Charles Haubiel. Marion Bauer. true paternity of his “ancient tran- mouth who landed at what is now
York County Republican leaders
column but that is no longer an I
Charles Wakefield Cadman. Mary scriptions. has added to his list of Thomaston in 1605. marched his ' have been very loth to have Mr
alibi, for the days are now perfect.
Portland Head
Mrs. Fletcher had a most enjoyable j O-u-t spells “out goes July,” and Howe. Douglas Moore and Chalmers compositions. Recently London heard soldiers in armor three or four miles Johnson get back into the county and
I Clifton.
lhe «rst Performance of hls “Drei toward the mountains, when in their go to playing politics again, but the
vacation last month, part of which how sorry'we are that good summer
•• •’
Nachtgessenge sung by Retnhold sweltering armor, the weather being impression they had last winter when
was spent at Petit Manan Light Sta- days slip so quickly away.
, ,
.
tzmrinn rennrts that it has at last von Warlich, to whom they are ded- extremely hot. they were compelled the warden's tenure of office was
tion with Mr. and Mrs. Lockhart
The bus season is on and visitors
I ^d?? E°L. „
7 . . at «,
irated
to return to their boat. He states threatened, was that he would run
oro monv
seen
Moonlight Sonata. the film icatea
, .
The remainder was passed at the oi
wW£hPaderewskl made at Denham
Following a recital given in Athens that their march was probably over for sheriff if he got out of the prison
home of her sister. Mrs. E E. Per at the station are many.
Mrs. F. O Hilt. Mrs. R T.Sterl- ,ast summer for Luthar Mendez. It by Kreisler. the violinist was deco- the Meadows at Rockland. A glance job. But. the information that he
kins in Brownville. Her two daugh
the map will show that this
ters returned with her for summer ing and Mrs W. C. Dowcalled Fri- is an e]egant uttle picture so the rated by King George with the cross at
march from the point where Mont may try for Congress came to me
.............. While
.................................
...... da>' °n Mrs. Lucy E Robinson and London correspondent tells us-set of the order of Oeorge I.
vacation.
in Rockland they
from two separate sources, both very
w°re guests at the home of Mr. and E E K*nne> and family of St George jn a beautiful villa among the Swed* * * * ...
. pelier formerly stood, and which was reliable ones.—Fred K. Owen in the
the
point
of
landing,
toward
Dodge's
Mrs. A C. Ramsdell.
Visitors the past week were Mr and ish firs, and made with a dignity and
In 1917 “the>' said" of John Barb:~
Portland Telegram.
Mr. and Mrs W E Thompson have Mrs. Cotton and daughter and two simplicity worthy of the great figure rolli. conductor of the New York mountain w’hich was their objective i
aid
not
pass
over
Rockland
territory.
'
returned from a pleasant vacation grandsons of Peak s Island.. Asst for whom it was composed. The film Philharmonic Orchestra Govanni
A LIME DEPOSIT
Writing about the grant of land 1
They visited at Port Clyde. Mark Supt. T. J. Sampson. Mr. and Mrs begins with a concert at which Pad- Barbirolli, a young cellist of British
Island. Goose Rock and Matinicus W. C. Dow. sons Byron and Richard ' erewski plays the whole of Liszt's birth but Italian parentage, has just to Beauchamp and Leverett by the
A prospecting trip through various
Island
I of Portland. Stanley Sterling of New Second Hungarian Rhapsody and made a successful debut in London Council of Plymouth, which was the I
foundation
of
the
Waldo
Patent,
later
towns
of Penobscot County in search
The mumps have been going the Jersey and Mr Matthews of Cape the first movement of the Moonlight and earned the encomiums of the enby General Knox, he states of lime deposits was made Saturday
.....
. .
_ u..l.
—
-Later
.
__ tlvn
’Viic Wt
Sonata.
in the film he plays
Ure nracc
press.••' 'TThis
bit of nna'C
news tn'pptv
twenty acquired
rounds here and all those not having! Elizabeth
that "The party (representing Beau- |
had them are in for a new experi-' a party of eight from Peak's Island his own Minuet The recording is years ago was accompanied by a champ and Leverett' atr.ved safely i by Freeman Burr, state geologist, ac
ence.
with guests from Virginia spending excellent and the close-ups of the charming picture of the young Barbi- in June and established a truck companied by Coleman C. Randall,
George Ray of Millbridge is visit- j the summer at Peak's Island, were great pianist and of his hands are ' rolli.
house on the eastern bank of St. assistant county agent. A lime de
ing at the home of his daughter, entertained Wednesday at the home fascinating. For the rest he fits | Shura Cherkassky pianist, whose Georges River, five miles below the
Mrs. H. A Ball.
of Mr and Mrs. R. T. Sterling. A simply and unobtrusively into a sim- magnificent playing was a high light head of tidewaters—which must have posit was found in Garland, reported
We enjoyed Ernest Wagner's com- motor trip was enjoyed in the after- pie story, speaking with slow preci- of the local summer music seacon. been in a part of Rockland.” This Assistant County Agent Randall, and
sion and acting as naturally as if appeared with the London Sym- truck house was located in what is a deposit in the town of Carroll. The
pany for a few days recently.
noon around Cape inizabeth.
part in real life, j phony. Arthur Rodzinski conducting. now Thomaston, and remote from the
Mackerel have been plentiful
pleasure was ours Wednesday he were playing• his
lime strata in Carroll looked promis
• • •
in Queen's Hall, on June 22. He
around here We have seen numer-. watching the yacht Orion, sail in and
territory now embraced In the City ing he stated, being the only source
The
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But we longingly speak of the nice the gt Lawrence to Montreal
*1 that newsPaPer published an artis
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month to determine the exact extent
[tic poster "of a keyboard silhouette carries a friendly picture of Shura
green gardens on some stations How
The article continues by stat
I with fingers pressing the keys and taken in the Royal Garden at Drott- ing that "After King Philip's of the deposit.—Bangor Commercial.
ever. we will have to be content with
evoking the spirit of music,
a ningholm. near Stockholm,
the flower gardens.
MAINE
War (which ending in 1677> Rock
wraithy figure floating above the lid
• • • •
Eunice Thompson of Matinicus is
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land lay desolate." Rockland could
| of the piano. Underneath was this I "Eternal Flight." a novel by Lotte not have been desolated in this
visiting at the home of W. E. Thomp We have traveled home again
j text:
Lehmann, of the Metropolitan Opera. Indian war as the territory covered
son.
From "Vacation Land" ln Maine
“I do not speak in words. I speak is scheduled for fall publication in by Rockland was then but a prime
a language too universal to need this country by G. P Putnam's Sons val forest. Rockland was not settled
We saw the sea In all Its glory.
Squirrel Point
Saw lt in Its raging fury.
words to express my meaning. I speak Mme. Lehmann's book was brought until 1763 when the log house of one
Recent callers at the station were
Dashing surf upon the coast,
in tones, in chords, in melodies, in out in German last Christmastide by- Reed was the only dwelling in what
Saw lt rolling, blue, sublime.
Will Heald and son Henry.
harmonies
Because I speak this Herbert Reilchner of Vienna, under afterwards became the principal vil
The Mission boat. Sunbeam, was at Defying man. Defying Time.
no presumptuous boast
language of my own. the language of the title "Orplid. Mein Land " and lage now the most densely populated
the Phippsburg dock Sunday. O. J. WeIn have
seen its gleaming strand.
[ music. I can bring to people a hap- later was translated and published in portion of Rockland city. It was lo
Guptill preached a sermon at the stretching like' a silver'band.
piness that they can feel, even though France. Holland. Italy and Czech- cated on the site of the American
church After the services the boat | Distantly away
they cannot understand why they oslovakia. In these countries its re- Legion block So for a period of 92
We have crossed the mighty bridges
was open for inspection and the O'er
its arms as lt reaches
feel it. It is not important for them ception was uniformly enthusiastic , years after King Philip's War. there
Keeper's daughters were among the
Into port or bay.
to understand.
They know this
• ■ .
| was not a habitation to burn nor a
many who visited it.
A new electronic device called the settler to scalp within the limits of
Guests at the station Sunday were We have seen the throngs on highways, happiness through feeling. To the
pleasure ln the by-ways;
young I am the threshold ot a rich resonoscope. developed by the Allen Rockland, so when the article states
Mr. and Mrs. Bernal Allen and Seeking
We have seen the huge hotels;
new world of beauty, that youth can B DuMont Laboratories of Upper that ten years after trouble with the
daughter Albertie of New Portland. Gallant beaux and dashing belles
build into the very fabric of its life. Montclair. N. J., permits one to see Indian still existing, two block houses
Maine and Mrs. Helen Day of New Neath multi-colored umbrellas,
j I evoke the creative artist which is the pitch of any tone, whether song were erected and a large area be
tolling on the sand
ton Junction. N. H.
Ashing, boating, swimming, bathing, in every child. I draw on the well- [ or played, and also its timbre and tween them enclosed by palisades, the
Miss Albertie Allen and Mrs. Helen Or
In the tepid water laving.
springs of a child's capacity for ten- j volume First, the desired tone is same criticism applies. Block houses
Day are spending a week with the
Or strolling hand ln hand.
demess, for kindness, for compas- produced on a tuning fork. Then a were erected in what is now Thomas
Some were golfing, tennis playing,
family.
sion. I give a child an incentive to cathode screen reproduces the sung ton but never ln Rockland. Nor has
pleasure, old Time slaying.
The flower gardens have bright Any
In Maine. “Vacation Land.”
accomplishment, to self-understand- or played tone in visual terms, so that there ever been Indian devastation
ened up the past few weeks by many
ing. and to the only worthwhile dis- it may be compared with the pure in Rockland territory.
gorgeous poppies ranging ih shades We have seen Mount Cadillac,
cipline—self-discipline. I bring to tone of the master tuning fork withCaptain John North who is cred
from wine reds to orchids and whites. ;\nd while standing on its back.
! boys and girls—in the language of in the resonoscope. If ‘he tone is ited as being a settler of Rockland,
The Keeper has been busy the past of\ar^(Je<,be1"utty atTgia'ncT5*
j my music—a joy that has its origin sharp, its wave form slips off to the never lived in this city, but was a
week repairing the fence. The family other mountains towering high,
.within themselves. I bring to people right; if flat, to the left If the wave valued citizen of Warren. Likewise
has enjoyed new peas and string With the blue lake< nestling nigh;
; of maturity a rich poetic world of form remains practicallv stationary Captain Thomas McLellan is eulo
And as the sun went down,
beans from the garden the past week The
glowing sky Its lurid hue
beauty achieved through harmony, the pitch closely matches that of gized as a citizen of Rockland when
Callers Saturday at the station Reflected in the water blue
a world whither they can escape the the fork. The smoothness of the as a matter of fact he lived in South
( Ol'RIER-GAZETTE SPECIAL
were Mrs. Seavey's parents, Mr. and Of the harbor, now at rest
I hurly-burly of an actual world that wave form Indicates the timbre, Thomaston. The same is true of
The ocean craft upon its breast
Mrs. James Norton of Newagen.
WHITE VELLVM
Below us lay the town.
takes too little heed of beauty. I give while the height of the main wave in Lieut Joseph Perry of Revolutionary
We have been busy lately canning With
Monarch Size
Its church spires heavenward , them strength that comes with self- dicates the volume. By means of this fame.
Zephahiah Everton, also a
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understanding, a strength that re invention, which can be slugged into soldier of the Revolution, was never
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in place of the tansient excitements instrumentalist can detect immedi toll gatherer at the bridge in Thom Your name and address on paper
A Navy tug recently passed by the Then
We passed the gleaming white abodes of external things, the joy of finding ately any divagation from the true aston. where he lived and died,
and envelopes printed in Blue.
station.
Like gems ln emerald green;
Black. Green or Brown ink.
their own happiness within them- pitch in his tones.
j The land of the Twenty AssociAnd all around the mountains rise
ates is also quoted as associated with
In waves of blue against the skies;
Petit Manan
Only $1.25 postpaid
And Inland lakes ln quick surprise
Rockland This land is located in
Mrs. Bertha Lowe has returned to Greet our eager, watching eyes
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other
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than
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Jonesboro after spending two weeks In fairyland of Maine.
a tract of land beginning in Camden
with her daughter Mrs. James Free
Penobscot River—Buoys to be estab
and was five and one quarter miles
We've seen the rivers, wide and deep.
man.
lished.
renamed
and
renumbered
about
Rolling with majestic sweep.
Creats Lots of Mischief But wide on the Camden water front,
Second Assistant and Mrs. Wass Onward to the sea;
Aug. 5:
and extended back thirty miles into
have returned from a ten day leave. Like humanity, its tide
Do a Great Amount of the Interior. When surveyed it was
Following buoys to be established:
Rolling onward deep and wide.
They visited in Boston and saw two Coming
ever, ever going.
found that about twenty miles back
Indian Point Buoy 7. a black 2dof the Big League games complet Ceasing never, swiftly flowing
Good
from the shore it infringed upon the
class special can. in 30 feet. 750 yards.
ing the vacation with relatives in To Eternity.
Plymouth Patent, therefore a portion
72 degrees from end of pier on west
Over hill and thro' the vales.
Sullivan.
Two Damariscotta boys. Verne of what is now the Town of Liberty
the forests and the dales.
bank of river opposite.
Mr and Mrs. H. J. Kelly and three Through
New beauty charms at every glance.
Luce Cove Buoy 9. a black 2d-class Battees€ !"dTom_Pri°L recently m0‘ and the whole of the present Town
children of Rahway. N. J., are visit In this Garden of Romance,
special
can, in 20 feet. 900 yards. 84S tored t0 Eastern Gull Rock to inves- of Montville were ceded to complete
This
beautiful
domain
ing Keeper and Mrs. Lockhart.
degrees
from end of pier on west bank tigate bird conditions on that refuge, the requisite number of acres. Thus
Arthur J Alley is spending the
Montville. a part of Liberty, and the
And we've shared the hospitality
summer with Keeper and Mrs. Lock Of Portland. Queen City, by the sea
of river opposite.
, Eastern Gull Rock, six mi.-s off the towns of Appleton. Hope and Cam
hart.
With the glorious moon above.
Frankfort Flats Buoy 6. a red 2d- mainland, ls occupied by herring den, made up the territory known as
Muriel Bagley and Lillian Wood And beside us those we love
class special nun. in 18 feet. 1900 guns The western is monopolized by the land of the "Twenty Associates
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ward have returned to their home in On the Promenade at night.
yards. 81 degrees from end of pier at
of the Lincolnshire Company" as the
terns
Sullivan.
Far to left and far to right.
entrance to Marsh River.
company was called. Rockland was
Miss Catherine Freeman is with her Myriad spears of twinkling light
Crosby Narrows Buoy 14. a red 2dA few yars ago a dry led^e near never included in or connected with
LINETTE SUPERFINE
grandmother in Jonesboro for a few Reflect ln Casco Sea.
class special nun n 10 feet, 175 yards. I New Harbor was covered with reins’ this tract of land in any way.
White Writing
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O he who's ever been to Maine
Edward K. Gould,
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Lower Buoy 6 to be renamed Frank years gone by. Just how tn~.se crea
Will surely long to go again
Libbey Island
State Historian. ink.
fort Flats Buoy 8
Phebe C. Scott.
tures know there is prey on the rocks
Summer is well on its way and we Toronto.
Frankfort Flats Buoy 8 to be renum l is a mystery. The Eastern Rock is
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Bald Hill Reach Shoal Buoy 10 to . are allowed there but the herring gulls waterproof covers and waterproof
STREAMLINED BEES
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and the terns return the compliment ing Rockland Awning Co., Inc. Tel
summer with our families here. Pic
Casco Day—Potts Channel—South [at their strong hold.
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We are glad to welcome our Keeper
nun. in 16 feet of water 320 yards, | they were often used for culinary
back after a sick leave of two months.
Prof. Lloyd R. Watson of Alfred 323 degrees from Potts Point.
purposes. If taken newly laid they
Assistant Keeper Colberth and fam
West Penobscot Bay Entrance— are not at all bad either for general
reported Tuesday that he
ily are enjoying an eight-day vaca University,
was developing a "civilized" strain j Seacoast—Two Bush Island Light Sta- cooking, or fried or poached. The
tion after being here two months
—Improvements to be made about white has a rather jelly like consist
without any time ashore during the of streamlined bees. By cross-breed- tion
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i ing Dr. Watson already has produced Aug. 25. 1937.
ency.
keepers absence.
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that
he
Quite a long time ago the birds be
to Your hotel in BOSTON
Mr. Huntley and crew of telephone
120,000 candlepower and the red light came nearly extinct. The plumes
Double 53L,4« 4 i?
men from lhe Coast Guard boat A.B.9 keeps the hive in his living room. to
36.000
candlepower.
were popular for decorations for bon
All «00M$ WITH BATH
have installed a new telephone line The bees go and come through a
Fog signal will be changed to an air nets and Indians slaughtered the
500 Rooms
here on the island. We greatly appre small opening in a window pane. He
Sp«tial weekly rates
said these bees were obtained by diaphragm horn sounding a blast every birds as they gathered at their breed
ciate the work.
Forest Chenney and friend have crossing a fairly gentle type and “the 20 seconds, blast 2 seconds, silent 18 j ing places. Terns were a rare sight
RADIO
™Ci«ntr h Be ' 1La.nd2i’211 answer si8' i for several years. Strict laws now
been visiting his father Jasper Chen most devilish bee in the world."
govern the matter and protect the
SERVIDOR
The new bees have an unusually nals. if horn is disabled.
ney lor a. week.
gulls and terns.
Assistant Keepers Chenney and heavy coat of down, which makes
TUB ’-.SHOWER
Colberth have built a merry-go-round ;ll,em particularly valuable as pollinaThe eggs are beautifully colored
KNITTING WOOLS
for the amusement of the children jt0I's. Dr. Watson said,
with light green splashes and blot
A New England
but we find it amuses the older folks
111 a" effort to streamline bees, Dr.
ches No two are alike in size, color
Product
as well.
Watson is attempting to produce a
At attractive prices, or markings.
NORTH STATION
Keeper Chenney and family recent- long-tongued bee which will be able
Samples sent free ! Gulls are invaluable to the summer
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ly enjoyed a six-hour ride to their lo obtain honey from deep flowers
with knitting hints, hotel manager and during the vacahome in ,Lubec.
[such as red clover. Red clover now
Visit our yarn shop, tion season always fare bountifully
Keeper H. H Wass and family were , has to me pollinated by other insects
Open daily.
but they have Increased to a tremen-.
THOMAS HODGSON & SONS, Inc.
recent guests of their daughters Mrs. because bees do not have tongues
dous extent. They do much damage
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Walter Whitney of Saco and Mr. . ufficiently long to reach the pollen.
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Fred Owen Hears That He A Plane Or $1000 In Cash
May Run For Congress In
To Be Given Away At
Rendezvous
First District
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M0 TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

MANGER

A new. nationally known two-place
airplane and flying instructions, or
$1,000 ln cash if the winner prefers,
will be given away at the Maine Aero
Rendezvous at the State Airport in
Augusta, Aug. 28 and 29..
Officials of the 15 year old Maine
Aero Club which is sponsoring the
meet—a goodwill gathering of pilots
and plane owners of the Atlantic Sea
board and eastern Canada—are mak
ing arrangement for an expected at
tendance of 40.000 spectators during
the two day show. Pilots and plane
owners from other States together
with participants in the many aerial
contests and exhibitions that will be
staged, will be the guests ol the club.
A banquet designed to appeal to
the appetites of aviators, and an en
tertainment to be put on by profes
sional artists, are on the program for
Saturday night, Aug. 28. and the i
next day a real down-east clambake. |
probably the largest ever prepared j
in Maine, will be cooked and served j
outdoors at Island Park.
The park Is on a peninsula Jutting i
into 12-mile-Iong Lake Cobbossee- J
contee, five miles from the State airP' rt. Visiting sea planes will be used
at that lake and guarded at their
anchorages day and night.
The State airport with four smooth
oiled runways up to 2800 feet long,
and equipped with virtually all the
latest airport devices, is considered
one of the finest In the East. It is on
top of a hill almost within the heart
of the Capital.
Subject to approval of the Aero
nautical Division of the U. S. De
partment of Commerce, several flying
contests will be on the program dur
ing the meet, including races, a try
for an altitude record for light planes,
acrobatics and formation flying.
Among the famed pilots being in
vited to attend the Rendezvous as
guests of the club are Al Williams,
Howard Hughes. Eddie Rickenbacker,
Dick Merrill. Tex Rankin. Jimmy
Doolittle and Clarence Chamberlain.
The general committee in charge
of the meet consists of: Col William
N. Campbell of Sanford, finance
chairman; Bill Turgeon of Lewiston,
events chairman; Capt. Burtis F
Fowler of Augusta, secretary; Bill I
Paxton of Augusta, publicity chairnan; and Mayor Frederick G Payne
of Augusta, treasurer.
The committee on arrangements:
Clifford Strange of Portland. Made
line Suttie and Wesley Marden of
Waterville, Charles Fortin of Lewis
ton. Irwin David of Auburn, Carl
Croce cf Skowhegan. Dean Cunninglam of Farmington and Charles
Coolidge of Lewiston.
Gov. Lewis O. Barrows and Wil
liam H. Gannett of Augusta are
honorary members of the arrange
ments committee.
A squadron of U. S. Army bomb
ers will be here and the proper au
thorities are being contacted for the
purpose of getting one of the crack
Navy, Army or Marine Corps flying
’earns which have appeared at air
meets in the western and central!
States..
Some of the planes expected at!
’.he rendezvous include a 32 place j
lying boat, and an $85,009 low wing
monoplane owned by a Maine indusriallst who u^s it not only for
speedy transportation between his
plants ln several parts of the United
States but also as a flying offlce. It
las 32 instruments and just about
every safety factor that has been de
vised..
State police, through the co-operaion of Chief Wilbur H. Towle, a
member of the club, will do traffic
tuty at the airport and members of,
he local American Legion Post,
which has always taken a very ac.ive interest In club activities, will
assist in guard duty.
The Maine Aero Club has a mem
bership of 321. everyone of whom is
vitally Interested In aviation.
The rendezvous will be the first
of Its kind ever held in the East.
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Maine's Former Governor, Louis
J. Brann

Formre Governor Louis J. Brann
of Maine said Tuesday he had not
thought of running for Congress from
the Second Maine District in 1938,
when queried about rumors to that
effect. Brann arrived in Washing
ton Tuesday and said he was there
for a few days on private business.
His trip has no political significance
he said, “I just want to be quiet,”
he added.
Rumor In Washington for some
days is that Brann will run for Con
gress as a stepping stone to a Senate
race in 1940. He has persistently re
fused to comment on rumors of his
reentry into politics through a third
term as Governor as a stepping stone [
to the Senate though it is under- I
stood that he is not averse to being
mentioned for the Senate.

The summer meeting of the North
pastern Poultry Producers' Council Is |
to be held at Rutgers University. New I
Brunswick. N J. Maine poultrymen
have been invited to attend,
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